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The impetus for this research project has been the increasing interest over the last decade in the
medical ultrasound community in the utilization of more sophisticated excitation signals than the
single-carrier short pulses currently used in ultrasound scanners. The potential advantages of such
”coded” signals are two: a) an increase in penetration depth and/or an increase in signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and b) an increase in frame rate. Both signal-to-noise ratio and frame rate are very
valuable resources in medical ultrasound imaging. Higher SNR will allow imaging of structures
that are located deep inside the human body. Higher SNR can also allow migration to higher
frequencies, which in turn will result in images with better resolution. High frame rates will make
v
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real-time three-dimensional ultrasound imaging possible and will allow imaging of fast moving
objects such as the heart.
Coded signals have been used successfully in other engineering disciplines such as radars and
mobile communication systems. It is therefore natural for one to ask for the reasons why coded
excitation has not been explored and used in medical ultrasound imaging as much as in the other
areas. The answer to this question (apart from the required complexity in electronics and imple-
mentation issues) is that ultrasound imaging with codes is a far more challenging and difficult task.
In radar systems, the problem is the detection of isolated targets. In imaging, the problem is map-
ping of distributed scatterers, where no decision-making is possible. The high requirements in the
displayed dynamic range of the ultrasound images is translated to increased requirements for the
correlation properties of the coded signals. The problem is further complicated by the frequency-
dependent attenuation in the tissues and by the presence of speckle. In communication systems,
codes are used as modulated carriers of binary data and separation of users is based on threshold
detectors. For fast ultrasound imaging, any cross-talk between simultaneously transmitted coded
beams will appear as ghost echoes in the image. Apart from having a more difficult task to accom-
plish, the ultrasound engineer has to work with far more limited system bandwidth and code length.
Unfortunately, the performance of coded excitation is based exactly on these two parameters.
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate systematically the applicability of modulated signals in
medical ultrasound imaging and to suggest appropriate methods for coded imaging. This book is
an attempt to provide to the ultrasound community with an overview of the problems, possibilites
and expected benefits from application of modulated signals in ultrasound imaging. The author
hopes that the principles and ideas presented and discussed here will inspire others in designing
coded imaging systems in the future with improved performance.
vi
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Modulated (or coded) excitation signals can potentially improve the quality and increase the frame
rate in medical ultrasound scanners. The aim of this dissertation is to investigate systematically
the applicability of modulated signals in medical ultrasound imaging and to suggest appropriate
methods for coded imaging, with the goal of making better anatomic and flow images and three-
dimensional images. On the first stage, it investigates techniques for doing high-resolution coded
imaging with improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to conventional imaging. Subsequently it
investigates how coded excitation can be used for increasing the frame rate. The work includes both
simulated results using Field II, and experimental results based on measurements on phantoms as
well as clinical images.
Initially a mathematical foundation of signal modulation is given. Pulse compression based on
matched filtering is discussed. Correlation and compression properties of coded signals are shown
to depend on a single parameter of the coded signals: the time-bandwidth product. It is shown that,
due to attenuation in the tissues, the matched flter output is related to the ambiguity function of the
excitation signal. Although a gain in signal-to-noise ratio of about 20 dB is theoretically possible
for the time-bandwidth product available in ultrasound, it is shown that the effects of transducer
weighting and tissue attenuation reduce the maximum gain at 10 dB for robust compression with
low sidelobes.
Frequency modulation and phase modulation are considered separately and their resolution, side-
lobes, expected signal-to-noise gain and performance in tissue imaging are discussed in detail. A
method to achieve low compression sidelobes by reducing the ripples of the amplitude spectrum
of the FM signals is described.
Application of coded excitation in array imaging is evaluated through simulations in Field II. The
low degree of the orthogonality among coded signals for ultrasound systems is first discussed, and
the effect of mismatched filtering in the cross-correlation properties of the signals is evaluated.
In linear array imaging it is found that the frame rate can be doubled without any degradation
in image quality, by using two coded sequences that have a cross-correlation of at least 11 dB.
Other coding schemes that can increase the frame rate by nearly 5 times with a small compromise
in resolution are discussed. Coded synthetic transmit aperture imaging with only 4 emissions is
shown to yield the same signal-to-noise ratio as with conventional phased-array imaging which
vii
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uses 51 emissions. Further frequency-division coding can make it possible to obtain images with
acceptable resolution with only two emissions. Finally, a novel coding technique which uses pulse
train excitation is presented.
viii
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Introduction
The use of ultrasound in medical diagnostic applications has a history of half a century. There are
several books published on ultrasound physics, the principles of image formation and beamforming
in ultrasound imaging. For more information, the reader is referred to the relevant literature [2, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
0.1 Potential advantages of coded excitation
In ultrasound imaging, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a crucial factor for image quality. The severe
attenuation of the ultrasonic signals in the tissue results in echoes from large depths literally buried
in noise. Flow estimation or synthetic aperture techniques are two of the fields in ultrasound
imaging that suffer the most from the low SNR. On the other hand, resolution requirements favor
transmission of short pulses, and thereby low signal energy. The transmitted power should then be
raised proportionally to the shortening of the pulse. Unfortunately, the peak intensity levels that
are permitted by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) to be sent into the human body set a
lower limit in pulse duration. Transmission of modulated signals can improve the SNR a great deal
without degrading imaging resolution. This is achieved by retaining the system bandwidth without
reducing the pulse width.
Current ultrasound scanners form the ultrasonic image by emitting a pulsed field in one direction.
The scattered field is then received and focused in the same direction. This is repeated for a number
of lines, in order to assemble an image. The frame rate is, thus, limited by the speed of sound in
tissue and the number of directions for an image. In blood flow imaging, a number of pulses must
be emitted in one direction in order to estimate the velocity, and this can -in some investigations
over large regions of interest- lower the frame rate to an unacceptable rate. The number of lines in
one direction for flow images also determines the accuracy and bias of the velocity estimates, since
the removal of stationary echoes and the subsequent velocity estimate are improved proportionaly
to the number of lines. The sequential acquisition limits the number of lines per second, and makes
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it impossible to obtain real-time 3-D ultrasound images, as lines here have to be acquired for a full
volume instead of a cross-sectional image. Many problems can be solved and advantages gained
by increasing the possible acquisition rate. Modulated signals provide a large waveform diversity,
with the potential of increasing the frame rate in ultrasound imaging. How this can be done is the
topic of the second part of the dissertation.
0.2 Literature Review
The first investigator that considered the application of coded excitation in medical ultrasound sys-
tems was Takeuchi [10] in a paper dating back in 1979. Takeuchi pointed out the time-bandwidth
limitations in the application of coded signals in ultrasound imaging. Possibly due to this lim-
itation, as well as the anticipated limitation imposed by the frequency-dependent attenuation in
tissues, there is no much contribution during the following years in the literature on this topic. It
is only in the last decade, that there is a renewed interest in coded excitation within the medical
ultrasound community, resulting in a rather vast amount of published papers.
O’ Donnell [11] discussed the expected improvement in signal-to-noise ratio, concluding that
coded excitation can potentially yield an improvement of 15 to 20 dB. His system was using a
single correlator on the output of a digital beamformer, i.e. beamforming was done prior to com-
pression. This approach, although advantageous in terms of implementation, poses requirements
on the code length and arises issues about the effect of time-gain compensation (TGC) and dynamic
focusing on pulse compression.
Subsequently, several contributions have been made, primarily on pulse compression mechanism
and sidelobe reduction problems. Considerably less authors [12, 13, 14] have considered fast
ultrasound imaging using coded signals with low cross-correlation properties. Some authors [15,
16, 11] have considered the application of inverse filtering instead of matched filtering for more
efficient sidelobe reduction. Most of the authors have used chirp (linear FM) or pseudo-chirp
excitation [11, 17, 18, 19, 20], others have considered binary codes, such as m-sequences [16, 14]
and orthogonal Golay sequences [12], and others have considered both [15]. Rao [19] pointed out
that ultrasonic attenuation will result in SNR degradation. Pollakowski and Ermert [18] discussed
the design of non-linear FM signals. The same group [21] has also considered frequency-dependent
filtering in order to compensate for the attenuation.
0.3 Thesis structure
The dissertation is organized as following:
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First, the mathematical properties of coded signals and pulse compression are discussed, with the
ultrasound-specific requirements in mind. Subsequently FM- and phase-coded signals are dis-
cussed and appropriate coded signals, weighting and mismatched filtering are designed. Imaging
with single coded excitation is simulated and tested in clinical images, and the findings in terms
of SNR improvement, robustness and resolution are discussed. This concludes the first part of the
disseration (chapters 1 to 7).
The second part (chapters 8 to 10) is devoted to the usefulness of coded signals as a means of
increasing the frame rate in ultrasound imaging. It discusses cross-correlation and orthogonality
properties among sets of coded signals and fast coded imaging techniques in linear-array imaging,
synthetic aperture imaging and pulse train imaging.
• Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction on modulated signal representations and basic signal
properties concepts.
• Chapter 2 describes the matched filter, the center element of pulse compression and the
ambiguity function associated with coded waveforms. Emphasis is given on the application
in ultrasound imaging.
• Chapter 3 presents the frequency-modulated (FM) signals.
• Chapter 4 describes filtering techniques for sidelobe reduction using FM signals.
• Chapter 5 introduces phase-modulated signals. Compression properties of binary phase
as well as polyphase coded signals are presented. Complementary codes and orthogonal
Hadamard matrices are also discussed.
• Chapter 6 discusses the application of coded excitation in ultrasound imaging, as well as
measures of resolution and SNR improvement.
• Chapter 7 presents experimental results of coded excitation in ultrasound imaging. Phantom
and clinical images are shown.
• Chapter 8 examines the cross-correlation properties of FM signals and phase-coded signals.
• Chapter 9 presents simulated results in coded ultrasound imaging with high frame rate.
Linear array imaging and synthetic transmit aperture imaging are discussed.
• Chapter 10 discusses the potential of a novel coding technique using acoustically generated
pulse trains.
• Chapter 11 summarizes briefly the findings of the dissertation.
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Modulated signals
1.1 Introduction
This chapter gives a rather quick overview of basic concepts in signal analysis. A single measure of
a signal - the time-bandwidth (TB) product - will be used in order to show the equivalence between
the terms modulated signal, high time-bandwidth product, and pulse compression.
1.2 Signal basics
Let a real modulated signal s(t) be expressed as:
s(t) = a(t) · cos [2pi f0t +ϕ(t)] , (1.1)
where
a(t) is the amplitude modulation function and
ϕ(t) is the phase modulation function.
The argument of the cosine in (1.1) is the phase function Φ(t) of the signal :
Φ(t) = 2pi f0t +ϕ(t) (1.2)
If ϕ(t) is a continuous time function, the time derivative of the phase is defined as the instantaneous
frequency fi:
fi = 12pi
dΦ(t)
dt = f0+
1
2pi
dϕ(t)
dt (1.3)
From (1.2) it can be seen that the phase modulation function has to be a non-linear function of
time, since any linear term can be combined with the carrier frequency. If the amplitude a(t) varies
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slowly compared to the instantaneous frequency fi, |a(t)| represents essentially the envelope of the
signal.
The Fourier transform of the signal s(t) is denoted as S( f ). s(t) and S( f ) are related through the
Fourier integrals:
S( f ) =
∞R
−∞
s(t) · e− j2pi f tdt
s(t) =
∞R
−∞
S( f ) · e j2pi f td f
(1.4)
The energy of the signal E is given by:
E =
∞Z
−∞
[s(t)]2 dt =
∞Z
−∞
|S( f )|2 d f (1.5)
where the second part of the equation is obtained by Parseval’s theorem.
Substituting (1.1) in (1.5) we obtain
E =
1
2
∞Z
−∞
[a(t)]2 dt+1
2
∞Z
−∞
[a(t)]2 cos{2 [2pi f0t +ϕ(t)]}dt (1.6)
For narrowband signals, the frequencies contained in the functions a(t) and ϕ(t) are small com-
pared to the carrier frequency f0. In this case, the second integral represents the oscillations of a
sine under a slowly varying envelope and is essentially zero. Then, the energy can be approximated
by:
E ≈ 1
2
∞Z
−∞
[a(t)]2 dt (1.7)
This result shows that as long as the phase modulation does not distort the signal envelope, the
signal energy is not altered.
The auto-correlation function is defined by the integral:
Rss(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
s(t)s(t− τ)dt =
∞Z
−∞
|S( f )|2 e j2pi f τd f (1.8)
The auto-correlation shows how different a signal is compared to its shifted versions as a function
of the time shift τ. The maximum occurs when τ = 0, and is equal to the signal energy:
Rss,max|τ=0 =
∞Z
−∞
[s(t)]2 dt =E (1.9)
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1.3 Complex notation of narrowband signals
Signals used in practice are real, however the complex notation offers many advantages particularly
in expressing correlation integrals. The matched filter response -the core of the receive processing
in coded excitation systems - is a correlation integral and therefore the complex notation is very
convenient.
Since the spectrum of a real signal is symmetric around the zero frequency, an equivalent but
simplified notation is a complex signal that has no negative frequencies and double the amplitude
of the positive frequencies. A complex signal is called analytic if its spectrum consist of only
positive frequencies. This is possible when the real and imaginary parts of the signal form a
Hilbert pair [22]. Let
ψ(t) = µ(t) · e j2pi f0t . (1.10)
be an analytical signal, whose real part is equal to the modulated signal given in (1.1). µ(t) is a
complex function, usually referred to as the complex envelope [1], and combines amplitude and
phase modulation:
µ(t) = |µ(t)| · e jφ(t). (1.11)
The real waveform is derived as the real part of the complex signal:
s(t) = Re{ψ(t)}= |µ(t)| · cos [2pi f0t +φ(t)] (1.12)
If Ψ( f ) and M( f ) are the Fourier transforms of the analytic signal ψ(t) and the complex envelope
µ(t) respectively, the Fourier transform of (1.10) yields
M( f ) = Ψ( f + f0). (1.13)
Thus, the frequency spectrum of the complex envelope is the shifted spectrum of the signal with
the carrier frequency removed. When the real signal is narrowband the conditions
a(t)≈ |µ(t)| , ϕ(t)≈ φ(t) (1.14)
are satisfied and the analytic complex signal is derived from the real signal simply by substituting
the cosine with an exponent. Note that the resulting signal (sometimes referred to as the exponen-
tial signal) will not be strictly analytic, if the fractional bandwidth of the real signal is so high, that
the spectrum of the exponential signal folds over the negative frequencies.
Using the second part of (1.5) and the fact that Ψ( f ) = 2S( f ) for positive frequencies, the energy
can now be written as [1]:
E =
∞R
−∞
|S( f )|2 d f =
∞R
0
∣∣1
2Ψ( f )
∣∣2 d f = 12 ∞R−∞ |Ψ( f )|2 d f
= 12
∞R
−∞
[ψ(t)]2 dt = 12
∞R
−∞
|µ(t)|2 dt = 12
∞R
−∞
|M( f )|2 d f
(1.15)
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The equality sign in the latter part of (1.15) is exact, as opposed to the approximation in (1.7). This
is another indication that going from the real to the complex notation is only an approximation [1].
In the rest of the analysis, it is assumed that the exponential signal is a good approximation of the
analytic signal, an assumption that is reasonable for the relatively narrowband signals that can pass
from an ultrasound transducer.
1.4 Correlation integrals
In a similar manner to the definition given in (1.8), the complex auto-correlation of ψ(t) is given
by:
Rψψ(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
ψ(t)ψ∗(t− τ)dt =
∞Z
−∞
|Ψ( f )|2 e j2pi f τd f . (1.16)
Using (1.10) and (1.13), the auto-correlation can be expressed as a function of the modulation
function:
Rψψ(τ) = e j2pi f0τ
∞Z
−∞
µ(t)µ∗(t− τ)dt = e j2pi f0τ
∞Z
−∞
|M( f )|2 e j2pi f τd f (1.17)
The analytic signal of s(t) is
ψ(t) = s(t)+ jH {s(t)} , (1.18)
where H denotes the Hilbert transform. Using (1.10) and the symmetry properties of the Hilbert
transform, the auto-correlation function of ψ(t) can be found [23]:
Rψψ(τ) = 2 [Rss(τ)+ j ·H {Rss(τ)}] (1.19)
The above equation can also be derived by taking the real part of (1.16) and use the one-sided
spectrum property of ψ(t).
In an imaging system, the displayed quantity is the envelope of the signal. As it will be shown in
the next chapter, the envelope of the real auto-correlation function is the matched-filter response,
and is in fact the inverse Fourier transform of the modulation’s energy density spectrum |M( f )|2:
Env{Rss(τ)}= 12
∣∣Rψψ(τ)∣∣= 12
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞Z
−∞
µ(t)µ∗(t− τ)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣= 12
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞Z
−∞
|M( f )|2 e j2pi f τd f
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.20)
Fig. 1.1 sketches the application of (1.20) in the estimate of the auto-correlation envelope of a
single-carrier pulse of length T . In the absence of modulation, µ(t) is a real-valued rectangular
8
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−T/2 0 T/2 t
µ(t)
B(=TB/T) f
|M(f)|
|FFT| |IFFT(|•|2)|
−T 0 T t
|Rψψ(τ)|
Figure 1.1: Triangular auto-correlation envelope of a constant-carrier pulse using (1.20).
window. The modulus of its Fourier transform M( f ) is a sinc function, and the inverse Fourier
transform of a sinc2 function is the triangle function.
Fig. 1.2 illustrates the envelope of the auto-correlation function for a linear FM signal with a time-
bandwidth product of 20.
1.5 Waveform parameters and the uncertainty principle
Rihaczek [1] has defined waveform parameters for the effective signal duration and bandwidth as
the second moments of the energy signals as following:
The rms signal duration δ:
δ2 = (2pi)2
∞R
−∞
t2 |ψ(t)|2 dt
∞R
−∞
|ψ(t)|2 dt
=
(
2pi√
2E
)2 ∞Z
−∞
t2 |ψ(t)|2 dt =
(
2pi√
2E
)2 ∞Z
−∞
t2 |µ(t)|2 dt, (1.21)
and the rms signal bandwidth β:
β2 = (2pi)2
∞R
−∞
( f − f0)2 |Ψ( f )|2 d f
∞R
−∞
|Ψ( f )|2 d f
=
(
2pi√
2E
)2 ∞Z
−∞
f 2 |M( f )|2 d f . (1.22)
Using the Fourier relationship:
µ′(t) F←→ j2pi f ·M( f ), (1.23)
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−T/2 0 T/2 t
|µ(t)|
φ(t)
µ(t)
B/2(=TB/2T) f
|M(f)|
|FFT| |IFFT(|•|2)|
−T 1/B(=T/TB) T t
|Rψψ(τ)|
Figure 1.2: Application of (1.20) in the estimation of the auto-correlation envelope for a linear
FM signal with a time-bandwidth product of 20. The modulation function µ(t) has a rectangular
envelope and a quadratic phase. As it will be derived in Chapter 4, this signal has an approximate
rectangular amplitude spectrum. The auto-correlation envelope is the inverse Fourier transform of
a rectangular, i.e. approximately a sinc function.
the rms bandwidth can be expressed alternatively as a function of the derivative of the modulation
function:
β2 = 1
2E
∞Z
−∞
∣∣µ′(t)∣∣2 dt (1.24)
The advantage of these generic definitions over the conventional definitions of the signal duration
T and bandwidth B is that they do not depend on the time envelope and the shape of the spectrum
respectively. However, they offer a sufficient description of the waveform properties in single
parameters.
Multiplying (1.21) with (1.24) the time-bandwidth product of any waveform is:
δ2β2 =
(
2pi
2E
)2 ∞Z
−∞
t2 |µ(t)|2 dt ·
∞Z
−∞
∣∣µ′(t)∣∣2 dt (1.25)
Applying the Schwarz inequality:
bZ
a
|x(t)|2 dt ·
bZ
a
|y(t)|2 dt ≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣
bZ
a
x(t)y(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(1.26)
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for x(t) = t · |µ(t)| and y(t) = |µ(t)|′, we obtain
δ2β2 ≥
(
2pi
2E
)2 ∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞Z
−∞
t |µ(t)| · |µ(t)|′ dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(1.27)
The latter integral is given by:
∞Z
−∞
t |µ(t)| · |µ(t)|′ dt =
∞Z
−∞
td
[
|µ(t)|2
2
]
=−
∞Z
−∞
[µ(t)]2
2
dt =−E (1.28)
Thus, (1.27) yields:
δ ·β≥ pi (1.29)
This is the uncertainty principle, that states that the time-bandwidth (TB) product of a signal has a
lower limit.
1.6 The time-bandwidth product (TB)
The equal sign in the Schwarz inequality occurs for y(t) = k x(t), i.e. when µ′(t) = k t µ(t). The
solution of this differential equation gives µ(t) = −e−kt2/2. Therefore, the signal with the low-
est time-bandwidth product is a single-carrier pulse with a Gaussian envelope. The impor-
tant point to be mentioned here is that any modulation will increase the time-bandwidth product.
Any waveform with a time-bandwidth product larger compared to unity is referred to as a pulse
compression waveform. Therefore, the difference between a pulse compression waveform and a
single-carrier pulse is the time-bandwidth product. Pulse compression, modulation and high time-
bandwidth product all refer to the same property of a signal.
What was illustrated in Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2, was that modulation can increase the signal bandwidth
for the same signal duration. The increase in the time-bandwidth product of a signal can serve the
need for increasing either the duration or the bandwidth, or both.
In an imaging system, a practical requirement is the utilization of the available system bandwidth
. In ultrasound imaging, the system bandwidth is determined by the ultrasound transducer. In a
conventional system, this requirement is met by simply transmitting a short pulse. If more band-
width is available, the single-carrier pulse should be even shorter. This is obviously an inefficient
way of using the available bandwidth. A pulse compression waveform can provide the necessary
bandwidth without reducing the pulse duration. A short pulse of duration T at a carrier frequency
f0 is a broadband signal containing all frequencies in a bandwidth B = 1/T around f0. Therefore,
the time-bandwidth product of such an unmodulated pulse is in the order of unity, depending on
11
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the definition of the bandwidth. In fact, this is the smallest time-bandwidth product for all signals
with the same envelope, and is due to the precise phase relationship of the individual frequency
components. If this precise phase relationship is altered, a longer signal will result with the same
bandwidth as the pulse. Any non-linear phase function will increase the signal time-bandwidth
product. With a proper rearrangement of the phases, the time-bandwidth product of the new signal
can be much larger than one.
The last graph of Fig. 1.2 shows that a correlation filter applied on a pulse compression wave-
form readjusts the phases restoring the short pulse, or more precisely reduces the time-bandwidth
product back to an order of one. Additionally, correlation filters are optimal from a detection
point of view in the presence of noise. Therefore pulse compression waveforms processed with a
correlation-based filter combine the advantages of an optimal system in terms of high axial resolu-
tion and signal detection in noise. This is the topic of the following chapter.
12
CHAPTER
TWO
Pulse compression and the ambiguity
function
One of the most important signal processing developments has been that of pulse compression that
makes it possible to convert a long frequency-modulated transmitted signal into a much shorter
pulse of greater peak power. Pulse compression is based on matched filter theory and allows more
efficient use of available bandwidth and transmitted power. This chapter describes the mechanism
and basic properties of pulse compression with emphasis on potential application of the technique
in ultrasound imaging.
2.1 Filtering using complex notation
A filter is characterized by its transfer function H( f ). Since an impulse δ(t) has a frequency
spectrum with an amplitude of one and zero phase for all frequencies, H( f ) is simply the impulse
response of the filter in the frequency domain. The filter output G( f ) for an input signal with
spectrum S( f ) will be:
G( f ) = S( f ) ·H( f ). (2.1)
The filter output in the time domain is:
g(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
S( f ) ·H( f )e j2pi f τd f . (2.2)
Using Fourier transform theory, g(τ) can be readily expressed as a function of the filter impulse
response h(t), yielding the fundamental convolution theorem of signal analysis:
g(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
h(t) · s(τ− t)dt =
∞Z
−∞
s(t) ·h(τ− t)dt = F −1 [S( f )H( f )] . (2.3)
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When the analytic signal in (1.18) ψ(τ) = s(τ)+ jsˆ(τ) (where sˆ(τ) denotes the Hilbert transform
of s(t)) passes through the filter, it can be easily shown that the output is the sum of the real and
imaginary responses, i.e.:
g(τ)+ jgˆ(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
h(t) · s(τ− t)dt + j
∞Z
−∞
h(t) · sˆ(τ− t)dt =
∞Z
−∞
h(t) ·ψ(τ− t)dt (2.4)
Since the analytic signal contains only positive frequencies, there is no need to use a filter with
a real impulse response h(t) that passes both positive and negative frequencies. The complex
notation can, thus, be used in a similar manner as in the analysis in Chapter 1, by using a complex
filter with impulse response η(t) and a one-sided transfer function H(f):
η(t) = h(t)+ j ˆh(t) =
∞R
0
2H( f )e j2pi f td f , H( f ) =
{
2H( f )
0
f ≥ 0
f < 0 (2.5)
The complex filter response is then:
γ(τ) =
∞R
0
ψ(t)η(τ− t)dt =
∞R
0
Ψ( f )H( f )e j2pi f τd f (2.6)
The advantage of the complex notation is that the envelope of the filter output for the real signal
can be written in a compact form as:
Env{g(τ)}= 12 |γ(τ)|= 12
∣∣∣∣ ∞R−∞ ψ(t)η(t− τ)dt
∣∣∣∣ (2.7)
2.2 The matched filter
The theory of matched filter was developed after the Second World War in an effort to optimize
target detection in radar systems. The matched filter concept is the solution to the problem of
finding a linear time-invariant filter, which maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (the peak
voltage to noise power) of the receiver output in the presence of white gaussian noise. However,
the matched filter is also the ideal receiver from a statistical decision theory point of view (using
the likelihood criterion), as well as from an information theory point of view (using the inverse
probability criterion). It turns out that Neyman-Pearson and Bayes criteria for optimizing the
probability of detection maximize the SNR at the output of the receiver [24]. Thus, the matched
filter results in a receiver which maximizes the SNR and at the same time minimizes the probability
of error in decision and parameter estimation. Whether such criteria yield the ”optimal” receiver
for imaging will be discussed in a following section.
The SNR is defined as the ratio of the peak signal power to the rms noise power:
SNR =
peak instantaneous output signal power
output noise power
(2.8)
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The signal entering the filter is assumed to be corrupted by stationary noise with a uniform spec-
trum (white noise), i.e. a real-noise waveform n(t) with constant spectral density N0/2. This refers
to a two-sided spectrum with both positive and negative frequencies. The matched filter is the
optimal filter that maximizes the ratio in (2.8), i.e. the peak power of the filter output signal rela-
tive to the noise power. For the derivation of the impulse response of the matched filter using the
aforementioned optimization criteria, the reader is referred to Chapter 2 in [25].
The matched filter has an impulse response equal to the input waveform with reversed time axis,
except for a gain factor k and a translation in time τd for physical realization:
h(t) = k · s(τd− t) , η(t) = k · y∗(τd− t) (2.9)
The transfer function of the matched filter is the complex conjugate of the signal spectrum:
H( f ) = ke− j2pi f τd ·Ψ∗( f ). (2.10)
Therefore, the maximization of the SNR is achieved by the matched filter through the removal of
any nonlinear phase modulation and weighting of the received signal spectrum according to the
spectral components of the transmitted signal. The matched filter minimizes the effect of noise, by
suppressing the noise outside the frequency band of the input signal, essentially making the noise
colored.
Substituting the filter transfer function from (2.10) in (2.6), we obtain the matched filter output:
γ(τ) = k
∞Z
0
|Ψ( f )|2 e j2pi f (τ−τd)d f = Rψψ(τ− τd), (2.11)
where (1.16) has been used in the last part of the equation. Thus, if the input signal to the filter was
the same as the excitation signal (i.e. if the input noise is negligible), the matched filter response
would be mathematically equivalent to the auto-correlation of the transmitted signal, shifted by τd .
The maximum SNR occurs at τ = τd and is equal to:
SNRmax =
2× ( received signal energy )
noise spectral density (W/Hz)
=
2E
N0
(2.12)
The maximum probability of detection is therefore independent of pulse bandwidth and modula-
tion, and depends only on the transmitted energy and the noise power density.
Let the received signal (the input to the matched filter) have an average input power S over the
pulse duration T . The average noise power within the input signal bandwidth B is B N0. For
narrowband signals, the instantaneous peak power at any time instance is approximately twice
the average power at the same time instance. Then the matched filter processing gain or gain in
signal-to-noise-ratio (GSNR) is given by [26]:
GSNR = SNRout
SNRin
=
SNRmax,out/2
SNRin
=
(
2E/N0)/2
S/
(BN0)
=
ST/N0
S/
(BN0)
= T B. (2.13)
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The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio will be equal to the time-bandwidth product of the trans-
mitted waveform.
From noise theory, the variance of the output signal phase due to noise is equal to the variance (or
average power) of the output noise [23]:
σ2φ =
1
E2
σ2N (2.14)
The noise power density at the filter output is (N0/2) · |H( f )|2 and by substituting H(f) from (2.10)
we find the output noise power as:
σ2N =
∞Z
0
N0
4
|Ψ( f )|2 d f = EN0
2
. (2.15)
Substituting (2.15) in (2.14) and converting the phase error into a corresponding delay error, it can
be found [1] that the standard deviation στ of a delay measurement is:
στ =
1
β
√
2E/N0 . (2.16)
The accuracy improves with signal-to-noise ratio and this is another important advantage of
matched filtering, usually not stressed in the literature. Delay precision improves as the width
of the filter response mainlobe decreases, and (2.16) states that this width is inversely proportional
to the signal bandwidth. Rihaczek [1] has reported an approximate equation for the half-power
width τb of the main matched-filter response peak:
τb =
pi/2
β (2.17)
The latter equation can be easily verified heuristically by taking the inverse Fourier transform of
|H( f )|2 and then finding its half-power width. For an unmodulated pulse, this is the half-power
width of the triangle function shown in Fig. 1.1 and for a rectangular spectrum is the half-power
width of the approximate (sinx)/x output shown in Fig. 1.2.
Thus, the matched filter response has a resolution on the order of the inverse bandwidth. The
importance of (2.17) is that in a pulse compression system with modulated signals, range resolution
can be set independently of signal duration. Pulse duration can be first adjusted according to power
requirements and achievable resolution is only limited by the available system bandwidth. Note,
however, the fundamental resolution limitation given by the uncertainty principle.
2.3 Generalized matched filter
The derivation of matched filtering can be extended to non-white or colored noise, i.e. noise that
its power density N( f ) is a function of frequency. In this case, the filter that maximizes the SNR
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at its output has a transfer function [25]:
H( f ) = ke− j2pi f τd · Ψ
∗( f )
N( f ) (2.18)
Assuming that the noise power density N( f ) can be factored such as N( f ) = Nm( f ) ·N∗m( f ) =
|Nm( f )|2, the generalized matched filter is equivalent to a cascade of two filters, with transfer
functions 1Nm( f ) and
Ψ∗( f )
N∗m( f ) (Fig. 2.1). When the noise passes through the first filter (which is
sometimes referred to as the whitening filter), its power density becomes
N( f ) ·
∣∣∣∣ 1Nm( f )
∣∣∣∣2 = 1,
i.e. the noise at the first filter output is white. At the same time, the signal spectrum is altered
by the whitening filter. The second filter is the conventional matched filter, which is matched to
the distorted signal in the presence of white noise. Thus, optimal detection in non-white noise
is achieved by first whitening the noise and then applying a conventional matched filter on the
distorted signal.
Ψ(f)
m m
* *
*
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
f f
f
N f N f N f
Ψ Ψ
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N f
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Matched filter
Figure 2.1: Generalized matched filter diagram. In the presence of colored noise, the optimal filter
effectively consists of a noise-whitening filter in series with a conventional matched filter.
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2.4 Matched filter receiver in ultrasound imaging
2.4.1 Attenuation
Let us assume that a coded waveform ψ(t) is transmitted along direction r into a scattering medium.
Let the medium at a given depth r be characterized by its impulse response, a scattering (or reflec-
tivity) function γ(t,r). For instance, the impulse response of a single broadband (point) scatterer
located at depth ri will be a delta function:
γ(t,ri) = k(ri) ·δ(t− ri
c
), (2.19)
where k is generally a function of depth incorporating acoustic diffraction and attenuation. As-
suming that the impulse responses are short, the medium’s scattering function γ(t) will be the sum
of the impulse responses for all depths. The returned signal will then be the convolution of the
scattering function with the excitation signal:
r(t) = ψ(t)∗
t
γ(t). (2.20)
Substituting (2.19) in (2.20), the returned signal from a single scatterer is simply a scaled time-
shifted version of the transmitted signal:
r(t) = k ·ψ(t− τ0) = k ·µ(t− τ0) · e j2pi f0(t−τ0) (2.21)
where τ0 = ri/c is the time instant after the start of transmission (t = 0), at which the signal is
being received. The factor k is insignificant for the analysis and will be omitted. The actual imag-
ing situation involves an additional convolution of the transmitted waveform with the transducer
impulse response. For a transmitted linear FM signal with a rectangular spectrum amplitude, the
shape of the propagating pulse spectrum amplitude is effectively that of the transducer. The effect
of this weighting will be discussed in details in a following chapter. For the purpose of this discus-
sion, let us assume that (2.21) holds as is, and the received signal is merely a shifted version of the
excitation signal.
When the interrogated medium is the human body, there is a frequency-dependent attenuation of
the acoustic wave. In this case, the scattering function will be a different function of time for each
depth ri. Several models have been suggested in the literature for the attenuation in tissues [27].
Gurumuthy et.al. [28] have taken into account both the amplitude and the phase of the attenuation,
suggesting a minimum-phase impulse response. In the frequency domain, the suggested transfer
function Γ( f ,r) is:
Γ( f ,r) = exp(−αr) · exp(−β( f − f0)r)
× exp
(
− j2pi f (1
c
+ τm
β
pi2
)r
)
· exp
(
j 2 f
pi
βr ln(2pi f )
)
, (2.22)
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where α and β are the frequency-independent and frequency-dependent terms of attenuation re-
spectively, expressed in Np/[MHz·cm], and τm is the minimum-phase delay factor, with a suggested
value of 20 in order to fit the dispersion found in tissue.
In order to find the returned signal from a given depth ri in an attenuating medium, the inverse
Fourier transform of (2.22) has to be convolved with the excitation signal in accordance with
(2.20).
The effect of the frequency dependence of the attenuation is a larger attenuation of the high fre-
quencies of the transmitted signal compared to the lower, when this signal propagates through
the tissue. That will decrease the upper part of the bandwidth, causing effectively a decrease in
the mean frequency. For a simpler model of attenuation and a Gaussian-shaped pulse, Jensen [2]
showed that the mean frequency of the propagating pulse decreases linearly with depth:
fmean = f0− (βB2r f 20 )z, (2.23)
where f0 and Br are the center frequency and the relative bandwidth of the transmitted pulse re-
spectively, and z is depth in the tissue. A significant downshift can be seen even for moderate
tissue depths. For a transducer with a center frequency of 4 MHz and a 65% fractional bandwidth,
there is a downshift of 800 KHz at a depth of 16 cm. For moving targets, there is an additional
Doppler shift, which is, however, two orders of magnitude less than the frequency downshift due
to attenuation.
Assuming that attenuation does not distort the complex envelope of the modulated signal, and it
only causes a frequency downshift fd , a simplified model for the returned signal in an attenuating
medium will yield
r(t) ' µ(t− τ0) · e j2pi[( f0− fd)(t−τ0)]
' µ(t− τ0) · e j2pi[ f0(t−τ0)− fd(t−τ0)]. (2.24)
The latter equation is based on the narrowband approximation, i.e. the frequency shift is constant
along the entire pulse spectrum.
2.4.2 Matched filter response
Matched filtering of the received signal given in (2.24) requires a priori knowledge of the unknown
parameters τ0 and fd . Practically there is no need to match to the target delay τ0, since a change in
delay merely changes the time at which the output occurs.
In the general case, the returned signal is matched to the signal rF(t) = µ(t−τm) ·e j2pi( f0− fm)(t−τm)
with parameters τm and fm. This corresponds to a filter with an impulse response
hτm, fm(t) = r∗F(T − t + τm). (2.25)
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Using the fact that hτm, fm(τ− t) = r∗F(t− τ), and ignoring the time constant T we get
hτm, fm(τ− t) = µ∗(t− τ− τm) · exp{ j2pi [ f0 (−t + τ+ τm)+ fm (t− τ− τm)]} (2.26)
Substituting the returned signal given in (2.24) and the filter impulse response from (2.26) into
(2.6), we get the receiver output:
x(τ) =
∞Z
−∞
µ(t) ·µ∗(t− τ+ τ0− τm) · exp{ j2pi [( f0− fm)(τ− τ0+ τm)+( fm− fd) t]}dt
= e j2pi( f0− fm)(τ−τ0+τm) ·χ(τ− τ0+ τm, fm− fd) (2.27)
where χ(τ, fd) is defined as the ambiguity function , and is given by
χ(τ, fd) =
∞Z
−∞
µ(t) ·µ∗(t− τ) · e j2pi fdtdt =
∞Z
−∞
ψ(t) ·ψ∗(t− τ) · e j2pi fdtdt. (2.28)
If the delay is translated by τ0−τm, so that the maximum occurs at τ= 0 rather than at τ= τ0−τm,
and the frequency is translated by fm, so that matching occurs at fd = 0 rather than at fd = fm,
the ambiguity function is the matched filter response. The value of the ambiguity function at point
(τ, fd) away from the origin τ = fd = 0 shows the response of a filter which is mismatched by τ
and fd relatively to the input signal.
2.5 The ambiguity function and its properties
The ambiguity function (AF) given in (2.28) is the complete 2-D matched-filter response in scat-
terer range and frequency downshift. An image of a number of scatterers will be the superposition
of weighted and time-shifted ambiguity functions. Obviously, the ideal ambiguity function is a
two-dimensional delta function located at the origin. However, from a mathematical point of view,
there are some strong restrictions for a two-dimensional function to be an ambiguity function, and
as it will shown in this section, a delta function is unrealizable. The objective of waveform de-
sign is therefore the control of the shape of the ambiguity function for a given imaging medium.
This section gives the basic properties-constrains of the ambiguity function. For a more detailed
discussion, the reader is referred to [25].
In the absence of attenuation (or generally when fm − fd = 0), the matched filter output is the
autocorrelation function of the waveform. The maximum of the ambiguity function occurs at the
origin:
χ(0,0) =
∞Z
−∞
|ψ(t)|2 dt =
∞Z
−∞
|µ(t)|2 dt = 2E (2.29)
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The squared modulus of the ambiguity function is referred to as the ambiguity surface (AS) [1].
The ambiguity surface is symmetrical around the origin, i.e. |χ(−τ,− fd)|= |χ(τ, fd)|. The volume
under the ambiguity surface is given by [1, 25]:
Vamb =
∞Z
−∞
∞Z
−∞
|χ(τ, fd)|2 dτd fd =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞Z
−∞
|µ(t)|2 dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= |χ(0,0)|2 = 4E2 (2.30)
This equation states that the total volume under the AS is only a function of the signal’s energy and
therefore independent of modulation. It also states that the volume under the surface is equal to
the maximum squared. If a waveform is chosen whose AF has a narrow central spike, the bulk of
the fixed volume under the ambiguity surface must appear as a pedestal on the τ− fd plane around
the spike. This AF is referred to as the ”thumbtack” function in the radar literature. This sets a
fundamental limit on achievable resolution.
In addition to the property of the total volume invariance, the AF is constrained on the distribution
of this volume in τ and fd . The ambiguity surface is its own 2-D Fourier transform. The integrated
volume distribution in frequency shift is completely determined by the value of the ambiguity
function on the delay axis. This is based on the following property of the ambiguity function [1]:Z
∞
−∞
|χ(τ, fd)|2 dτ =
Z
∞
−∞
|χ(τ,0)|2 e− j2pi fdτdτ (2.31)
More precisely, the velocity distribution of the ambiguity volume is the Fourier transform of the
squared envelope of the ambiguity function on the delay axis, i.e. the squared envelope of the auto-
correlation function of the transmitted signal. The dual integral of (2.30) states that the integrated
volume distribution in delay is given as the Fourier transform of the ambiguity surface on the fre-
quency shift axis, which depends only on the autocorrelation function on this axis. Therefore this
distribution is independent of any phase modulation for a given envelope µ(t). What modulation
does, is simply to redistribute the fixed volume in each delay slot, but no volume can be moved
from one slot to another.
These transform relations imply that if the central peak is narrowed along one axis, the volume
must spread out in the other axis.
2.6 Classification of pulse compression waveforms
2.6.1 Classification based on their coding
The time-bandwidth product of a waveform can be increased by modulating either the amplitude
or the phase. Amplitude modulation is suboptimal in terms of signal energy, and results in signals
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that pose linearity requirements on the amplifiers over the entire dynamic range of the echoes,
and will not be considered further. The phase-modulated signals can be categorized in two main
groups, based on the kind of phase modulation that is applied: phase modulation can be either
continuous or discrete. This gives the main classification of pulse compression waveforms in
analog (or frequency-modulated (FM)) signals and discrete (usually phase-modulated) codes. A
third way to increase the time-bandwidth product is the pulse trains.
FM waveforms are the modulated signals, in which the phase of the waveform changes continu-
ously with time, so that the definition of the instantaneous frequency given in (1.3) is meaningful.
The phase modulation of FM signals is a continuous non-linear function of time. The simplest
and most important of all FM waveforms is the linear FM with a quadratic-phase modulation (and
therefore linear instantaneous frequency). Other commonly used non-linear FM signals is the cu-
bic FM and the sinusoidal frequency modulated signal (SFM). The family of FM waveforms will
be discussed in Chapter 3.
Discrete coded waveforms are signals, in which the phase changes in discrete steps, usually every
one or more cycles of a cw signal. In spread spectrum application, this coding is called phase shift
coding or keying (PSK). Frequency shift keying (FSK) yields FM discrete waveforms where the
frequency changes in discrete steps. Shifting of the phase in the frequency domain rather than in the
time domain is also possible, but results in waveforms with non-constant amplitude and practically
is not used. Binary or phase-reversal codes are referred to as the phase-modulated codes where the
phase takes only two values: 0◦ and 180◦. Polyphase codes can have more than two-value phase
encoding. Discrete coded waveforms will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Pulse trains consist of repetition of a single pulse. If the same waveform is used from pulse to
pulse, these waveforms are called uniform pulse trains. Frequency or phase coding from pulse
to pulse is also possible or repetition of a signal which has itself a high time-bandwidth product.
Coding of the interpulse duration (called staggering) offers another degree of coding. Apparently
waveforms with extreme complexity are possible by combining several of the aforementioned
techniques.
Repetition of pulses can also be contiguous, although such signals can fall into the category of
CW or phase-modulated signals. Therefore, for this analysis, pulse trains will be considered the
signals which are a repetition of pulses with a duty cycle less than one. However, a low duty-
cycle implies either long transmitted signals or inefficient transmitted energy and their usefulness
in ultrasound imaging may be limited. The utility of pulse trains can be in processing echoes from
several emissions with a different coding from emission to emission with a single matched filter.
Pulse trains and their potential in ultrasound imaging will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
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2.6.2 Classification based on their ambiguity function
The previous classification of pulse compression waveforms is based on the kind of modulation
that is applied on the transmitted waveform. However, the relevant quantity for imaging is the cor-
responding ambiguity function of the coded waveform. Signals can be categorized [29] according
to their ambiguity function into basically four groups:
• single-carrier pulses
• waveforms with thumbtack ambiguity function
• waveforms with a ridge ambiguity function
• waveforms with AF of discrete ambiguities and clear areas
Constant-carrier pulses
Fig. 2.2 shows the ambiguity function of a short and a long pulse. The short pulse is 4 cycles of
a 4 MHz sinusoidal signal. The axial resolution (on the time axis) is on the order of the inverse
bandwidth, and the frequency resolution is on the order of the inverse duration of the pulse.
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Figure 2.2: The ambiguity functions of unmodulated pulses have a triangular shape on the time
axis and a sinc shape on the frequency axis.
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Waveforms with thumbtack ambiguity function
If it is desired to measure simultaneously from a single measurement the range and Doppler of a
point scatterer in a non-attenuating medium, the ideal ambiguity function would be that of a narrow
spike located at the center. The range resolution of such spike will be proportional to the inverse
bandwidth, while the Doppler resolution will be proportional to the inverse of the duration of the
waveform. From the uncertainty principle, it can be seen that the spike cannot be made arbitrarily
narrow. The narrower it is on one axis, the broader will be on the other. Additionally, the volume
constraint of the ambiguity surface discussed on the last section, will result in a high pedestal
where the bulk of the ambiguity surface volume will be concentrated. The volume distribution on
one axis is the Fourier transform of the ambiguity surface on the other axis. For a waveform with a
spike width on the delay axis of 1/β, most of the volume will be spread on a frequency interval β.
In an analogous manner, if the spike width on the frequency axis is 1/δ, the pedestal will be spread
on the delay axis over δ. The pedestal level is inversely proportional to the time-bandwidth product
of the waveform. When the time-bandwidth increases, the pedestal level gets lower, however, it
is extended in a longer range. The total volume within the pedestal is δβ · (1/δβ) = 1, while the
volume in the central spike is 1/δβ. Such ambiguity function is known in the radar literature as
the ”thumbtack” function , because of its shape. A sketch of the thumbtack ambiguity function is
illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the ideal thumbtack ambiguity function [1].
The thumbtack ambiguity function offers good resolution both in range and frequency shift, with
two trade-offs: i) a high pedestal and ii) that when the frequency shift mismatch exceeds 1/δ,
effectively no compression occurs. Waveforms whose ambiguity function resembles the thumb-
tack function are generally those in which some kind of random coding is involved, such as the
pseudo-random codes. Fig. 2.4 shows the ambiguity function of an m-sequence (maximum-length
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sequence) of length 64.
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Figure 2.4: The ambiguity of an m-sequence of length 64.
Waveforms with a ridge ambiguity function
These waveforms have the property that pulse compression still occurs in the presence of a mis-
match. The effect of a frequency shift is only a time translation of the compressed pulse. This
can happen only if the matched filter has a group delay which is proportional to frequency, i.e. a
quadratic phase function. Waveforms with this property are the linear FM, discrete phase-coded
waveforms (such as the Frank polyphase code) where the carrier frequency is stepped in a linear
manner, as well as coherent pulse trains with linear frequency shifting from pulse to pulse. The
time translation of the matched filter output is proportional to the frequency shift mismatch, and
the ambiguity function consists of a long ridge with a slope β/δ (Fig. 2.5).
Waveforms with AF of ambiguous spikes and clear areas
The ambiguity function of a pulse train, usually referred to as the ”bed-of-nails” ambiguity function
is shown in Fig.2.6. It consists of an array of regularly spaced spikes with the spacing on the delay
axis equal to the pulse repetition period and the spacing on the frequency shift axis equal to the
repetition frequency. The resolution of each of the spikes is the same as in the thumbtack function,
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Figure 2.5: Contour plots of the ambiguity functions for a single-carrier pulse (left) and a linear
FM (right) with the same duration. The left graph is the contour plot of Fig.2.2. The presence of
the linear frequency modulation shears the ridge away from the delay axis. The slope of the ridge
is β/δ.
i.e. 1/β and 1/δ. However, the self-noise energy is not spread on a uniform pedestal, but is
concentrated in isolated regions.
2.7 Resolution in a matched filter receiver
2.7.1 Resolution and resolvability
The problem of imaging with modulated signals is two-fold: detection and resolution. Detection
is optimized by maximizing the SNR. This is achieved by the matched filter receiver.
The second is that the filter output should have good axial resolution. For example, a long non-
modulated pulse processed with its matched filter gives the triangle output shown in 1.1. This
system although it maximizes the SNR at the filter output, is inappropriate in terms of resolution.
Resolution is usually defined as the ability of an imaging system to separate two closely spaced
scatterers based on Raleigh or other criteria. This is determined only by the mainlobe of the
autocorrelation function. For a rough estimation of resolution, a usual index is the half-width of
the mainlobe. As described previously, for a matched filter receiver in the presence of attenuation,
resolution at a given depth is determined by the mainlobe of a cut of the ambiguity function parallel
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Figure 2.6: Contour plot of the ambiguity function of a pulse train (left) and detail of the central
part (right). The pulse train consists of 11 2-cycle pulses with a duty cycle of 0.275.
to the delay axis at the frequency shift in this depth.
However, when modulated signals are used, sidelobes are introduced. This sidelobe behaviour of
the point-spread function is referred to in the radar literature as the waveform self-clutter or self-
noise, as well as resolvability or discrimination [30]. If the sidelobes are high, a weak scatterer
being imaged in the presence of a much stronger scatterer may not be resolved or distinguished,
because it is hidden in the sidelobe region of the ambiguity function. Frequently used indices
are the peak sidelobe level (PSL) and the integrated sidelobe level (ISL). PSL is simply the ratio
between the highest sidelobe and the mainlobe. ISL is the ratio of the total sidelobe energy to main
peak energy expressed in decibels. ISL describes the leakage of energy from bright into dark areas
in the axial direction of an image [31].
Therefore resolution in a matched filter system is a combination of two factors: close-target sep-
arability (associated with the mainlobe response) and self-clutter (associated with the sidelobes in
the τ− fd plane).
The mainlobe width is proportional to the inverse of the bandwidth, and thus, axial resolution can
be improved by broadening either the spectrum of the matched filter or that of the transmitted
waveform. The former case will be accompanied by enhancement of noise, and therefore it is
preferred to transmit a waveform with as wide a spectrum as possible. In ultrasound, system
bandwidth is limited by the frequency response of the transducer, which limits the degree which
the mainlobe can be narrowed to. From the discussion in Section 1.6, it can be generally concluded
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that, as long as the entire available bandwidth is utilized, axial resolution with coded signals will
be at the same order as for conventional pulse imaging.
Supression of the so called range sidelobes is a key issue in resolvability in coded imaging. Since
the impulse response of the matched filter is the time reversal of the transmitted waveform, the
design of the optimal imaging system has as a prerequisite the appropriate choice of the transmitted
waveform. Design strategies for sidelobe reduction depend on the used coded waveform and will
be extensively discussed in this work: in Ch.4 for the family of FM signals, in Ch.5 for the discrete
codes, and in Ch.10 for pulse trains. Assuming matched filtering on receive, the usual approach is
to design waveforms whose auto-correlation function has low sidelobes, since the auto-correlation
function is the zero-frequency shift case of the ambiguity function. In this chapter, the matched
filter was derived as the optimal receiver for detection in the presence of noise. However, the
matched filter is not optimized for detection of scatterers in the self-clutter. For example, the
matched filter output for zero frequency shift of a linear FM has range sidelobes that are only 13.2
dB lower than the mainlobe. Non-linear FM modulation can give sidelobes down to -35 dB. One
of the tasks in coded imaging is, thus, the design of suitable waveforms with good range sidelobe
properties.
Apart from the waveform selection, a second possibility in suppressing the range sidelobes is by
slightly modifying the matched filter to a mismatched condition. The general principle and the
implications of mismatched filtering in resolution will be discussed qualitatively in the following
section.
2.8 Mismatched filtering
The transfer function amplitude of the matched filter has the spectrum amplitude of the transmitted
waveform. Eq.(1.20) shows that the envelope of the output signal is the inverse Fourier transform
of the squared spectrum amplitude. For a linear FM signal with a rectangular spectrum amplitude,
the output is approximately a sinc function as shown in Fig. 1.2. It is, thus, the sharp edges of
a rectangular spectrum that generate the high slowly-decreasing sidelobes of the sinc function.
If a window function is applied on the transfer function amplitude of the matched filter, these
sidelobes can be reduced almost at will. An excellent discussion on windowing functions and their
sidelobe properties can be found in [31]. The weighted matched filter is usually referred to as the
mismatched filter.
There are mainly two drawbacks of mismatched filtering: The first is a widening of the main-
lobe. For ultrasound, even when heavy weighting is applied, the widening will not exceed 2 times
the width of the unweighted mainlobe; a resolution which is acceptable in most cases. Design
guidelines for the trade-off between sidelobe level and mainlobe width will be given in following
chapters. The second undesired effect of mismatched filtering is a degradation in signal-to-noise
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ratio, which is -for useful ultrasound signals - around 1.5 to 3 dB compared to the matched case.
The sidelobes effects are however more deleterious, and a sacrifice in that range in SNR is often a
reasonable price to pay.
For small frequency shifts, mismatched filtering is equivalent to the transmission of a weighted
spectrum. In ultrasound, such weighting occurs because of the transducer frequency response,
resulting in reduced sidelobes without any mismatched filtering. Further signal predistortion for
optimal spectral weighting in the special case of FM signals will be discussed in Chapter 4. In
the presence of frequency shifts, an amplitude-weighted receiver filter passes an unsymmetrical
spectrum, distorting the weighting effect and can introduce high sidelobes. In this case, it is neces-
sary to weight both the transmitted spectrum and the filter spectrum, a design often called bilateral
weighting.
Although mismatch in the phase function rather than in the amplitude is possible, phase mismatch-
ing is a sensitive operation and there is an increased difficulty in controlling the resulting sidelobes.
Even when the amplitude is heavily tapered, the mismatch is small compared to the mismatch in
the phase [1].
If µ2(t) is the modulation function of a mismatched filter to a transmitted signal with modula-
tion function µ1(t), the cross-ambiguity function can be defined in accordance to the ambiguity
function:
χ12(τ, fd) =
∞Z
−∞
µ1(t) ·µ∗2(t− τ) · e j2pi fdtdt. (2.32)
Rihaczek [1] showed that the volume of the cross-ambiguity surface is constant for a given filter
if the input signal is varied so that its energy remains unchanged. That implies that mismatched
filtering does not release the volume constraints of the cross-ambiguity function. He also showed
that the average self-clutter level of a cross-ambiguity function cannot be lower than that of the
ambiguity function, i.e. the effective decrease in the filter passband does not solve the self-noise
problem on the (τ, fd) plane. However, mismatching can be very useful in suppressing sidelobes
on a plane along the delay axis or shifting part of the volume into regions with less interference, at
the expense of a slight increase in the mainlobe width.
It can be summarized that the problem of designing a suitable transmitted waveform and a suitable
”mismatched” filter for coded ultrasound imaging at a given depth is that of a trade-off between the
sharpness of the central spike, the spreading of the undesired self-clutter in the ambiguity surface,
the SNR degradation due to the mismatch, and the degree of deviation in the filter response for
other frequency shifts.
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2.9 Optimal filtering in speckle
Speckle
The human tissue can be considered as composed by an ensemble of scatterers, which are spaced
much closer than the effective waveform resolution at the matched filter output and thus cannot
be resolved. The resulting speckle pattern in an ultrasound image is only a constructive and de-
structive interference (depending on the phases) of the scattering strengths. The speckle signal is
deterministic in the sense that observations are not independent, i.e. the same signal will result for
repeated measurements. That implies that averaging cannot reduce the speckle signal as does with
noise. Additionaly, the signal-to-thermal noise-ratio can be increased by increasing the transmitted
power, but this does not change the signal-to-clutter-ratio, since speckle is a result of a convolution
process.
However, the phase of the speckle is random whereas the amplitude is dependent on the signal
spectrum amplitude. Speckle noise has been referred to as multiplicative noise [26], as opposed
to thermal noise which is additive. For a large number of randomly distributed scatterers, the
speckle signal has gaussian character, and if it is uniformly distributed in range, it can be considered
as stationary gaussian noise [1]. The difference between thermal noise and clutter is that the
power spectral density of speckle is frequency dependent, so that the speckle ”noise” is nonwhite.
Assuming independent scatterers, the echoes will have the same frequency spectrum as that of the
transmitted signal, and the power density spectrum of speckle Nc will be: [25]:
Nc( f ) = kc |S( f )|2 , (2.33)
where kc is the average scattering strength.
2.9.1 Inverse or equalization filter
The returned signal r(t) is given in (2.20) by the convolution of the transmitted signal ψ(t) with the
scattering function γ(t). In a matched filter receiver, r(t) is correlated with the transmitted signal:
x(t) = ψ∗(t)∗
t
r(t) = ψ∗(t)∗
t
ψ(t)∗
t
γ(t), (2.34)
where x(t) is the matched filter output. The objective of imaging is the extraction of the scattering
function γ(t). However, the output of the matched filter is the convolution of γ(t) with the autocor-
relation function of the transmitted signal. The autocorrelation function is, thus, the point spread
function or the imaging kernel of the matched filter imaging system in the axial direction. In cases
where SNR is not a problem, the ideal filter should have a transfer function equal to the inverse of
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the input spectrum:
H( f ) = 1
Ψ( f ) (2.35)
In this way, the convolution of the signal with the reflectivity function of the medium is cancelled.
In practice, such inverse filter cannot be realized, because it has infinite response outside the signal
bandpass, and implementation is based on approximation of the inverse filter only over a limited
frequency range (pseudo-inverse filter). By suppressing the passband response, the inverse filter
effectively widens the bandwidth and thereby improves the axial resolution, with the expense of
amplifying the relative noise power and degrading the SNR.
Noise-free speckle
When the medium consists of speckle with power density spectrum given by (2.33), the generalized
matched filter of (2.18) gives the inverse filter. The inverse filter will be the optimal filter when no
noise is present. This is of course not a realistic condition, especially when the spectrum amplitude
is a weighted function as it is when it passes through the transducer. Even when the noise is low, it
will be significant at the edges of the spectrum.
2.9.2 Wiener filter
The Wiener filter is derived as the solution to the optimization criterion of the best mean-square fit
to a desired signal over a given time or frequency range, usually with the best fit over the passband
of the input signal. For an input signal with spectrum Ψ( f ) in the presence of noise with a spectrum
N f ( f ), the Wiener filter has a transfer function [22, 5]:
H =
Ψ∗
ΨΨ∗+N f N∗f
. (2.36)
Speckle and noise
If the generalized matched filter is applied to the problem of detection in the presence of speckle,
when gaussian receiver noise is added to the filter input, the optimum receiver should have a
transfer function:
H( f ) = Ψ
∗( f )
N0/2+ kc |Ψ( f )|2
(2.37)
A comparison of the last equation with (2.36) shows that in this imaging situation the optimum
filter is the Wiener filter. In the absense of clutter, the Wiener filter is simply the matched filter,
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while in the absence of noise it is the inverse filter. The transfer function at the outskirts of the
spectrum resembles that of the matched filter, while at the passband resembles that of the inverse
filter. Therefore, what the filter does is to suppress the bandpass region and effectively to enhance
the outskirts of the spectrum. In this way, the clutter power is spread and the peak signal-to average
clutter ratio is improved. Close to the edges, where the clutter is not significant, but the noise is,
the filter is matched to the signal.
The problem in constructing such a filter is that the mean scattering strengh kc relatively to the
noise level is not known. The performance of the filter depends on the clutter-to-noise ratio which
is unknown and maybe variable depending on the interrogated tissue.
2.10 Appropriate compression waveforms and filters for ul-
trasound imaging
In the literature there is a lack of systematic methodology to devise optimum waveforms. In most
cases, the ambiguity function (or the auto-correlation, which is the zero frequency shift case of the
ambiguity function) of several waveforms is computed and its properties have been studied using
ad hoc or trial-and-error approaches. There are only few cases of waveform synthesis based on the
properties of the corresponding ambiguity function. [32, 33]. Wolf et. al. [33] have studied the
problem of finding waveforms which yield an ambiguity function that is the minimum mean-square
estimate of the desired ambiguity function over any specified region on the (τ, fd) plane.
Once a waveform is chosen that is associated with a suitable ambiguity function, the matched
filter receiver assures detection optimality. The volume invariance constraint of the ambiguity
function implies that all signals with the same energy are equally good (or bad) in terms of the
total ambiguity. The choice of an appropriate waveform depends on the scattering medium.
2.10.1 Detection of isolated scatterers in white noise
Matched filtering has been designed for detection of isolated scatterers in white noise, and is there-
fore the optimal receiver in this case. In radar systems, the objective of pulse compression is the
detection of isolated targets in noise and the estimation of range and velocity of each of the targets
with minimum rms error. The task for the radar designer is to design signals and corresponding
ambiguity functions that have good resolution properties in both range and Doppler. If the medium
consists of only few scatterers, the thumbtack AF would be the appropriate choice.
In ultrasound, although attenuation causes a frequency shift to the returned echoes similar to the
Doppler effect, there is no need for retaining good resolution in the frequency shift axis. The
reason for that, is that blood velocity cannot be measured anyway in ultrasound from a single mea-
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surement, since the Doppler shift is obscured by the frequency shift from the attenuation. Blood
velocity is measured from the phase shift between successive pulses [2]. Therefore, the ideal
ambiguity function for ultrasound should be as insensitive to frequency shifts as possible, since
the frequency shift of the returned signal due to attenuation is not known. That precludes the so
called in radars ”Doppler-sensitive waveforms”, that their ambiguity function is an approxima-
tion of the thumbtack function, such as PN sequences, Barker codes etc.1 In ultrasound, a coded
waveform should only have good range resolution for a large range of frequency shifts. Frequency
shift resolution is inversely proportional to the pulse duration, while range resolution is inversely
proportional to the pulse bandwidth.
A good choice for ultrasound imaging would then be a very short pulse. It has good range resolu-
tion because of its large bandwidth and is insensitive to frequency shifts due to its short duration.
Note that if both range and frequency shift are to be measured, as in radar systems, such a wave-
form is inappropriate. As it was mentioned before, the problem with the short pulse excitation is its
low transmitted energy and low time-bandwidth product. High TB results in high signal-to-noise
ratio, which in turn provides the optimal detection and measurement accuracy. As it was shown in
the previous chapter, a Gaussian short pulse would be the worst possible choice in terms of SNR,
since it has the minimum time-bandwidth product.
The linear FM signal is a good candidate as long as appropriate weighting assures good range
resolution and sidelobe suppression. Compression is satisfactory for a large range of frequencies
due to the ambiguity ridge and is ideal for uncompensated frequency shifts. The rectangular signal
spectrum allows full utilization of the system bandwidth (as opposed to other candidates such as
the pulse trains) and good SNR improvement.
If the medium consists of several semi-isolated scatterers, which are placed closer than 1/T (where
T is the transmitted pulse duration), waveforms with a thumbtack ambiguity function are not well
suited, due to the uniform pedestal. For a waveform 16 µs long at 4 MHz with a thumbtack
ambiguity function, the pedestal level will be about -36 dB below the peak output. For practical
realizable waveforms with non-ideal thumbtack ambiguity, this level will be around -30 dB. Then
a 30 dB weaker scatterer in the vicinity of a strong scatterer will be completely masked.
2.10.2 Detection in speckle and white noise
If the problem is detection of signal in the presence of speckle, as is the case of detection of tumors
in soft tissues such as liver or breast, the design considerations involve the choice of the appropriate
waveforms and the optimization of the filter.
1A use of a frequency-shift-sensitive waveform in ultrasound can be a method for estimating ultrasound attenuation.
Since such a waveform has good frequency resolution, a bank of matched filters, each tuned at a different frequency
can yield the frequency shift due to attenuation for a given depth.
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From the discussion of the ambiguity function properties, it is clear that waveforms with a high
pedestal will be inappropriate for imaging a dense scatterer environment as in ultrasound. The self-
clutter of the thumbtack function will build up degrading the resolution. It can then be preferable
to concentrate the volume into a sharp ridge as the linear FM signal does, or to use a pulse train if
the strong discrete ambiguities can somehow be resolved.
The optimal filter in this case is the Wiener filter described in Section 2.9.2. Rihaczek [1] has
studied the performance loss for the matched and inverse filters over the optimal Wiener filter as a
function of the clutter-to-noise ratio. By choosing a realistic weighted spectrum, he calculated the
SNR loss for the three filters under the constraint of constant power, and reported a performance
loss of 1.4 dB for the inverse filter and only 0.48 dB for the matched filter. This should not be
a surprising result, since the phase characteristics of all three filters are similar. Considering the
practical difficulty of selecting the clutter-to-noise ratio in the Wiener filter, Rihaczek questioned
the usefulness of using an optimal filter instead of the matched filter.
The optimality of the transfer function of the Wiener filter lies on a relative amplification of the
spectrum outskirts. This effect can be achieved by widening the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal slightly over the bandwidth of the transducer.
Manasse showed that the optimization of the SNR for a fixed signal bandwidth is a signal with
rectangular spectrum for the optimal filter [25]. He also showed that weighting causes only small
degradation, which for the matched filter is independent of the speckle-to-noise ratio. From all
compression waveforms, the one with a rectangular amplitude spectrum is the linear FM signal.
Therefore, a linear FM signal processed with a mismatched filter would be an appropriate choice
for speckle and receiver noise. These notes indicate that it is preferable to use a proper signal and
mismatched filter design than any attempt of using the optimal but speckle-dependent Wiener filter.
In the presence of attenuation, ideally a range-variant matched filter has to be applied. This is a
big computational load for the receiver. If a linear FM signal is used, a single matched filter can be
used for all depths, with no need to compensate for the frequency shifting caused by attenuation.
This reduces significantly the required signal processing.
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THREE
The linear FM signal and other FM
waveforms
Almost any waveform with some kind of frequency modulation provides pulse compression, when
processed with a matched filter. The simplest case is the linear FM signal, where its instantaneous
frequency is a linear function of time. Among all compression waveforms, the linear FM or chirp
signal is the one that has been studied more extensively, particularly in the radar literature. One
of the reasons for that was the ease of generation in the analog world of the compression radar
systems. However the most important reason is its unique symmetry properties and their implica-
tions on pulse compression, which will be discussed in details in this chapter. The linear nature of
this waveform makes it rather insensitive to frequency shifts as opposed to non-linear chirps and
biphase codes; a property which is of great importance in ultrasound imaging.
This chapter is organized as follows: First the spectrum of the linear FM signal is derived analyti-
cally and the symmetry properties are discussed. Then, the analytical expressions for the matched
filter response and the ambiguity function of the linear FM are given. The properties of compres-
sion, resolution and sidelobe levels are then discussed. Techniques for sidelobe reduction are left
to presented in the following chapter. Some comments are given on signal-to-noise ratio, its the-
orectical expected improvement and gain losses resulting from weighting. Finally, non-linear FM
signals are considered and discussed briefly. This chapter forms the basis for Chapter 6, where
ultrasound imaging with these waveforms will be evaluated.
3.1 The linear FM signal
The general linear FM (or chirp) signal can be expressed in complex notation as:
ψ(t) = a(t) · exp[ j2pi( f0t + B2T t2)] , −T2 ≤ t ≤ T2 , (3.1)
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where f0 is the center frequency, T is the signal duration and B is the total bandwidth that is swept.
Applying (1.3), the instantaneous frequency is given by:
fi =
d
( f0t + B2T t2)
dt = f0+
B
T
t. (3.2)
The linear FM signal has a quadratic phase modulation function and, therefore, a linear instanta-
neous frequency function of time. Although the term ”instantaneous frequency” contradicts with
Fourier theory, where a signal has to be infinite in time in order to be band-limited, in practical
terms fi indicates the spectral band in which the signal energy is concentrated at the time instant t.
The parameter B/T is often denoted as µ, and referred to as the FM slope or the rate of FM sweep.
The signal sweeps linearly the frequencies in the interval [ f0− B2 , f0+ B2 ].
For digital generation of the FM signal, an alternative expression that has no negative times has the
form:
ψ(t) = a(t) · exp{ j2pi[( f0− B2 )t + B2T t2]} , 0≤ t ≤ T . (3.3)
3.2 Spectrum of the linear FM signal
For a linear FM signal with rectangular envelope (a(t) = 1), its Fourier transform gives:
Ψ( f ) =
T/2Z
−T/2
exp[ j2pi( f0t + 12
(
B
T
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ
t2)] · exp(− j2pi f t)dt
=
T/2Z
−T/2
exp
{
j2pi
[
( f0− f )t + µ2t
2
]}
dt (3.4)
Completing the square in the brackets:
( f0− f )t + µ2t
2 =
µ
2
(
t− f − f0
µ
)2
− ( f − f0)
2
2µ
,
the integral becomes:
Ψ( f ) = exp
[
− j pi
µ
( f − f0)2
] T/2Z
−T/2
exp
[
jpi
2
2µ
(
t− f − f0
µ
)2]
dt, (3.4)
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and by introducing the new variable y =
√
2µ
(
t− f− f0µ
)
, we get:
Ψ( f ) = 1√
2µ
exp
[
− j pi
µ
( f − f0)2
] Y2Z
−Y1
cos
(pi
2
y2
)
dy+ j
Y2Z
−Y1
sin
(pi
2
y2
)
dy
 (3.5)
The new limits of the integral are:
Y1 =
√
2µ
(
T
2 +
f− f0
µ
)
, Y2 =
√
2µ
(
T
2 − f− f0µ
)
. (3.6)
The limits can be written in an alternative form as a function of the time-bandwidth product D,
where D = T B:
Y1 =
√
D
2
(
1+2 f− f0B
)
, Y2 =
√
D
2
(
1−2 f− f0B
)
. (3.7)
The two integrals in (3.5) can be written as sum of the Fresnel integrals given by:
C(z) =
zR
0
cos(pi2 y
2)dy , S(z) =
zR
0
sin(pi2 y
2)dy (3.8)
The final form of the frequency spectrum of the linear FM signal is then:
Ψ( f ) = 1√
2µ
exp
[
− jpi
µ
( f − f0)2
]
{C(Y1)+C(Y2)+ j [S(Y1)+S(Y2)]} (3.9)
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Figure 3.1: The Fresnel integrals (left) and the spectrum amplitude of the linear FM signal (right).
The Fresnel integrals defined in (3.8) are shown in Fig.3.1a. They approach the value 1/2, when
the argument is much larger than 1. The spectrum amplitude of the linear FM signal is plotted
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in Fig.3.1b. Since the arguments of the Fresnel integrals are a function of the time-bandwidth
product, the spectrum amplitude approaches the rectangular for high values of D. In particular, the
amplitude of the oscillation decreases with D and the number of the ripples increases with D.
The phase ϑ( f ) of the frequency spectrum from (3.9) can be written as a sum of two terms ϑ1( f )
and ϑ2( f ), where
ϑ1( f ) =−piµ ( f − f0)2 =−piD
( f− f0
B
)2
, ϑ2( f ) = tan−1
[
S(Y1)+S(Y2)
C(Y1)+C(Y2)
]
. (3.10)
The term ϑ2( f ) is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is approximately constant and equal to pi/4 within the signal
bandwidth. The higher the time-bandwidth product, the better the approximation to a constant
value. Thus, for high values of D, the phase of the signal is only the quadratic function of frequency
given by ϑ1( f ) plus the constant pi/4.
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Figure 3.2: The phase distortion term ϑ2( f ) of the spectrum of a linear FM signal with a time-
bandwidth product of 120.
3.3 Symmetry properties and their implications
The amplitude term
{
[C(Y1)+C(Y2)]2+[S(Y1)+S(Y2)]2
}1/2
is approximately equal to
√
2 for
f = f0. The Fresnel ripples oscillate around this value and for high TB, the amplitude can be
considered rectangular in the passband with a value of
√
2. Rihaczek considers that the rectangular
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approximation is valid when D ≥ 10 [1]. The approximate phase of the spectrum is ϑ1( f )+pi/4.
Therefore, the high T B approximation of (3.9) for the spectrum of the linear FM signal is:
Ψ( f ) = 1√µ rect
( f − f0
B
)
exp
[
− j pi
µ
( f − f0)2+ pi4
]
(3.11)
Let the group delay τg( f ) be defined as the derivative of the phase function ϑ( f ) in the frequency
domain. The group delay of the linear FM will then approximately be:
τg( f ) = 12pi
dϑ( f )
d f '
1
2pi
dϑ1( f )
d f =
f0− f
µ
(3.12)
Using the concept of the group delay, the linear FM signal can be thought as one consisting of
a number of adjacent spectral bands, each centered at a frequency f and delayed by the group
delay τg( f ). For t = τg, (3.2) gives fi = f , that is, the frequency f of each spectral band is the
instantaneous frequency of the signal at a time equal to the group delay. In fact, it can be proven
[1] that instantaneous frequency and group delay are inverse functions of each other. Using this
relationship, Rihaczek [1] derived the approximate spectrum of the general linear FM signal with
an arbitrary real envelope a(t) given in (3.2), as:
Ψ( f ) = 1√µa
( f − f0
µ
)
exp
[
− j pi
µ
( f − f0)2+ pi4
]
. (3.13)
Therefore, the spectrum amplitude has the same function as the envelope of the signal in the time
domain, simply being obtained by substituting t with ( f − f0)/µ and scaling the amplitude. Ad-
ditionally, the phase functions φ(t) and ϑ( f ) in the time and frequency domains respectively are
both quadratic functions, or alternatively the instantaneous frequency and group delay are linear
functions. There is, therefore, a symmetry in the time and frequency functions, which is a unique
property of the linear FM signal.
The concepts of instantaneous frequency and group delay relate a given frequency with a corre-
sponding delay, which can give a quantitative insight into the mechanism of pulse compression of
the linear FM signal. The matched filter impulse response is the time reversed FM signal, as it was
explained in Ch. 2. The group delay of the matched filter τFg will be given by (3.12) with a minus
sign. At one instance of time t = ta, the signal has an instantaneous frequency fi(ta) = f0 + µta.
The matched filter will delay this frequency by the group delay τFg ( f ) for f = fi. The time instant
that this frequency appears at the matched filter output will then be:
ta− τFg ( f )| f= fi(ta) = ta−
fi(ta)− f0
µ
= ta− ( f0+µta)− f0µ = 0 (3.14)
Therefore, all spectral components of the linear FM signal, independent of their frequency reach
the filter output at the same time t = 0. All frequencies are in phase at time zero and they add
constructively, causing the output buildup.
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When the returned signal is frequency shifted, the output will still be compressed because of the
linearity of the group delay function. A frequency shift results in a shift in the group delay function
without distorting its linear nature. The only consequence is merely a translation in time of the
compressed output peak. This explains why compression of the linear FM signal is frequency shift
invariant, a desired property for ultrasound imaging of attenuating media.
Another important consequence of the symmetry between time and frequency domains is the equiv-
alence between time and frequency weighting. Weighting is a common technique to reduce the
sidelobes of the compression output, and in the case of the linear FM signal, there is practically
no difference if this weighting is applied on the time envelope of the filter or on its frequency
spectrum.
However it should be remembered that the symmetry in time and frequency domains is only a high
time-bandwidth product approximation. A rectangular envelope in the time domain actually yields
a rectangular spectrum amplitude with Fresnel ripples as well as phase distortion. For high quality
imaging, the Fresnel distortions have to be taken into account in the design of the transmitted signal
and the appropriate matched filter. This will be discussed in the following chapter.
3.4 The matched filter response and the ridge ambiguity
The derivations of the analytic expression for the matched filter response and the ambiguity func-
tion of the linear FM signal are straightforward and can be found in almost all books from the radar
literature. Therefore, the derivations will not be repeated here, and only the final expressions will
be presented and discussed.
The complex envelope of the linear FM signal described by (3.1), when the real envelope is rect-
angular, is:
µ(t) = rect
( t
T
)
e jpi(B/T )t
2 (3.15)
The complex envelope can be substituted into (2.28) which defines the ambiguity function and is
repeated here for convenience:
χ(τ, fd) =
∞Z
−∞
µ(t) ·µ∗(t− τ) · e j2pi fdtdt. (3.16)
The result for the real envelope of the ambiguity function is [34]:
|χ(τ, fd)|= T
∣∣∣∣∣ sin
[
piD
(
τ
T +
fd
B
)(
1− |τ|T
)]
piD
(
τ
T +
fd
B
)
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.17)
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Figure 3.3: The ambiguity function of a linear FM signal with a time-bandwidth product of 140.
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Figure 3.4: Resolution for pulsed and linear FM excitation (left graph). The pulse shown here (gray
line) is the envelope of an apodized sinusoid of the carrrier frequency with Hanning apodization.
The length is 2.7 cycles and is chosen to match the bandwidth of the chirp for direct comparisons.
The black thin line is the compressed envelope of a linear FM signal with D= T B = 36. The same
in logarithmic scale is shown in the right graph.
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The ambiguity function for the linear FM signal is plotted in Fig. 3.3, while a contour plot was
shown in the right plot of Fig. 2.5. The ambiguity surface is concentrated along the line fd =
−(B/T )τ. The advantage of the ridge ambiguity function is that compression still occurs for a
frequency mismatch. The amplitude drop of the ridge with increased frequency shifts is due to
the incomplete overlap of signal spectrum and receiver passband, and can be avoided by simply
widening the receiver passband [34]. The sidelobe behaviour along the τ and the fd axes is very
different. The sidelobe symmetry improves as T B increases.
Substituting (3.15) into the definition of the auto-correlation function (ACF) given in (1.17) we
obtain [25]:
Rψψ(τ) = e j2pi f0τ
∞Z
−∞
µ(t)µ∗(t− τ)dt = T
sin
[
piD τT
(
1− |τ|T
)]
piD τT
e j2pi f0τ (3.18)
Comparing (3.18) with (3.17), it can be seen what was pointed out in Chapter 2, i.e. that the
matched filter output for zeros frequency shifts is the auto-correlation of the signal. Frequency
modulation has disappeared, and the output is an amplitude-modulated signal at the carrier fre-
quency f0, with an approximately sinc shape. It is plotted in linear and logarithmic scale in Fig. 3.4.
The approximation to the sinc function improves as the time-bandwidth product D increases.
The first zero is often taken as a measure of the time resolution. From (3.18), the first zero can be
found [35]:
rt =
T
2
(
1−
√
1− 4
BT
)
≈ 1
B
(3.19)
Imaging with a short pulse of length T will yield axial resolution of T = 1/B. Thus, axial resolu-
tion for a short (conventional) excitation pulse and for an FM-modulated (coded) excitation
will be roughly the same, when the signals use the same bandwidth. This is shown in Fig. 3.4.
The compression ratio, i.e. the ratio of the compressed pulse and uncompressed pulse widths
is T/(1/B) = T B. The side effect of pulse compression on the linear FM is the resulting sinc
sidelobes, not present in conventional pulse excitation.
3.5 Mismatched filtering
Range sidelobes represent an inherent part of the pulse compression mechanism. In an imaging
situation, the effects of the time (or range) sidelobes extending on either side of the compressed
pulse will be self-noise along the axial direction and masking of weaker echoes. For the linear
FM signal, the highest of these sidelobes are the first ones, only -13.2 dB below the peak of the
compressed pulse (Fig. 3.4b). The near sidelobes fall off at approximately 4 dB per sidelobe
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interval, while the sidelobe null points are spaced approximately 1/B apart. The usual approach
for sidelobe reduction is to apply a window function on the matched filter. Due to the symmetry
properties weighting can be performed either in the time or in the frequency domain. Among
a plethora of window functions, the Dolph-Chebyshev window exhibits the minimum main-lobe
width for a specified sidelobe level and has been used extensively in radars [36]. We have used
other windows such as the Blackman-Harris [37] windows, which yield narrow mainlobe width
with adequately low sidelobe levels. Weighting techniques for the FM family of signals will be
discussed in detail in the following chapter.
3.6 Gain in signal to noise ratio
The maximum of the ambiguity function for the linear FM signal (given in (3.17)) occurs at the
origin and is equal to T = 2E. For a better appreciation of the peak value, the matched filter can
be normalized in order to have unity gain at f0. Then, the filter impulse response has a constant
amplitude of √µ =√D/T , and in this case, the peak value of the ambiguity function is √D. This
represents the gain factor resulting from the pulse compression of a linear FM signal. In Fig. 3.4 a
unity gain matched filter has been used, and the compression output has a peak value of
√
36=6 V.
In this case, the expected gain in SNR will be 20log(
√
36) = 15.5 dB.
SNR degradation with mismatching
SNR is not drastically affected with weighting. The reason for that is that weighting acts on output
values already attenuated at least 13.2 dB. Cook and Bernfeld [25] have calculated the mismatch
loss relative to the matched filter for various weighting functions. To mention some of their results,
a Hamming window which reduces the sidelobes to -42.8 dB has a mismatch loss of 1.34 dB, while
a Dolph-Chebyshev window which reduces the sidelobes to -40 dB has a mismatch loss of 1.2 dB.
3.7 Non-linear FM modulation
The non-linear FM waveform has a modulation function which is designed to provide a desired
amplitude spectrum. Such design can allow, for instance, to generate a signal that matches the
spectrum of an ultrasonic system, while at the same time maintains the rectangular (high-energy)
time-domain envelope. Non-linear FM signals have a spectrum weighting function inherently in
their modulation function, which offers the advantage that a pure matched filter gives low side-
lobes. Thus, the loss in signal-to-noise ratio associated with weighting by the usual mismatching
technique is eliminated.
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Figure 3.5: Non-linear FM signal design. The signal is designed to match the amplitude spectrum
of a simulated transfer function of an ultrasonic transducer (left graph, black line). The amplitude
spectrum of the resulting signal (gray line) is very close to the one specified. The instantaneous
frequency of the signal is the non-linear sigma-shaped function shown at the right.
The fact that the instantaneous frequency of the linear FM is a linear function of time means that
all spectral components are swept for the same time duration, which results in a spectrum with
constant amplitude. Intuitively, a bell-shaped amplitude spectrum will correspond to an instan-
taneous frequency function which remains for longer time in the center of the spectrum and less
time at the edges. The mathematical design of such instantaneous frequency function is based on
the following equation, which actually relates the group delay function with the amplitude of the
spectrum [18]:
−dτg( f )d f = K · |Ψ( f )|2 ⇒ τg( f ) =
fR
0
C1 · |Ψ( f )|2+C2 (3.20)
where the integration constants C1 and C2 are chosen so that τg( f1) = 0 and τg( f2) = T . These
equations are only approximations and do not include the actual Fresnel ripples of the spectrum.
The steps for designing a non-linear FM signal are the following:
- Design a weighted amplitude spectrum. The transfer function of the ultrasonic transducer is the
best choice in terms of signal-to-noise ratio of the ultrasound echoes [18], but other windowing
functions such as the Dolph-Chebyshev window might yield signals with lower sidelobes.
- Perform numerical integration of the amplitude spectrum according to (3.20). The resulting group
delay function increases monotonously between the frequencies f1 = f0− B2 and f2 = f0+ B2 .
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Figure 3.6: The auto-correlation function of the non-linear FM signal. The sidelobes are low
without any weighting.
- Calculate the inverse of the group delay function, which will be the instantaneous frequency
function of time. This is done by exchanging the abscissa and the ordinate. Since the abscissa
values of the group delay are irregularly spaced, intermediate values are calculated using linear or
spline interpolation.
- Perform numerical integration of the instantaneous frequency and construct the FM signal as:
x(t) = sin
(
2pi
tR
0
fi(τ)dτ
)
, 0≤ t ≤ T (3.21)
The results of such a design of a non-linear FM signal of length 20 µs are shown in Fig. 3.5. The
amplitude spectrum of the resulting signal (gray line) is very close to the one specified, apart from
the Fresnel ripples. Note that the methods for reduction of the Fresnel ripples that will be discussed
in the following chapter for linear FM signals are applicable here. The auto-correlation function
(matched filter response) shown in Fig. 3.6 shows that this design yields sidelobes down to -36 dB
without any weighting. The gain in SNR for this FM signal is 17.5 dB, while the -20 dB axial
resolution (mainlobe width) is 1.17λ.
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4.1 Weighting in time and frequency domain
As it was shown in the previous chapter, the matched filter output of the linear FM signal has an
approximate sinc-like envelope with sidelobes only -13.2 dB below the peak independently on the
time-bandwidth product. It is well established from the radar literature, that these sidelobes can be
reduced by weighting either in the frequency or in the time domain. If the spectrum of the linear FM
was strictly rectangular and its phase was strictly quadratic, i.e. if there were no Fresnel distortions
in either the spectrum amplitude or the phase, the two weighting methods would be identical. In
the presence of ripples, time and frequency weighting are only approximately equivalent, with
time weighting having slightly better performance than frequency weighting for time-bandwidth
products less than about 200 [38].
The response for a matched filter given by (2.6) and (2.11) is repeated here for convenience:
γ(t) =
∞R
0
Ψ( f ) ·H( f )e j2pi f td f =
∞R
0
|Ψ( f )|2 e j2pi f td f , where H( f ) = Ψ∗( f ) . (4.1)
Frequency-domain filtering is the shaping of the amplitude spectrum of the signal with a real
window function W ( f ). The output of the so called mismatched filter is then:
γw(t) =
∞R
0
Ψ( f ) ·Hw( f )e j2pi f td f =
∞R
0
W ( f ) · |Ψ( f )|2 e j2pi f td f , where Hw( f ) =W ( f ) ·Ψ∗( f ) .
(4.2)
Using the rectangular FM spectrum approximation, the function W ( f ) can be designed as the
Fourier transform of a desired output time function γw(t):
Hw( f ) =
R
γw(t)e− j2pi f tdt . (4.3)
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With this technique, the mismatched condition applies only on the amplitude spectrum, while the
receiver transfer phase remains conjugate function of the spectrum phase. The sinc function of the
matched filter response corresponds to the rectangular window.
Time-domain filtering is based on amplitude weighting of the envelope of the transmitted FM
signal or of the matched filter impulse response. The former case is usually avoided, because it
is desirable to transmit as much energy as possible. In the latter case, the transfer function of a
mismatched filter using time-weighting is the complex conjugate of an amplitude-weighted version
of the excitation signal. Time weighting filter design is based on the following relationships:
FM signal : ψ(t) F←→ Ψ(t)
Mismatched f ilter : ψ(t) ·w(t) F←→ H(t)
Compression out put : γ(t) F←→ Ψ(t) ·H∗(t)
(4.4)
4.2 Weighting functions and tapering
Sidelobe reduction in matched filter receivers is reduced to the choice of an appropriate window
function. There is a plethora of window functions reported, and Harris [37] gives a thorough review
of the most common windows and their properties. Windows such as Hanning, Kaiser, Blackman,
Hamming etc. are discussed.
A more systematic window design optimization technique is reported in an excellent paper by
Adams [31]. It is based on a trade-off between the window design parameters, which are the main-
lobe width, the total sidelobe energy and the peak sidelobe level. The energy contained in the
sidelobe region is associated with the contrast in the image. High sidelobe energy will cause leak-
age of energy from bright areas into dark areas in the image. Such case is imaging of cysts, where
an hypoechoic dark region is surrounded by a bright contour. The window function that minimizes
the sidelobe energy is the prolate-spheroidal window. However the resulting peak sidelobe level
can be very high.
On the other extreme, stands the Dolph-Chebyshev window, which minimizes the peak sidelobe
level. The Dolph-Chebyshev window exhibits the minimum mainlobe width for a specified con-
stant sidelobe level and has been used extensively in radar systems. Adams describes a method for
optimal windows that lie between these two extremes.
Fig. 4.1 gives two examples of mismatched time-weighting with a Hamming and a Dolph-
Chebyshev window applied. The matched filter response is also plotted for comparison. A FM
signal with a time-bandwidth product of 62 has been used. For the Hamming window the first
sidelobes close the mainlobe have been reduced to about -40 dB. The deviation from the theoret-
ical -42.8 dB as well as the lack of symmetry are an indication that the limited-energy relatively
short FM signal is not band-limited and therefore not equal to the analytical signal. This can be as-
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Figure 4.1: Compression outputs for two mismatched filters based on time-weighting with Ham-
ming (upper graph) and Dolph-Chebyshev windowing (lower graph).
sessed by comparing the deviation of the spectrum of the signal with the spectrum of the analytical
signal given by (3.9). Further reduction of the first sidelobes is achieved with the Dolph-Chebyshev
window designed to yield -60 dB constant sidelobe level. The lower sidelobe levels achieved with
mismatched filtering are accompanied with a) a broadening of the mainlobe and associated loss
in axial resolution, and b) a loss in SNR. The -20 dB mainlobe width (axial resolution) of the
mismatched filter output using Hamming weighting is 1.8λ, and the mainlobe width for Dolph-
Chebyshev weighting is 2.2λ. For comparison, the mainlobe width for the matched filter case is
1.1λ and for a conventional 4-cycle pulse with Hanning apodization is 1.2λ.
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4.3 The effect of the ultrasonic transducer on pulse compres-
sion
In ultrasound, bandpass filtering of the excitation signal occurs inherently from the transducer.
This has two consequences: a) the gain in SNR is significantly lower than what is achieved in
radar systems, i.e. lower than
√
T B, and b) the sidelobes from pulse compression is less of a
problem.
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Figure 4.2: The effect of the transducer on pulse compression. The faint lines are the matched-filter
outputs and the bold lines are the outputs when a Dolph-Chebyshev window has been applied to
the compression filter. The specified sidelobe level for the window was -90 dB.
The transducer effect on pulse compression is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The FM signal is convolved
with the measured pulse-echo impulse response of an ultrasonic transducer and the resulting signal
is used as the input in the matched filter. The transducer used is a 4 MHz single-element transducer
(B-K Medical) and the calculated -6 dB fractional bandwidth was 65%.
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When the bandwidth of the chirp matches the transducer’s bandwidth, the presence of the trans-
ducer reduces the near range sidelobes from -13.2 to -32 dB below the mainlobe. The linear FM
signal used for Fig. 4.2 had 1.2 higher bandwidth, and that reduces the sidelobes further down to
-42 dB. When mismatched filtering is applied (bold lines of Fig. 4.2), near range sidelobes can
be further reduced at the expense of an additional broadening in the main lobe. Further reduc-
tion of the near sidelobes is possible when the compression filter is matched not to the excitation
signal but to the signal after that has passed through a simulated transducer. However the latter
approach shapes the filter according to the transducer’s bandwidth and is less stable to deviations
of the simulated impulse response to the actual one. The effect of the transducer is equivalent to
an additional weighting that, although suboptimal, is beneficial to sidelobe reduction. Fig. 4.2b
shows that matched filtering of linear FM signals transmitted by an ultrasound transducer yields
compression with sidelobe levels of -37 dB without any weighting on the receiver. Transmitting
a weighted pulse (which occurs by the transducer) is desirable, because a weighted transmitted
signal or spectrum is less sensitive to mismatches in frequency shifts [39]. In high power radars,
weighting of the transmitted pulse is generally not used, since the final amplifier stages operate
class C and are not subject to amplitude control [25].
4.4 Fresnel ripples and paired-echoes sidelobes
Fig. 4.1 shows that weighting reduces the sidelobes which are close to the mainlobe, but not the
distant sidelobes which are in the ±T/2 region. The distant sidelobes increase the mainlobe-to-
sidelobe energy ratio (MSR) and, thus, degrade the image quality. As it will be shown, these
sidelobes are not controlled by the weighting function. The efficiency of windowing is based on the
concept of shaping a rectangular spectrum in order to smooth out the sidelobes of the sinc function
in the time domain, in accordance with (4.3). This equation is only an approximation, which does
not take into account the Fresnel ripples of the spectrum amplitude and phase described by (3.9)
and (3.10). The distant range sidelobes are paired-echo distortions due to deviation from the ideal
rectangular spectrum amplitude and quadratic phase. The ripples given by the Fresnel integrals
of (3.9) can be approximated with a combination of sinusoids [25]. With such an approximation,
calculations with the nonclosed form of the Fresnel integrals are avoided, and useful results can be
obtained. The effect of amplitude error in the compression output can be assessed by the following
Fourier pairs [36]:
G( f ) F←→ g(t)
G( f )
[
1+an cos
(
2pin fB
)]
F←→ an2 g
(
t + nB
)
+g(t)+ an2 g
(
t− nB
) (4.5)
The presence of n spectrum amplitude ripples of amplitude an over the passband B of a signal
spectrum G( f ) create symmetrical paired echoes in the time domain delayed and advanced from
the main signal by n/B and scaled in amplitude by an/2. Similar paired-echoes result from the
ripples in the spectrum phase [36]. Fig. 4.3 shows an application of (4.5) for a spectrum having 20
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Figure 4.3: The presence of n spectrum amplitude ripples of amplitude an over the passband B of a
signal spectrum G( f ) create symmetrical paired echoes in the time domain delayed and advanced
from the main signal by n/B and scaled in amplitude by an/2.
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amplitude ripples (n=20) which oscillate 20% about the constant value of the spectrum amplitude
(an=0.2). In this case, the resulting distant sidelobes have a relative amplitude of 20log(an/2)=20
dB below the mainlobe peak. The number of ripples and their oscillating amplitude is a function
of the time-bandwidth product. Therefore, the amplitude of the resulting sidelobes and their time
displacement will also be a function of T B. For an FM signal with T B=100, the approximate
paired-echo sidelobes are at about ±T/2 relative to the center of the compressed pulse with an
amplitude of about -35 to -40 dB [40]. The displayed dynamic range of a typical ultrasound image
is 50 dB or greater, and therefore methods that compensate for the distant axial sidelobes have to
be employed. This is an important consideration in the design of efficient coded excitation systems
with low sidelobes.
4.5 Amplitude and phase predistortion
In order to eliminate the paired-echo distortions, frequency weighting functions could be con-
structed that would cancel the spectrum ripples of the linear FM signal. The ripple structure of
the weighting function to be designed is a function of the time-bandwidth product and, thus, dif-
ferent weighting functions should be designed for various T B products. There are two drawbacks
of such attempt: the transmitted FM signal passes through a transducer with an unknown impulse
response, before it starts propagating through the tissues. This will cause distortions and the rip-
ple cancellation of the weighting function might not be exact. The second drawback is that the
sidelobe structure will become sensitive to frequency shifts of the returned signal.
A more practical and robust approach is to search for methods to reduce the ripples of the FM spec-
trum, and then apply a smooth weighting function on the receiver [25]. Three different approaches
for ripple reduction have been tested by our group [20]: envelope modulation, phase predistortion,
and time weighting of the edges.
Envelope modulation
This approach is based on the symmetry property of the linear FM signal in time and frequency.
A linear FM signal with a constant amplitude envelope in the time domain yields a rectangular
amplitude spectrum with ripple distortion. The reciprocal signal with a constant amplitude spec-
trum and strictly quadratic phase will have an amplitude and phase in the time domain given by
Eq.(3.9), if T is replaced with B and t with f [1]. Using this concept, an FM signal with duration
of T = 20µs and a total bandwidth of 5.7 MHz (T B = 114) has been designed. The time signal
and its spectrum amplitude are shown in Fig. 4.4. Although there is some improvement, there are
still substantial ripples in both the amplitude and the phase of the spectrum (not shown here). The
technique, however, is very efficient for small fractional bandwidths, when the exponential signal
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is analytic and Eq.(3.9) is a good approximation for the signal spectrum. The disadvantages of this
technique are a) the time signal is complex, b) such amplitude-modulation requires amplifiers with
fast response, and c) the efficiency is low for time-bandwidth products greater than 30.
Phase predistortion
An alternative approach with similar performance is to use a phase predistortion of the transmitted
signal, since amplitude and phase distortions have functional similarity and produce similar effects
[40]. Both quadratic and cubic predistortion functions have been previously reported [40, 38]. In
both papers, the quadratic phase function of the signal has been modified at the beginning and at
the end, approximating essentially a non-linear FM instantaneous frequency function using linear
[40] or quadratic [38] segments. The design parameters are the length of the two end segments
and the slopes of their instantaneous frequency curves. Similar to non-linear FM signals, phase
predistorted chirps have the advantage of sending out more energy, but are more vulnerable to
phase distortions added from acoustic propagation and frequency shifts.
Amplitude tapering
The amplitude ripples of the spectrum can be attributed to the sharp rise-time of the time envelope,
since a linear FM signal with infinite duration has no ripples. Data correlating pulse rise-time and
spectrum ripple have been previously reported [40]. Based on this analysis, a modified chirp with
amplitude tapering of the transmitted signal has been generated. The attainable ripple reduction is
a function of the signal’s bandwidth, the choice of the tapering function and its duration. Fig. 4.5
shows the effect of amplitude tapering on spectrum ripple reduction. The tapered function used in
Fig. 4.5 is a Tukey window with a duration of 0.15·T .
4.6 Proposed excitation/compression scheme
As it was shown in the previous section, amplitude tapering is the most efficient way to reduce the
Fresnel ripples of the spectrum, if the power amplifier allows control of the transmitted pulse rise
time. For a given duration T , the design parameters are:
i) the frequency band that is swept relative to the transducer’s bandwidth
ii) the choice of the tapering function and its duration
iii) the choice of the weighting function.
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The transducer’s bandwidth can be modeled, but the phase of its transfer function is unknown and,
thus, can not be compensated for. The effort here is to minimize the effect of the convolution be-
tween the transducer impulse response and the excitation signal on the design of the waveforms and
the compression filter. This is done in the excitation signal by sweeping a bandwidth slightly larger
than the transducer’s frequency passband. This has an additional advantage: the effect of the two
main rise and fall overshoots of the spectrum (see Fig. 4.5) is minimized. The increased bandwidth
of the excitation waveform also yields a better axial resolution and higher gain. With this design,
the range sidelobes can be as low as -88.2 dB (Fig. 4.6a). The second graph of Fig. 4.6 shows
the compression output, when the filter is matched to the tapered signal convolved with a simu-
lated transducer impulse response. This approach broadens the mainlobe but makes the sidelobe
performance completely independent on the actual impulse response of the transducer. Fig. 4.7
shows optimized compression outputs for different frequencies and signal duration. Higher time-
bandwidth product tapered FM signals have nearly ideal rectangular spectrum, allowing efficient
sidelobe reduction well below 100 dB by the weighting function. If the length of the excitation
signal is doubled, the sidelobes drop down to -105.5 dB with a good resolution of 1.45λ (Fig. 4.7).
For comparisons, the -20 dB axial resolution with a typical pulse excitation is 1.46λ. The design
gives even better results for higher frequencies.
The appropriate choice of the weighting function is a tradeoff between axial resolution and side-
lobe levels. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.8, where the compression resolution and peak sidelobe
level of 15 compression filters with different Dolph-Chebyshev window functions are shown. An
implementation of the new scheme can easily give the flexibility to switch between finer resolu-
tion or lower range sidelobes, depending on the application needs. Dolph-Chebyshev windows,
although optimal in sidelobe level performance, exhibit spikes at their leading and trailing edges.
Utilization of other optimal windows described in [31] might result in better performance.
The compression for the design shown Fig. 4.6b retains its characteristics regardless of the actual
transducer impulse response. For the more sensitive design of Fig. 4.6a, the effect of the transducer
is shown in (Fig. 4.9). The degradation in the compression properties is still not significant for this
design.
In conclusion, a new FM-coded scheme has been presented with distinct features, that make it at-
tractive to the implementation of high-performance coded ultrasound systems. It is based on a pre-
distorted FM signal and optimized compression filter. The range resolution, that can be achieved,
is comparable to that of a conventional system. The range sidelobes, at the same time, are well
below the limits of the typical dynamic range of an ultrasound image. The energy of the sidelobe
region is also reduced by lowering the distant sidelobes caused by the ripples of the spectrum’s
amplitude. Evaluation of this coded excitation scheme through simulations and clinical images
will be presented in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively.
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comparison in gray in the bottom graph.
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Figure 4.6: Optimized compression outputs for FM signals with amplitude tapering. The first
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FIVE
Phase-modulated signals
From the discussion in Chapter 2, it is clear that coded waveforms with ambiguity function sensi-
tive to frequency shifts can only have limited use in ultrasound imaging. These waveforms include
the majority of the binary codes (Barker codes, pseudo-random and m-sequences). Exceptions
are some polyphase codes, such as the Frank and P2 codes, which are discrete approximations or
variations of FM signals. An additional problem with phase-coded waveforms that can be used in
ultrasound is the high peak sidelobes. An exception is the complementary Golay codes, which will
be described briefly. Generalized complementary and subcomplementary codes can be potentially
useful, if cancellation of sidelobes occurs also away from the delay axis, i.e. for other frequency
shifts apart from zero. In this chapter most common sequence families will be presented. Finally
Hadamard matrices will be discussed, as they can provide purely orthogonal decoding.
5.1 Phase modulation
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520
 1  1  1  1  1 −1 −1  1  1 −1  1 −1  1
Figure 5.1: Binary-phase coding (Barker-13 code) of a constant-carrier pulse.
The basic idea of phase modulation is a rearrangement of the phases in a signal, so that the cor-
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relation integral will cancel out away from the origin. This can be done by taking a long signal
of a single carrier pulse (CW), dividing it in N segments of equal length, each consisting of one
or more number of cycles (bins), and applying a different initial phase θn on each sub-pulse. The
number of sub-pulses is the length of the code. For convenience, codes are usually represented
by the sequence {cn}, where cn = exp( jθn). The simplest case of phase coding is the binary or
phase-reversal codes, where the phase θn of each sub-pulse is either 0◦ or 180◦, and, therefore, cn
consists of 1s and -1s. The phase-coded waveform of the following length-13 code (known as the
Barker-13 code):
C13 = {1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1}
is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Let µp be the complex envelope of each sub-pulse. The complex envelope of a phase-coded wave-
form can be written as:
µ(t) =
1√
N
N−1
∑
n=0
µp(t−nTp)e jφn, (5.1)
where the coefficient 1/
√
N normalizes each sub-pulse with respect to its energy. Using µ(t) in the
definition of the ambiguity function (2.28) gives:
χ(τ, fd) = 1N
N−1
∑
n=0
N−1
∑
m=0
∞Z
−∞
µp(t−nTp)e jφnµ∗p(t−mTp− τ)e− jφmdt. (5.2)
Introducing a new variable of integration instead of t− nTp, and following the analysis given in
[1], the final result is:
χ(τ, fd) = 1N
N−1
∑
n=0
N−1
∑
m=0
e j2pi fdnTpe j(φn−φm)χp [(τ− (n−m)Tp, fd)], (5.3)
where χp(τ, fd) is the ambiguity function of each single-carrier subpulse. χp(τ, fd) is a triangular
function along the delay axis in the interval ±Tp and a sinc function on the frequency shift axis,
shown in Fig. 2.2. The ambiguity function of a phase-coded waveform is the double summation
of the ambiguity function of the sub-pulse, where each component is translated to the position τ =
(n−m)Tp on the delay axis, and is weighted by a phase factor. At the origin there are N ambiguity
functions superimposed and superposition is not affected by phase-coding. The summation of the
components centered at the origin can be found by setting n = m in (5.3):
χ(τ, fd) = 1N χp(τ, fd)
N−1
∑
n=0
e j2pi fdnTp =
1
N
χp(τ, fd)sin(piNTp fd)
sin(piTp fd) (5.4)
The peak at the origin is equal to 1. The response at a given delay can be found by collecting the
terms in (5.3) centered at the same τ = k ·Tp position. The contribution of these terms is [1]:
χ(τ, fd) |k>0 = 1N e
− j2pi fdkTp
N−1−k
∑
n=0
e j2pi fdnTpe j(φn+k−φn)χp(τ− kTp, fd) (5.5)
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In the absence of phase-coding, the summation of the phase factors in (5.5) can be calculated and
the component for a given k is:
χ(τ, fd) |k>0 = N−|k|N e
j2pi fd(N−1+k)Tpχp(τ− kTp, fd) sin [pi fd(N−|k|)Tp](N−|k|)sin(pi fdTp) (5.6)
There are N components superimposed at the origin (k= 0), and the number of ambiguity functions
decreases linearly with |k|. When there is no phase-coding, the peak of each k surface is (N−
|k|)/N, with a maximum of 1 at the origin, and a minimum of 1/N at τ = (N−1)Tp, resulting in
a triangle auto-correlation function of a long single-carrier pulse. The effect of phase coding is
therefore the weighting of each k surface by:
N−1−k
∑
n=0
e j2pi fdnTpe j(φn+k−φn) (5.7)
5.2 Binary sequences
For binary codes, the complex weighting functions cn = exp( jθn) are either 1 or -1, and for fd =
0,(5.7) gives the structure of the auto-correlation function of binary codes:
χ(kT,0) =
N−1−|k|
∑
n=0
cncn+|k| (5.8)
Applying (5.8) for the Barker code of length 13 shown in Fig. 5.1, the auto-correlation function
has been calculated and is shown in the left plot of Fig. 5.2. The compression ratio (the ratio of
the compressed pulse and uncompressed pulse widths) is (NTp)/Tp, and is equal to code length N.
The sidelobe level is 1/N below the main peak.
5.2.1 Barker and other optimal binary codes
The best possible auto-correlation function that can be achieved with phase-reversal codes is the
one with uniformly low sidelobes of height 1/N shown in Fig. 5.2, where at each bin, there is only
one uncompensated component. These are known as the Barker codes. These codes would be ideal
because of their low sidelobes, if longer lengths were available. Unfortunately, it has been proven
that the Barker code of length 13 is the longest available Barker code. A pulse compression system
using this code would be limited to a maximum compression ratio of 13 with uniform sidelobe
level of 20log(1/13)=-22 dB, which is unacceptable for ultrasound imaging.
Optimal binary codes are the sequences whose peak sidelobe of their auto-correlation function is
the minimum possible for a given code length. For lengths 2,3,4,5,7,11 and 13, the optimal codes
are the Barker codes. For N > 13, the optimal binary codes have peak sidelobes of 2/N or higher.
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Figure 5.2: Auto-correlation function (left) and ambiguity function (right) of the Barker sequence
of length 13 shown in Fig. 5.1.
Computer search is usually employed to find optimal codes. A summary of applicable work [25]
indicates little success in finding codes with sidelobes slightly higher than 1/N (perhaps 2/N) but
with N so large that the relative sidelobe level is much lower than that for the 13-bit Barker code.
A relatively long code with a 2/N peak sidelobe level is the following length-28 code [36]:
C28 = {1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1}
The auto-correlation of this code is shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.2.2 Pseudo-random sequences
There is a large class of sequences which have used extensively in communication, navigation
and CW radar systems under the common name PN (pseudo-noise) sequences. PN sequences
include maximal-length linear feedback shift-register sequences (m-sequences), Gold and Kasami
sequences. When such a sequence is repeated periodically, the (periodic) auto-correlation function
is repetitive with a period of NTp and a constant sidelobe level of -1. Thus, in continuous operation,
the auto-correlation function has a thumbtack nature, with excellent sidelobe behaviour, which is
the reason for the widespread use of such waveforms. However, in order to apply PN sequences
in ultrasound, the periodic waveform has to be truncated to one complete sequence. This destroys
the low constant sidelobe structure, resulting in peak sidelobes higher than those of the optimal
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Figure 5.3: Auto-correlation function of the optimal code of length 28. The peak sidelobes have a
height of 2, which corresponds to 20log(2/28) =−23 dB below the correlation peak.
binary codes for small values of N. The average sidelobe level is -1/2, and for very large N, the
standard deviation around this value decreases, resulting in sequences with approximately 1/
√
N
sidelobe level. This is still a good sidelobe performance for very large N. An additional advantage
of PN sequences is the huge number of sequences in a set with good cross-correlation properties.
Unfortunately, both the auto- and the cross-correlation of m-sequences are a function of the code
length N, which is a disadvantage for their applicability in medical ultrasound.
One class of periodic sequences which provides larger sets of sequences compared to the m-
sequences with good periodic cross-correlation is the class of Gold sequences. A set of Gold
sequences can be constructed from appropriately selected m-sequences [41]. Kasami sequences,
derived from Gold sequences, have better cross-correlation properties than the Gold sequences, but
a smaller number of signals in the set.
5.2.3 Complementary codes - Golay pairs
One of the main problems associated with all the binary codes discussed so far is the high sidelobe
level for short code lengths. Since a delta ambiguity function is utopian, one solution to the prob-
lem can be the utilization of a set of waveforms with complex ambiguity functions, which are in
some sense as ”different” as possible. By coherently combining the matched-filter responses (the
complex ambiguity functions of the set), the restrictions imposed on a single ambiguity function
can be bypassed. Guey et.al. [30] proved that for a given energy of the waveforms in a set, the vol-
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ume under a combined (or composite) ambiguity surface will always be less than the volume under
the ambiguity surface of any single waveform in the set. Furthermore, the minimum occurs when
the waveforms is a set of equal-energy orthogonal signals. With this, self-clutter can be reduced
without degrading SNR as is the case with the usual mismatch approach.
The simplest application of this method is the utilization of Golay codes, where the combination
of ambiguity functions from two Golay codes cancels the sidelobes of the ambiguity function ev-
erywhere on the delay axis. Golay codes are pairs of binary codes, belonging to a bigger family of
sequences called complementary pairs, which consist of two sequences of the same length N whose
auto-correlation functions have sidelobes equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. Summing them
up results in a composite auto-correlation function with a peak of 2N and zero sidelobes. Com-
plementary codes were introduced by Golay in the sixties. Properties and construction methods of
Golay codes for a given code length N are discussed in [42] and [43]. Complementary sets, where
the auto-correlation functions of more than two sequences have to be added together, have also
been derived [44, 45].
In practice, the two sequences of a Golay pair have to be transmitted in different transmit events.
Thus, apart from increasing the acquisition rate by a factor of two, some decorrelation on the
received rf-data will prevent complete cancellation of the sidelobes. Additionally, the complemen-
tarity property of Golay pairs is degraded in presence of ultrasound attenuation, as it will be shown
in Chapter 6.
Consideration of extended complementary waveforms, that can cancel the ambiguity everywhere
on the τ− fd plane has been discussed by Sivaswamy [46]. He showed that from any coded wave-
form with a duration τ0, N waveforms of duration Nτ can be constructed, that their auto-correlation
sum is zero anywhere except the region |τ| < τ0. He named these sequences subcomplementary
and he showed that cancellation is total only when the basic waveform is repeated using Hadamard
encoding, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
5.3 Polyphase codes
When the phases of each subpulse take more values other than just the 0◦ and 180◦of binary phases,
the resulting waveforms are called polyphase codes. The Frank sequences [47] have phases which
are the rows of the following matrix:
θn =
2pi
N

0 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 2 · · · N−1
0 2 4 · · · 2(N−1)
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 N−1 2(N−1) · · · (N−1)2
 (5.9)
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The phases of a Frank sequence with length 64 (N=8) and the auto-correlation function of the code
are plotted in Fig. 5.4. The auto-correlation function of the periodic Frank code has sidelobes
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Figure 5.4: Phase coding and auto-correlation function of the Frank sequence with length 64 (N=8).
The peak sidelobes have a height of 3.6, which corresponds to 20log(3.2/64) = −25 dB below
the correlation peak.
of zero [36]. For the aperiodic sequence, the sidelobes decrease as a function of N, and they
approach 1/(pi ·N) for very large N. In that respect, Frank codes are similar to the PN sequences.
Frank polyphase code peak sidelobe ratio is superior to that of most binaray codes found from
computer searches for high values of N. For instance, a 2500-element Frank code (N=50) has a
peak sidelobe ratio of -45 dB, without any amplitude weighting. In contrast, the peak sidelobe ratio
of the compressed chirp waveform is only -13.2 dB independent of the time-bandwidth product.
The ambiguity response resembles the ridgelike characteristics of the linear FM signal, in contrast
to the thumbtack ambiguity of PN sequences. This makes the Frank codes much tolerable to
frequency shifts than the binary codes. However, the N-dependence in the sidelobe behaviour of
the Frank code is a disadvantage for ultrasound, where N is limited. For example, the shortest
Frank code having one cycle per bin at a carrier frequency of 4 MHz, for N=8 would be 16 µs long,
with peak sidelobes of -25 dB. This is still insufficient for high resolution ultrasound imaging.
The spectrum of the Frank coded waveform contains higher harmonics and sub-harmonics of the
carrier frequency (Fig. 5.5), and therefore some degradation in sidelobe performance is expected,
when a band-limiting ultrasound transducer is excited with this signal.
Lewis and Kretschmer [48] have rearranged the phases of the Frank code in order to achieve higher
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Figure 5.5: Amplitude spectrum of the Frank code.
tolerance of receiver bandlimiting before pulse compression. They refer to the modified sequences
as P1 and P2 codes.
Other polyphase waveform sets with similar auto-correlation functions and good cross-correlation
properties, such as the Zadoff-Chu, P4 and generalized chirp-like (GCL) sequences have been
discussed in the literature [49]. Discussion of matched filtering of polyphase codes can be found
in [50] and [51].
5.4 Hadamard matrices
The Hadamard matrix is a N×N square matrix consisting of 1 and -1, which is orthogonal both
along its rows and along its columns. If Hm,n are the entries of the Hadamard matrix, the orthogo-
nality property is described mathematically as:
N
∑
n=1
Hm,n ·Hm′,n = 0, m = 1 . . .N, m′ = 1 . . .N (m 6= m′)
N
∑
m=1
Hm,n ·Hm,n′ = 0, n = 1 . . .N, n′ = 1 . . .N (n 6= n′)
(5.10)
The smallest Hadamard matrix is the 2×2 matrix given by:
H2 =
1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
. (5.11)
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The 2n× 2n Hadamard matrix of length 2N can be constructed recursively by the length N = n
n×n Hadamard matrix as following:
H2N =
1√
2
[
HN HN
HN −HN
]
(5.12)
The rows of the Hadamard matrix of (5.12) are the so called Walsh functions, and (5.12) represents
the kernel for decomposing a function in a set of orthogonal Walsh functions.1
An important property of the Hadamard matrices is that the inverse of the normalized Hadamard
matrix is the transpose matrix:
H−1 = HT , HHT = I (5.13)
For example, let two signals XT = [x1x2] be encoded by the 2×2 Hadamard matrix:
HX =
1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
][
x1
x2
]
=
1√
2
[
x1+ x2
x1− x2
]
=
[
y1
y2
]
(5.14)
The two signals can be restored by applying the transpose Hadamard matrix on the encoded signal
set:
HTY =
1√
2
[
1 1
1 −1
][
y1
y2
]
=
1√
2
[
y1+ y2
y1− y2
]
=
1
2
[
(x1+ x2)+(x1− x2)
(x1+ x2)− (x1− x2)
]
=
[
x1
x2
]
(5.15)
If the rows of the Hadamard matrix correspond to channel coding and the columns correspond to
transmit events, the above example can separate two signals x1,x2 transmitted simultaneously by
different channels, when two emissions are used. Such Hadamard-encoding of ultrasonic trans-
mission can find application in synthetic aperture techniques, which will be discussed in Chapter
9.
5.5 Sidelobe reduction for phase-encoded sequences
As opposed to the sidelobes of the linear FM signal, which generally decrease as a function of time
displacement away from the peak, the sidelobes of most phase-coded signals tend to have an almost
constant level extending out to ±T seconds on either side of the compressed pulse. The long time
duration of the range sidelobes of the phase-coded signals will cause more serious problems in
masking weaker signals that the range sidelobes of the FM type of signal, particularly in a dense
medium [25].
1The name Walsh-Hadamard matrix has also been used in the literature.
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Mismatched filters for sidelobe reduction in FM type of signals are designed easily by weighting
the spectrum with appropriate window functions. In phase-coded signals, the lack of symmetry
in the signal spectrum requires optimization methods. The filter coefficients are calculated by
minimization of quantities such as the integrated sidelobe level (ISL filters) or the peak sidelobe
level (PSL filters). Mismatched filter design techniques can be found in [51] and [52]. Since such
mismatched filters are not optimized for signal-to-noise ratio, there is a significant degradation in
SNR gain.
5.6 Disadvantages of phase-coding for ultrasound imaging
There is a number of reasons why phase codes can only have limited use in ultrasound imaging.
• Phase codes are based on abrupt changes in phase and their spectrum contains higher har-
monics that the ultrasonic transducer smooths out. The effect of this bandwidth reduction
in the actual transmitted codes is that sidelobe levels are higher than the expected 1/N or
2/N levels. Additionally, the orthogonality property among the signals in the set degrades.
Therefore, pulse compression with phase codes applied in ultrasound systems has a worse
performance than what has been presented in this chapter, due to the limited bandwidth.
• The sidelobes of the linear FM signal are relatively independent of the time-bandwidth prod-
uct, once the spectrum shape is fixed. Practically, FM signals with a T B greater than 25 have
similar sidelobe behaviour and, thus, the same sidelobe reduction techniques are applicable
and equally effective regardless of the T B. In contrast, the level of the range sidelobes in
phase-coded signals is a function of the time-bandwidth product, i.e. the code length. In
radar systems, where phase codes have been used successfully, code lengths as high as 1,000
are possible, which result in pulse compression systems with range sidelobes down to -45 to
-50 dB without any weighting. In ultrasound, the length of the code cannot exceed 80-100 at
most, which in conjuction with the band-limiting effect of the transducer will result in very
poor sidelobe performance of about -25 dB below the auto-correlation peak.
• Most binary phase codes share the undesirable property of being quite sensitive to frequency
shifts. The ambiguity function of such signals will generally have a central spike on a wide
pedestal of range-frequency sidelobes. A search for binary codes with good autocorrelation
functions is quite useless in ultrasound, if the ambiguity function away from the delay axis
is unsuitable [1]. The Barker or the Golay codes, for instance, do not retain their good
compression output even with moderate frequency shifts (Fig. 5.2b).
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6.1 Intensity considerations
The acoustic intensity of a wave is the average flow of energy through a unit area normal to the
propagation direction in unit time [6]. The intensity is the average of the rate of work done per unit
area by one element of fluid on an adjacent element. That is 1:
I =< pu >t=
1
T
Z T
0
pu dt, (6.1)
the integration taken over one cycle of the harmonic field. For a plane, progressing wave:
p(t) = p0 exp( j(ω0t− kz)) (6.2)
u(t) =
p(t)
Z
,
where ω0 is angular frequency, k=ω0/c wave number, and z is the distance traveled in the direction
of propagation. So
I =< pu >t =
1
2pi/ω0
Z 2pi
ω0
0
p20
Z
exp(2 j(ω0t− kz))dt = p
2
0
2Z
. (6.3)
The SI unit of intensity is W/m2, but a more commonly used unit in medical ultrasound is mW/cm2.
The measure of intensity given by (6.3) is only meaningful for a continuous wave. Since the
ultrasound fields generally used in medical practice are pulsed and strongly varying with regard to
spatial position, it is necessary to specify how the intensity is to be calculated. The instantaneous
intensity is given by
Ii(t,~r ) =
p2(t,~r )
ρc . (6.4)
1The intensity definitions in this section are taken from Jensen [2] after permission.
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Table 6.1: Highest known acoustic field emissions for commercial scanners as stated by the United
States FDA (The use marked (a) also includes intensities for abdominal, intra-operative, pediatric,
and small organ (breast, thyroid, testes, neonatal cephalic, and adult cephalic) scanning). Table is
reproduced from Jensen [2] after permission.
Ispta Isppa Im
mW/cm2 W/cm2 W/cm2
Use In Situ Water In Situ Water In Situ Water
Cardiac 430 730 65 240 160 600
Peripheral vessel 720 1500 65 240 160 600
Ophthalmic 17 68 28 110 50 200
Fetal imaging (a) 46 170 65 240 160 600
The field can be characterized by the spatial and temporal peak of Ii, denoted Ispt p, or it can be
averaged over time giving the spatial peak temporal averaged intensity
Ispta =
1
T ′
Z T ′
0
Ii(t,~rmax)dt, (6.5)
where T ′ is the period from pulse to pulse and ~rmax denotes the position of maximum intensity.
Other intensity measures are used which include spatial and/or temporal averaging. Isppa is the
spatial peak pulse average intensity, which is calculated as the mean intensity over the pulse dura-
tion at the position of maximum intensity in the field. It is given by [53]:
Isppa =
R
p2(t)dt
ρc ·PD . (6.6)
PD is the pulse duration and is 1.25 times the interval between the time when the time integral
of intensity for an acoustic pulse at a point reaches 10%, and when it reaches 90% of the pulse
intensity integral given by
Pii(t,~r) =
Z t
−∞
Ii(t ′,~r )dt ′. (6.7)
All commercial scanners intended for clinical use have to comply with intensity limits, which are
set by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The currently reported values are
given for both in situ and water measurements, and are shown in Table 6.1 according to the FDA
[54]. High peak intensity acoustic pressure waves can generate acoustic cavitation, i.e. local-
ized rapid generation and collapse of gas-filled bubbles. The collapse is adiabatic and can cause
tremendous localized temperature rise and tissue damage. Another effect of high-intensity ultra-
sound waves is the non-linear propagation effects, which is the reason why most ultrasound scan-
ners use driving voltages that generate peak intensities well below the FDA limits. For instance,
for the transducer used, the intensities measured in water by the company (B-K Medical) with a
conventional pulse of 70V were Ispta=3.19 mW/cm2 and Isppa=66.4 W/cm2 at the focal point. For
comparison, the FDA limits for adult imaging of peripheral vessels [55] are Ispta=1500 mW/cm2
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(spatial-peak-temporal-average) and Isppa=240 W/cm2 (spatial-peak-pulse-average) in water. Both
intensities are well below the limits.
Isppa is the mean intensity over the pulse duration at the focal point and therefore does not change
significantly, when the duration of the signal changes. Therefore, coded excitation will not affect
it. However, the Ispta is an integration over time and is increased when the duration of the pulse is
increased. For a chirp of duration 20 µs, the Ispta is about 60 times higher depending on the applied
code, i.e. 196 mW/cm2, which is still more than 7 times lower than the specified safety limits.
Recommendations have been put forward by the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine
[55] on the maximum ultrasound energy allowed to be radiated into human tissue for diagnostic
purposes. The recommendation was made in 1988 and was based on studies of tissue damage due
to ultrasound exposure. The safety standard reads:
In the low megahertz range there have been (as of
this date) no independently confirmed significant bio-
logical effects in mammalian tissues exposed in vivo
to unfocused ultrasound with intensitiesa below 100
mW/cm2, or to focused ultrasoundb with intensities
below 1 W/cm2. Furthermore, for exposure timesc
greater than 1 second and less than 500 seconds (for
unfocused ultrasound) or 50 seconds (for focused ul-
trasound) such effects have not been demonstrated
even at higher intensities, when the product of inten-
sity and exposure time is less than 50 joules/cm2.
aSpatial-peak temporal average intensity.
bQuarter power beam width smaller than four wavelengths or
4 mm, whichever is less at the exposure frequency.
cExposure time includes off-time as well as on-time for re-
peated pulse regimes.
6.2 Expected signal-to-noise ratio improvement
The anticipated improvement in signal-to-noise ratio by using coded excitation in ultrasound imag-
ing, has been evaluated with the simulating program Field II [56]. A single-element transducer
focused at 10 cm, with diameter of 1.57 cm, a nominal frequency of 4 MHz and a 65% -6 dB band-
width has been simulated. The transducer parameters correspond to those of the mechanically-
rotating single-element probe that has been used in the experiments, which will be presented in the
next chapter. From hydrophone measurements in a water tank, peak intensities were calculated for
pulsed and coded excitation. It was found that pulse and coded excitation of equal peak voltage
amplitude resulted in a measured Ispt p (spatial-peak-temporal-peak) about 1.6 times greater for the
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coded signal at the acoustical focus. This is due to different focusing properties of the transducer
for a much longer signal. The relationship is non-linear and is between 1.1 and 1.8 depending on
the applied voltage amplitude. For instance, a conventional pulse of 80 V and a chirp signal of
50 V give the same Ispt p at the focal point. The simulations showed a similar dependence, and
therefore for all SNR gain simulation results, the excitation voltages were normalized to yield the
same Ispt p at the focal depth for all excitation signals. The calculation of the SNR has been based
on the following equation:
SNRi =
TPR
0
p2i (t,~ri)dt
Pnoise
, (6.8)
where p is the pressure field at the axial position~ri, TP is the total duration of the received echoes
and Pnoise is the power of the simulated band-pass thermal (Johnson) noise of the system. The en-
ergy of the received echoes has been calculated as an integration over time of the squared pressure
field. The results have been normalized so that the peak SNR in case of pulsed excitation is always
60 dB.
Fig. 6.1 shows simulation results on the expected SNR gain from coded excitation for four different
coded signals, when there is no attenuation in the medium. The four coded signals (which are
shown in Fig. 6.2), are a standard linear FM signal, the amplitude-tapered FM signal presented in
Chapter 4, a non-linear FM signal and a Golay sequence of length 40. The right plots of Fig. 6.2
show the actual transmitted coded signals after convolution with the transducer impulse response.
The energy of the signals is reduced due to the transducer filtering. The energy reduction of the
transmitted coded signals is 74% for the linear FM, 72% for the tapered linear FM, 41% for the
non-linear FM and 23% for the Golay code. The reduced transmitted energy of the linear FM
signals explains the results of Fig. 6.1. The expected SNR improvement is 11.1 dB for the linear
FM signal, 10.4 dB for the tapered linear FM signal, 14.6 dB for the non-linear FM signal and 16
dB for the Golay code. The SNR gain is independent of depth and the overall SNR reduction is
due to the 1/r dependence of acoustic diffraction.
Fig. 6.3 shows simulation results on the expected SNR gain of the same coded signals when atten-
uation of 0.5 dB/[MHz×cm] has been simulated for the medium. The expected SNR improvement
is depth-dependent and it improves significantly for the linear FM signals. At the acoustic focus
is 10.9 dB for the linear FM signal, 10.2 dB for the tapered linear FM signal, 12.8 dB for the
non-linear FM signal and 14.5 dB for the Golay code. At higher depths where we expect to benefit
from coded excitation the most, the expected SNR gain of the linear chirps relative to the pulsed
excitation increases. At a depth of 20 cm, the SNR for the pulsed excitation is reduced by 5 dB,
due to attenuation, the SNR for the Golay code is reduced by more than 6 dB, while the SNR of
the linear FM excitation remains constant at 52 dB at 20 cm. Thus, the SNR gain for the linear
FMs is around 17 dB, while it is around 14 dB for the non-linear FM and Golay codes.
In the next set of simulation results shown in Fig. 6.4, matched filtering has been applied on
the received rf-data and the SNR has been calculated from the energy of the compressed pulses.
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Figure 6.1: Simulation results on the expected SNR improvement from coded excitation for four
different coded signals using Field II. There is no ultrasonic attenuation in the simulated medium.
The higher transmitted energy of Golay codes results in higher SNR gain compared to the linear
FM signals.
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Figure 6.2: The four coded excitation signals used in the SNR simulations. On the right plots
are the actual propagating signals after convolution with the transducer impulse response. The
presence of the transducer affects the transmitted energy of the linear FM signals the most.
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Figure 6.3: Expected SNR improvement for various codes in tissues with attenuation of 0.5
dB/[MHz×cm]. The linear FM signals exhibit higher SNR gain relative to the pulsed excitation
than the non-linear FM and Golay-coded signals.
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Figure 6.4: Expected SNR improvement in tissues with attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz×cm] after
matched filtering.
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Figure 6.5: The effect of mismatched filtering for the tapered linear FM signal on the expected
SNR improvement in tissues without attenuation (left) and with attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz×cm]
(right). The upper two plots show SNR gain for pure matched filtering and the lower plots show
SNR gain for mismatched filtering.
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Matched filters have been applied on all signals. The theoretical compression output (without the
effect of the attenuation) of the first linear FM signal in the presence of the transducer is the gray
line of Fig. 4.2b, exhibiting distant sidelobes of -35 dB. The matched filter response of the second
tapered linear FM signal has sidelobes of -68 dB. The matched filter response of the third non-
linear FM signal is the one shown in Fig. 3.6 with sidelobes of -36 dB. As it will be shown later in
this chapter, the sidelobe levels in the compression output of the last two signals will be higher in
the presence of attenuation.
The graphs in Fig. 6.4 show the effect of distortions from frequency shifting due to attenuation on
the SNR loss. The SNR improves with depth only for the linear FM signals, while it is reduced for
the non-linear FM and Golay signals. These graphs show the robustness of linear FM signals in
attenuation with respect to SNR. Further in this chapter, the robustness of different coded signals
in attenuation with respect to sidelobes will be investigated.
The last set of simulation results investigates the effect of weighting of the filter amplitude spec-
trum (mismatched filtering) on the expected SNR gain, relative to the pure matched filtering. Com-
parison of the two left plots in Fig. 6.5 shows that when the medium has no attenuation, mismatched
filtering causes the expected from theory 1 to 2 dB SNR gain loss. Unfortunately, in the presence of
attenuation (right two plots), the SNR gain loss caused by mismatching is severe. The upper right
plot of Fig. 6.5 is the same as the upper right plot of Fig. 6.4 and is repeated here for convenience.
For instance, at depth of 20 cm, there is a SNR gain loss of 9 dB, from matched to mismatched
filtering. This will result in a SNR gain diminishing from 17 dB when matched filtering is applied
to only 8 dB for mismatched filtering. This result has not been considered in previous literature
for the application of coded signals in medical ultrasound imaging. The significance of this is
that, due to attenuation, very low sidelobes attained by mismatching and high SNR gain are
incompatible for ultrasound imaging. If a matched filter is used, a SNR gain of almost 17 dB
at 20 cm is theoretically possible, while the sidelobes level will entirely depend on the transducer
weighting. On the other hand, if a mismatched filter is used, sidelobes can be kept very low and
independent on the actual transducer impulse response and attenuation, but the SNR gain will be
less than 10 dB.
6.3 Imaging with linear FM signals- Simulation results using
Field II
Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 show simulated images using conventional pulsed and linear FM excitation.
The simulation parameters correspond to the single-element mechanically-rotating transducer with
a nominal frequency of 4 MHz and a 65% -6 dB that has been used in the experiments. Eight point
scatterers along the axial direction are imaged. The pulsed excitation is a sinusoidal signal of 4
cycles with Hanning apodization, which matches the transducer impulse response. The FM-coded
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Figure 6.6: Pulsed vs. FM-coded excitation imaging in a medium with no attenuation.
excitation is the one whose mismatched filter response is shown in Fig. 4.6b. The simulated images
shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 correspond to a non-attenuating medium and a medium with atten-
uation of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm] respectively. The visual appearance of pulsed and coded images is
very similar. Quantitative evaluation of image resolution will be given in a following section. The
sidelobe performance of pulse compression can be seen from Fig. 6.8, where the compressed cen-
tral rf-lines are plotted. With no attenuation, the sidelobe levels are very close to what is expected
from Fig. 4.6b, i.e. the sidelobes are close to -88 dB for all depths. In the attenuating medium,
the sidelobes increase with depth, but remain below -60 dB for all depths. Fig. 6.9 shows the cen-
tral rf-lines for tapered linear FM excitation with mismatched filtering when the actual transducer
impulse response has been used in the simulations. Compression is robust to both attenuation and
transducer weighting. A plot of the central rf-lines for tapered linear FM excitation with pure
matched filtering is shown in Fig. 6.10. In this case, compression is good in a non-attenuating
medium, but it degrades in the presence of attenuation. This excitation/compression scheme yields
the highest SNR gain of 17 dB at 20 cm, according to the simulation results presented in the last
section. It can be used if SNR gain is the critical imaging parameter, and the resulting resolution
and sidelobe levels shown in Fig. 6.10 are acceptable for a given application.
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Figure 6.7: Pulsed vs. FM-coded excitation imaging in a medium with attenuation of 0.7
dB/[MHz×cm]
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Figure 6.8: The minimal effect of attenuation in sidelobe levels using tapered linear FM excitation
with mismatched filtering. The graphs show the central rf-lines of the coded images in the absence
(left) and presence (right) of attenuation in the medium.
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Figure 6.9: The same as in Fig. 6.8 (tapered linear FM excitation with mismatched filtering) but
with the measured transducer impulse response used in the simulations. The effect of the actual
transducer impulse response in sidelobe levels is small.
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Figure 6.10: The effect of attenuation and transducer weighting for tapered linear FM excitation
with pure matched filtering. In the presence of attenuation, compression is very sensitive to the
transducer impulse response.
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Figure 6.11: 3-D mesh and contour plot of the ambiguity function of the non-linear FM signal
designed in 3.7.
6.4 Imaging with non-linear FM signals
The non-linear FM signal presented in Section 3.7 combine the attractive properties of high signal-
to-noise ratio (17.5 dB) with relatively low sidelobes (-36 dB) without any weighting. The disad-
vantage is mainly the higher sensitivity of pulse compression of this signal compared to the linear
FM in frequency shifts. This can be assessed by looking at the simulation results of Fig. 6.4, as well
as by inspecting the ambiguity function of the non-linear FM signal shown in Fig. 6.11 and making
a comparison with the ambiguity function of the linear FM signal shown in Fig. 2.5. In contrast to
the linear FM signal, sidelobes appear everywhere away from the delay axis. There is a trade off in
the non-linear FM signal design between compression robustness in frequency shifts and sidelobe
levels. When the bandwidth of the amplitude spectrum, that the non-linear FM signal is matched
with, is reduced, the resulting FM slope is closer to linear apart from the two ends at the beginning
and end of the signal. This design results in a signal with similar properties as the tapered FM
signal discussed in Chapter 4, where tapering is implemented using phase modulation rather than
using amplitude modulation. Such a non-linear FM signal is less sensitive to attenuation, but has
higher sidelobes similar to the unweighted FM case. Fig. 6.12 shows simulation results of imag-
ing a number of point scatterers in the presence and absence of tissue attenuation. This design is
a compromise between sensitivity in attenuation and sidelobe levels. Inspecting the echoes from
the scatterer at depth 16 cm, for instance, it can be seen that in attenuating medium, the mainlobe
widens and gets distorted around -22 dB, while the sidelobes increase by 5 dB, appearing now at
about -31 dB.
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Figure 6.12: The effect of attenuation in sidelobe levels using non-linear FM excitation. Simulation
results with Field II show the echoes from 8 point scatterers in the absence (left) and presence
(right) of attenuation in the medium.
6.5 Imaging with complementary codes
Simulated images using Golay code excitation are shown in Fig. 6.13. Golay-coded imaging
requires two transmit events for every line, which decreases the frame rate by half. Addition-
ally motion artifacts are expected to degrade the sidelobe cancellation. The simulation results of
Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 show that even in the case of imaging of stationary tissues, the complemen-
tarity property severely degrades in an attenuating medium. Perfect cancellation occurs when the
medium has no attenuation Fig. 6.14a, while with an attenuation of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm], the range
sidelobes increase up to -25 dB at a depth of 16 cm, in contrast to the tapered FM signal (Fig. 6.8),
whose compression is very robust to attenuation. When the actual transducer impulse response is
used in the simulations, the compression of Golay codes in the presence of attenuation is entirely
unacceptable.
6.6 Evaluation of resolution and compression
Fig. 6.15 shows the response from a point scatterer for all coded waveforms considered in this
chapter. The mainlobe width is a measure of the axial resolution. In the non-attenuating medium,
the -20 dB mainlobe width from pulsed excitation is 1.49λ, for the tapered linear FM is 1.92λ,
for the non-linear FM is 1.77λ, and for the Golay code is 2.17λ. That is, the mainlobe width of
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Figure 6.13: Imaging with complementary Golay codes in a medium with no attenuation (left two
images) and with attenuation of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm] (right two images).
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Figure 6.14: The effect of attenuation in sidelobe levels using complementary Golay codes. Simu-
lation results with Field II show the echoes from 8 point scatterers in the absence (left) and presence
of attenuation (right) in the medium.
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excitation waveforms for the evaluation of axial resolution, in case of non-attenuation medium
(left) and a medium with attenuation (right).
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the tapered linear FM is 22% wider than that of the conventional pulsed excitation. The widening
for the non-linear FM signal and Golay-coded excitation are 16% and 31% respectively. Imaging
with the linear FM with the compression output shown in Fig. 4.6a results in axial resolution of
1.52λ, which is only 2% wider than that of the pulsed excitation. In this case, the sidelobes are
slightly higher, especially in case of attenuation. The right graph of Fig. 6.15 shows the effect of
attenuation on various excitation signals. The superiority of the tapered linear FM signal over all
other signals is apparent. The -20 dB mainlobe width of the linear FM is 2.13λ, of the non-linear
FM is 2.41λ, while the mainlobe of the Golay code is severely distorted and split into three lobes.
The sidelobes for the linear FM signal are at -67 dB, while the sidelobes of the Golay codes are
at only -30 dB. The energy outside the mainlobe for the linear FM signal is less than that of the
pulsed excitation, i.e. image contrast will be improved using linear FM-coded excitation.
6.7 Pulse compression and array imaging
Coded excitation systems described in the literature use a single correlator at the output of the
beamformer [10, 11]. This approach, although advantageous in terms of implementation, poses re-
quirements on the code length and arises issues about the effect of time-gain compensation (TGC)
and dynamic focusing on pulse compression. Dynamic focusing is a pixel-based non-linear oper-
ation, which will distort the phases of a long coded waveforms. In order to minimize this effect,
O’Donnell [11] suggested that the code should have a duration less than 64/ f0, which for the typi-
cal bandwidth of the ultrasound transducer restricts the time-bandwidth of the code to less than 30.
Although this time-bandwidth product should give a SNR gain of 15 dB, the simulations presented
in this chapter, showed that the transducer weighting and the attenuation significantly reduce the
expected SNR gain. Additional mismatched filtering required for the high sidelobes of such small
time-bandwidth product waveforms will shrink the SNR gain further. It is, therefore, questionable
if such a coded excitation system can have any practical benefit.
In a fully-digital system, pulse compression should precede and beam formation should follow.
It has been shown that the compressed rf-data resulting from coded excitation do not differ signif-
icantly from conventional rf-data using pulse excitation. In this way, there are no requirements for
the code length in terms of focusing and time-gain compensation. Long codes can be used, which
will result in good compression and SNR gain. The disadvantage of this, is that compression has
to be done in all transducer channels, which requires one compression filter on every channel.
Coded excitation could also be used for flow estimation. Flow estimation is one of the areas that
could actually benefit the most from coded excitation. This is because the signals from blood are
usually very weak; sometimes more than 40 dB below the surrounding tissues. The higher signal-
to-noise ratio achieved with coded excitation will improve the estimator’s accuracy. Applying a
flow estimator before compression could also be possible, but the effect of the varying frequency
of the signal on the estimator has to be investigated. Thus, it is preferable to compress first if
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implementation allows, and apply one of the traditional flow estimators afterwards.
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SEVEN
Clinical evaluation of coded imaging
In this chapter acquired images using coded excitation are presented.
7.1 Experimental setup
The experimental system used was based on a commmercial scanner (B-K Medical 3535) shown in
Fig 7.1 with a single-element mechanically-rotating transducer. The transducer is motor-driven and
scans a sector as shown in Fig 7.2. The scan angle is fixed at 75 degrees and the pulse repetition
frequency can be set in six modes from 1 to 3.4 KHz. Depending on the settings for imaging
depth, the machine can acquire from 34 to 212 number of lines. The machine was set for most
experiments to a mode for acquisition of 106 lines, scanning a depth from 0 to 180 mm with a
pulse repetition frequency of 3 KHz.
The transducer crystal has a nominal frequency of 4 MHz. The impulse response of the transducer
was measured and it is shown in Fig 7.3. The -6 dB bandwidth was 65%.
The single-element module on the scanner was modified in order to operate with external excita-
tion. The transmitter was inactivated and was interfaced to an external pulse generator. During the
research project, two different experimental set-ups were used.
In the first system, a LeCroy 9112 arbitrary function generator (AFG) was used for the generation
of coded waveforms on the computer. A software library was written for the control of the AFG
through MATLABT M [57]. A power RF amplifier (RITEC 5000), specifically designed to drive
ultrasound transducers, was used subsequently for amplification. The acquisition of the RF data
was done using the sequential acquisition capabilities of an 8-bit digital oscilloscope (LeCroy
LC334AM) at a minimum sampling frequency of 20 MHz depending on the requested depth of
penetration and number of scan lines. The transfer time of raw binary data for an image with 106
scan lines and a depth of 18 cm was 0.22 s, allowing acquisition rate of 4.5 frames/sec. The total
processing and display time was 2.714 s/image. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: The ultrasound scanner (B-K Medical Model 3535) used in the experiments.
Active elementImage
area
Beam profile
Sector scan transducer
Figure 7.2: The single-element transducer (B-K Medical) which makes sector images by mechan-
ical rotation. The sketch is taken from Jensen [2] after permission.
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Figure 7.3: Measured impulse response and transfer function of the single-element transducer
(B-K Medical) used in the experiments.
Both the generation of the signals through the AFG and the image acquisition with the oscilloscope
were controlled remotely from the computer through a GPIB interface. A software library for
the communications with the oscilloscope was written, allowing high level programming through
MATLABT M. After acquisition of the RF data, all post processing and display is done on the
computer. That includes high-pass filtering, pulse compression, interpolation and scan conversion,
logarithmic compression, envelope detection and display. The whole system was running under
Linux and could be operated from any computer connected to the network.
In the second system, the same scanner was interfaced to one transmitter and one receiver board
from the Center’s newly constructed RASMUS experimental system [3]. A picture of this system
is shown in Fig 7.5. The software control of both boards is implemented as a MATLABT M tool-
box of high-level commands written by Svetoslav Nikolov. The transmitter board is capable of
transmitting different complex arbitrary waveforms for each line of an image with a few lines of
MATLABT M code. The board was programmed to allow alternating excitation on every second
frame. That allowed direct comparison of the same set of image pairs; one with conventional and
one with encoded excitation, or image pairs with complementary sequences. The analog RF data of
the scanner were sampled at 40 MHz. The receiver sampling unit has 12-bit ADCs and 2 GBytes
storage SDRAM. That allowed storage of 140 consecutive ultrasound images, corresponding to
about 25 s of scan data. Subsequently the stored RF data were read from the memory, and all post
processing (pulse compression, interpolation, scan conversion and display) was done off-line on
the computer as in the first system.
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Figure 7.4: The first experimental system based on an arbitrary function generator and on a digital
oscilloscope for image sampling.
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Figure 7.5: The second experimental system using boards from the Center’s newly constructed
RASMUS experimental system [3].
Figure 7.6: Graphical user interface in MATLABT M for imaging setup and acquisition with coded
excitation.
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7.2 Phantom images with coded excitation
Initially, pulse-echo measurements from a wire phantom in water were performed. It has not been
possible to evaluate the sidelobe level of the compressed output for the proposed code, but we
can conclude that the sidelobes are below -50 dB, which was the acoustic noise for the pulsed
excitation output. The acoustic noise was due to reverberation at the water surface and the bottom
of the tank. The -6 dB axial resolutions were measured and were found to be 0.94λ for the coded
and 1.18λ for a two-cycle pulsed excitation.
In this section images of wire phantoms are presented. The first set of images shown in Fig. 7.7
have been acquired with the first experimental system, where sampling was done by the 8-bit digital
oscilloscope. The available 8 bits of the sampled returned echoes limit the dynamic range to 48
dB, while sampling noise is considerable at high depths. Fig. 7.7 shows images of a phantom with
attenuation of 1 dB/[MHz×cm]. The peak excitation voltages are 32 V p-p for the conventional
pulse and 20 V for the chirp, that yield the same Ispt p. The applied excitations are very low
compared to what is commonly used in ultrasound scanners. Therefore, the noise level in the
conventional image of Fig. 7.7 is high. However, when a chirp excitation is applied, there is a
significant reduction in noise level for depths over 10 cm. Some RF lines were corrupted with spike
noise resulting in brighter stripes along the image. It was found that there was a sampling error
in the oscilloscope at a certain sampling frequency and this frequency was not used subsequently.
The spike noise was removed by a median filter whenever it occurred. The time-gain compensation
was kept low and at the same level for both images. The -20 dB axial resolution, measured at the
scatterer located at about 6 cm, was 0.71 mm for the conventional pulse excitation and 1.04 mm
for the chirp. In the latter, the axial resolution depends on the applied compression filter and can
be improved at the expense of higher axial sidelobes.The dynamic range of the images shown in
Fig 7.7 is 50 dB.
A second set of phantom images have been acquired using the second experimental system and
are shown in Fig. 7.8. The higher dynamic range of the 12-bit sampling board of the RASMUS
system [3] resulted in better quality images. A different phantom was used with attenuation of 0.5
dB/[MHz×cm]. This phantom consisted of wires of 0.2 mm in in diameter, positioned every 1 cm
axially. Additional wires were placed at a 15 degree angle with decreasing distance down to 1 mm.
In the pulsed image of Fig. 7.8 a two-cycle pulse of the carrier frequency was used. In the coded
image the excitation was a 20 µs tapered FM signal with the theoretical compression output shown
in Fig. 4.6. The -6 dB axial resolution of the coded image measured at the wires in depth 12 and
14 cm was 1.31λ. The resolution of the pulsed image was 1.49λ. In conventional imaging, short
broadband pulses have to be used in order to achieve good axial resolution and to use all available
system bandwidth, with the drawback of degrading the SNR. When FM signals are transmitted,
the axial resolution depend on the bandwidth that is swept and not on the duration of the signal.
Therefore, coded images using FM modulated signals result not only in a better SNR, but also in
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Figure 7.7: Images of a wire phantom with attenuation of 1 dB/[MHz×cm]. The dynamic range
of both images is 50 dB. The peak excitation voltages 32 V for the conventional pulse and 20 V
for the chirp. The plots on the left side are the central RF lines of the images.
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Figure 7.8: Detail of images of a wire phantom (right) and central RF lines (left) for coded and
pulsed excitation. Matched filtering has been applied to both images. The dynamic range of the
images is 45 dB. From the graphs on the left, an improvement in SNR of about 10 dB can be seen.
Axial resolution is also higher for the coded image.
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Figure 7.9: Another set of images of a wire phantom (right) and central RF lines (left) for coded
and pulsed excitation. Matched filtering has been applied to both images. The dynamic range of
the images is 45 dB.
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better axial resolution by utilizing the available bandwidth more efficiently. Fig. 7.8 shows that
there is an effective gain in SNR of 10 dB or more, that corresponds to an additional penetration
of 3-4 cm with the 4 MHz probe.
Another set of images from a wire phantom is shown in Fig. 7.9. In the pulsed image of Fig. 7.8
a one-cycle pulse of the carrier frequency was used. In the coded image the excitation was a 20
µs tapered FM signal with the theoretical compression output shown in Fig. 4.6b. Images of the
same phantom using a complementary pair of Golay codes with length 40 are shown in Fig. 7.10.
A single Golay code has high axial sidelobes that are visible on the left image. When the echoes
from 2 Golay codes are added coherently, there is a degree of cancellation on the axial sidelobes.
However, confirming the simulation results, the cancellation of the sidelobes is not perfect due to
attenuation even for the stationary phantom imaging, and shadows are still visible along the wires.
7.3 Clinical images with coded excitation
Clinical images of the abdomen using the proposed scheme are shown in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12.
The images show an excellent performance of the encoded excitation in terms of noise reduction
at large depths and resolution. The auto-covariance matrix on the image gives an indication of
the speckle size. The lateral resolution of speckle data taken from the images of Fig. 7.12 is very
similar for both images, while axially the coded image has slightly better performance (Fig. 7.13).
These results clearly demonstrate that abdominal ultrasound imaging can benefit from coded ex-
citation yielding a higher SNR and therefore penetration, while maintaining both axial and lateral
resolution. The higher SNR can be exchanged with resolution by increasing the center frequency,
i.e. for GSNR=10 dB, going from 4 to 5 MHz without compromising SNR. Longer codes can
make this frequency step even bigger.
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Figure 7.10: Images with Golay pair excitation of a wire phantom with attenuation of 0.5
dB/[MHz×cm]. On the left is the image with one of the Golay codes and on the right is the
sum of the two complementary images. The dynamic range is 45 dB.
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Figure 7.11: Clinical images with linear FM excitation On the left is the image with one of the
Golay codes and on the right is the sum of the two complementary images. The dynamic range is
45 dB.
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Figure 7.12: Clinical images of the right kidney for coded and pulsed excitation. The portal vein
and the inferior vena cava are at the right side of the images and liver tissue is left from the kidney.
The dynamic range of the images is 45 dB. Improvement in resolution and noise reduction at large
depths are visible.
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Figure 7.13: Evaulation of the lateral (left) and axial (right) resolution in speckle using auto-
covariance matrix analysis. Speckle data are taken from the images of Fig. 7.12. The gray lines
correspond to the pulsed image.
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CHAPTER
EIGHT
Waveform diversity for fast ultrasound
imaging
The second objective of coded excitation (with the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio in ultra-
sound images being the first) is the possibility of simultaneous transmission of a number of coded
signals, which can be distinguished on the receiver. Coded excitation has, thus, the potential of
increasing the frame rate in ultrasound imaging using parallel transmission. For good axial resolu-
tion, all signals in the set should have good auto-correlation properties. Since a correlation receiver
is used for pulse compression, separation of the echoes from all excitation signals requires that the
cross-correlation of any two signals in the set is low for all relative phase shifts. The cross-talk in
the receiver results when the filter matched to one of the signals is applied to the echoes originating
from another transmitted signal in the set.
The arising issues, which are the topic of the second part of the dissertation, are i) the orthogonality
among the transmitted signals that can be achieved and ii) how these signals can be used, i.e. coding
imaging strategies.
8.1 Waveform diversity for the FM signal
In Chapters 3 and 4 the properties of the linear FM signal and its matched and mismatched response
have been analyzed. This corresponds to the auto-correlation and a weighted auto-correlation
function of this important waveform. What is of interest for fast imaging, is the FM signal diversity,
i.e. the number of FM signals that can be constructed and used for ultrasound imaging, as well as
the cross-correlation properties of these signals.
The diversity of the FM signal is far more limited than that of the digital phase codes. The design
parameter of the FM signal is the FM slope µ, which is associated with the duration T and the
bandwidth B. Fig. 8.1 illustrates two linear FM signals having different slopes µn and µm. Cook
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Figure 8.1: Diagram showing two linear FM signals with different FM slopes µn = Bn/Tn and
µm = Bm/Tm and the same time-bandwidth product TnBn = TmBm.
and Bernfeld [25] have calculated analytically the mismatched filter response, which occurs when
the transmitted signal has an FM slope of µn and the slope at the receiver is µm, i.e. the cross-
correlation between FM signals with different slopes. Defining the mismatch factor γ as:
γ = µn−µm
µn
, (8.1)
the magnitude of the mismatched output is [25]:
|g(t)|= 1√
2 |γ|
{
[C(Y1)+C(Y2)]2+[S(Y1)+S(Y2)]2
}1/2
, (8.2)
where the arguments Y1 and Y2 of the Fresnel integrals are:
Y1 =
√
γµm
2 Tm
(
1− 2tγTm
)
, Y2 =
√
γµm
2 Tm
(
1+ 2tγTm
)
(8.3)
Due to the Fresnel structure of (8.2), the cross-correlation function of FM signals with differ-
ent FM slopes resemble linear FM spectra of low time-bandwidth product. The Fresnel term{
[C(Y1)+C(Y2)]2+[S(Y1)+S(Y2)]2
}1/2
is approximately equal to
√
2 for t = 0. Then the ratio of
the amplitude of the distorted mismatched filter output to that of the ideal matched filter is [58]:
(Mismatched f ilter out put)
(Matched f ilter out put)
max
=
1/√γ
Tm
√µm =
1√γTmBm . (8.4)
Fig. 8.2 shows the auto- and cross-correlation functions for two tapered linear FM signals, which
have the same time-bandwidth product of 67 and a mismatch factor γ=0.84. From (8.4), the cross-
talk between the signals will be 20log(
√
0.84 ·67)=17.5 dB below the auto-correlation peak.
Although such cross-talk level is sufficiently low for good separation in ultrasound imaging, as it
will be shown in the following chapter, the auto-correlation functions have high sidelobe levels,
which are inappropriate for imaging. Unfortunately, when the usual approach of weighting is
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Figure 8.2: Auto- and cross-correlation functions for two tapered linear FM signals, one with T =10
µs and B=6.7 MHz and the other with T =25 µs and B=2.7 MHz. The two signals have the same
time-bandwidth product of 67 and a mismatch factor γ=0.84.
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Figure 8.3: Compression output and cross-talk for the two tapered linear FM signals, when weight-
ing is applied on the receiver filters for sidelobe reduction.
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Figure 8.4: Compression output and cross-talk for the two tapered linear FM signals with equal
and opposite FM slopes. The first design has minimum cross-talk and the second has minimum
axial sidelobes.
applied to the receiver filters, the cross-talk increases from -17.5 dB to -7 dB (Fig. 8.3). For limited
energy signals, the area under the squared magnitude of both the auto- and the cross-correlation
functions is constant. Therefore, it can be reasoned [59], that the shape of the cross-correlation
which gives the lowest values should be a constant function. Mismatching of the receiver does not
relax the volume constrains of the auto- and cross-correlation functions [1], and any weighting will
yield higher cross-correlation than the constant unweighted cross-correlation shown in Fig. 8.2.
Fig. 8.3 shows the results when the input signals are cross-correlated with weighted compression
filters. In this case, the axial sidelobes have diminished, but the cross-talk has increased by 10 dB.
In conclusion, the cross-correlation among FM signals with different slopes is low, if no weighting
is applied. A set of such FM signals can be used in communication systems as carriers for binary
data [58], where axial sidelobes are not a problem. Using such set for imaging requires weighting,
which in turn increases the cross-talk among the signals in the set.
Another drawback of this design is that the two or more signals have different duration and band-
width. The duration is associated with the transmitted energy and the bandwidth is associated with
the axial resolution of the image. When such set of FM signals are transmitted simultaneously
from different elements of an ultrasound array transducer, resolution and heating effects will not
be uniform across the image.
The obvious choice, when only two linear FM signals are required, is two signals with slopes
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Such signals have the same duration, and sweep the same
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bandwidth one with increasing and the other with decreasing frequencies. Both signals can utilize
the entire available time-bandwidth space, which result in the best resolution and highest SNR
gain. This design also yields the highest possible value of 2 for the mismatch factor γ, and, thus,
the highest orthogonality among two FM signals.
Fig. 8.4 shows the compression output and cross-talk for such a pair of FM signals, 20 µs in length,
with 6.9 MHz bandwidth and a time-bandwidth product of 140. When no weighting is applied
at the receiver (Fig. 8.4a), the cross-talk (cross-correlation function) is constant with amplitude of
20log(
√
2 ·140)=24.4 dB below the auto-correlation peak. For weighted receiver filters (Fig. 8.4a),
the cross-talk is -12 dB. Fig. 8.4 shows the trade-off between cross-talk and axial sidelobes in
the useful signal. For the given time-bandwidth product of 140, the cross-talk between two FM
signals lies between -12 dB and -24.4 dB, while the axial sidelobes lie between -13 dB and -85
dB. Different weighting on the receiver can yield any values in this range, according to the specific
imaging needs.
8.2 Frequency division
Another possibility is to divide the available bandwidth in two frequency bands and let each FM
signal sweep its own band. Since the actual transmitted signals are their convolution with the trans-
ducer impulse response, both signals should have sufficient energy close to the center frequency
of the transducer. In this way, the SNR gain can be kept high. On the other hand, cross-talk
is reduced only if the signal spectra do not overlap. These contradictory requirements limit the
method. In Fig. 8.5 the design of such signals and their correlation properties are shown. They are
based on simulation of a transducer at 8 MHz with a 65% fractional bandwidth and two broadband
preweighted FM signals centered at 6 and 10 MHz. The spectra of the two signals are shown at
the left and the auto- and cross-correlation are shown at the right of Fig. 8.5. The different FM
slopes allow separation of about 12 dB between the two signals. Frequency division is responsible
for further cross-talk reduction. The axial sidelobes are less than -70 dB, and the cross-talk be-
tween the signals is around -60 dB. The axial resolution is inversely proportional to the bandwidth
of the coded signals, and therefore with this method the axial resolution degrades by about 80%
compared to the axial resolution of one signal occupying the entire available bandwidth. A loss in
SNR is expected since the transmitted energy is not centered at the transducer central frequency.
8.3 Cross-correlation (CC) of binary codes
When only two sequences are needed, m-sequences pairs of length N = 2n can be constructed,
whose cross-correlation is 1+2[(n+2)/2] [41]. Although this CC can get very small for long codes,
similar to the auto-correlation properties, the cross-correlation properties degrade significantly for
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Figure 8.5: Frequency spectra and correlation properties of two tapered FM signals with the same
sweeping bandwidth and frequency division.
short code lengths. For instance, two m-sequences of length 127 will have a cross-talk of 14.6 dB.
One of the advantages of binary sequences over the linear FM waveform is the big number of se-
quences for a given code length with good CC properties. An excellent discussion on CC properties
of binary phase codes, particularly m-sequences, Gold and Kasami sequences is given in [41]. For
codes of length N and family size (number of codes) M, the optimal theoretical minimum of the
periodic CC peak is:
Rxymax ≥ N
√
M−1
MN−1 (8.5)
There is a vast amount of literature written on construction methods for sets of binary sequences
that are as close to this limit as possible. Some families of sequences approach the limit of (8.5) for
large values of N. However, for short lengths, CC values are significantly degraded. For instance,
Gold sequences of length N = 2n−1 offer large families with a family size M = 2n+1. For Gold
sequences of length 63 (n=6), their cross-correlation values are only 54% from the optimal bound
of (8.5), resulting in 63 signals with maximum CC peak only 6 dB below the AC value [60]. For
Kasami sequences with smaller family size M = 2n/2, the CC peak for N=63 is 21% from optimal,
resulting in 6 sequences with maximum CC peak of about 9 to 10 dB below the AC value. In
practical terms that means, that in medical imaging, where code length has to be kept short, the
cross-talk among phase-coded signals will be at the 5-15 dB range, depending on the number of
signals and code family.
Aditionally, from the discussion in Chapter 5 it follows that the small code length allowed in
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Figure 8.6: Cross-correlation functions between four sequences and between their four comple-
mentary sequences taken from four Golay pairs. The maxima in the cross-correlation functions are
all below -10 dB relatively to the auto-correlation between any of the codes.
ultrasound imaging, makes binary codes, with the possible exception of complementary Golay
codes inappropriate in terms of resolution. The limiting factor is the auto-correlation properties
rather than the cross-correlation properties of binary codes. Therefore, only the cross-correlation
properties of Golay codes will be further discussed.
The number of different Golay sequences of length 2N is (2N/2)N!. The number of different
PN sequences is determined by the number of different generating polynomial, which is E(2N −
1)/N, where E is the Euler function. For instance, there are 23040 Golay sequences and 378 PN
sequences of length 64. For Golay codes of other lengths, the number of Golay codes is smaller,
but still at the same order as the PN sequences [43]. Properties and construction methods of Golay
codes have been described by Dokovic [42] and Budisin [43]. There are essentially two algorithms
for generating Golay pairs: a) a non-recursive method originally introduced by Golay in the sixties,
and b) a recursive method. Golay pairs of higher length MN can be constructed by a multiplication
method of two Golay pairs, one of length M and one of length N. Dokovic [42] has reported a list
with all Golay pairs up to length 40, which can be constructed with this method.
From his data, we have evaluated the cross-correlation between 220 different Golay codes, as
well as the cross-correlation between their complementary codes. The maximum amplitude of the
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Figure 8.7: Cross-correlation functions between four sequences and between their four comple-
mentary sequences when all signals are convolved with the pulse-echo transducer impulse re-
sponse. The maxima in the cross-correlation functions vary from -5.6 to -11.4 dB relatively to the
auto-correlation peak.
cross-correlation among various codes is between 3.5 and 11.2 dB. We have chosen heuristically
the following 4 Golay pairs, whose cross-correlation properties between them are below 10 dB:
G1 = {1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1}
G1C = {1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1}
G2 = {1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1}
G2C = {1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1}
G3 = {1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1}
G3C = {1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1}
G4 = {1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,1}
G4C = {1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1}
Fig. 8.6 shows the cross-correlation functions between those four sequences and between their four
complementary sequences. The highest cross-talk between any two signals or their complemen-
taries is 10.4 dB below the auto-correlation peak.
However, cross-talk between Golay codes increases when all signals are convolved with a simu-
lated pulse-echo transducer impulse response. The worst case is for the CC between the comple-
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mentary Golay sequences G2C and G3C and between G3C and G4C, where the maximum reaches
-5.6 dB (Fig. 8.7)
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Fast coded array imaging
This chapter investigates the possibility of increasing the frame rate in ultrasound imaging by using
coded excitation. Linear-array imaging and synthetic aperture imaging will be considered, and the
trade-offs between frame rate, image quality and SNR will be discussed.
9.1 Linear array coded imaging
From the discussion in Chapter 8, it follows that the peak value of the cross-correlation among
binary codes of length N can not be less than about
√
2N−2 . The exact lower limit depends
on the choice of the code, with the m-sequences and Kasami sequences giving the best cross-
correlation properties [41]. For practical codes of length 30-100 which can be used in ultrasound
imaging, this corresponds to a cross-talk level of at best 15 dB below the auto-correlation peak for
the case of two codes. The dynamic range of ultrasound B-mode images is at least 45 dB for most
scanners, and, thus, such interference level will significantly degrade the image quality. For the
FM signals, where the signal diversity is more limited, the best cross-talk level that can be expected
for the case of only two signals in the set that share the same bandwidth is 12-20 dB. If more than
two signals are needed, the cross-correlation among them will be in the range 6-10 dB.
Since the cross-correlation properties alone do not suffice for high quality fast imaging, imaging
strategies have to be sought to minimize acoustic interference among the transmitted signals. If,
for instance, these quasi-orthogonal excitation signals are focused in different image directions, so
that this additional 25-35 dB interference reduction is achieved from the beam formation process,
an increase in frame rate would be possible.
It is, therefore, first necessary to investigate the effect of focusing on cross-talk reduction, i.e. the
lateral resolution of a linear-array imaging system. This has been done with the simulation program
Field II [56]. The simulation parameters for the results presented in this section are the ones listed
in Table 9.1, unless otherwise is stated. A 128-element transducer with a nominal frequency of 4
MHz is used.
Fig. 9.1 shows the beam formation process in which a sub-aperture of a linear array transducer
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Table 9.1: Simulation parameters for linear array imaging
SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUE
Central frequency 4 MHz
Element pitch λ
Element height 5 mm
Number of elements 128
Transmit aperture size 22 elements
Transmit apodization Hanning
Transmit focus Fixed at 70 mm
Receive aperture size 48 elements
Receive apodization None (rectangular)
Receive focus Focal zones every 5 mm
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Figure 9.1: Illustrated method for the evaluation of the lateral resolution in linear array imaging. A
group of elements transmits a focused beam along line k, and two lines k and k+D are beamformed
using two receive sub-apertures.
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Figure 9.2: Cross-talk for single and parallel transmission in linear array imaging. The first case is
the conventional imaging, where a focused beam is transmitted by a sub-aperture and the amplitude
of the echoes from a moving receive sub-aperture is measured. In the second case, both sub-
apertures transmit simultaneously using two different FM-coded signals with different slopes.
transmits a focused beam along line k. Line k is formed by receiving in this case with the same
transmitting sub-aperture. Assuming a medium with only one scatterer positioned at the focal
depth along line k, echo signals should ideally be present only in the beamformed data for line
k. However, due to the finite sub-aperture sizes, the limited lateral resolution of the pulse-echo
imaging system causes weaker echoes to be also present in the beamformed data for line k+D.
Fig. 9.2 shows the ratio in decibels between the peak value of the beamformed data from line k
and the peak of the beamformed data from line k+D as a function of the distance D between
the two receive apertures. The curve labeled single transmission corresponds to the cross-talk
when only the left sub-aperture transmits. In case of single transmission, it is immaterial in the
cross-talk whether pulse or coded excitation is used. This cross-talk depends on the number of
elements on the transmit and receive apertures as well as on the apodization functions of both
transmit and receive apertures. For instance, the cross-talk reduces when the transmitting sub-
aperture is apodized, since the transmitted beam becomes more focused. Thus, the simulation
results of Fig. 9.2 are only indicative of the order of the expected cross-talk under realistic imaging
conditions.
The second graph of Fig. 9.2 labeled parallel transmission shows the cross-talk when both sub-
apertures transmit different coded signals. In this simulation two linear FM signals with the same
bandwidth and opposite FM slopes are used. Recall from Chapter 8 that the cross-talk between
two such signals is about -12 dB. The received rf-data from each of the two receive apertures are
correlated with the corresponding compression filter and subsequently are beamformed to yield
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Figure 9.3: The effect of simultaneous transmission of two beams in axial and lateral resolution.
For parallel transmission of two beams, the cross-talk in the second channel reduces, but the axial
resolution of the measurement in the first channel becomes limited by the cross-talk.
lines k and k+D as previously. Then the cross-talk is plotted as a function of the distance D
between the sub-apertures. The cross-talk is reduced by about 7.5 dB, which is less than the
cross-correlation between the two signals. The reason for that is that the received echoes from the
second sub-aperture is a summation of two terms: i) the echoes resulting from the overlap between
the lateral sidelobes of the first transmitted beam with the sidelobes of the second received beam,
cross-correlated with the second code and ii) the auto-correlation of the echoes due to the sidelobe
overlap between the second transmitted and received beam.
The consequences of simultaneous transmission of two coded beams are twofold: the first is the
reduction in cross-talk for the corresponding lines that are beamformed simultaneously as shown
in Fig. 9.2. This interference will appear as ghost echoes in areas of the image where no scatterers
actually exist. What this figure does not show, however, is how the axial resolution is affected. The
axial sidelobes will result in shadows around strong scatterers, that can mask weaker scatterers
along this direction. Fig. 9.3 shows the effect of parallel transmission from two beams. The
centers of the two transmitted beams are spaced as far away as possible (53 elements apart). This
corresponds to the far right points of Fig. 9.2. The axial resolution of the point scatterer located at
the focal point of the first transmitted beam degrades due to the cross-talk of the second transmitted
beam. The cross-talk in the second beam reduces from 37.2 to 45.1 dB as shown also in Fig. 9.2.
Inspecting the simulation results just presented, the following conclusion can be drawn. For the
used simulation parameters, the best case in cross-talk without any coding is 37.2 dB, occurring
when the transmit-receive sub-apertures are as far apart as possible (most right points in Fig. 9.2).
If both sub-apertures transmit simultaneously, there will be an increase in frame rate by a factor
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Figure 9.4: Firing sequence in coded linear array imaging with double frame rate. In the first
transmit event, three lines are formed simultaneously, while in all other transmit events, two beams
are formed. Two FM signals of different slope are used for parallel transmission.
of 2, but there will also be sidelobes of 37.2 dB both axially and laterally. Assuming a desired
dynamic range of 45 dB in the ultrasound image, the frame rate in linear array imaging can be
doubled without any degradation in image quality, by using two coded sequences that have
a cross-correlation of at least 11 dB. The firing sequence for linear array coded imaging with
double frame rate compared to conventional linear array imaging is shown in Fig. 9.4. Two beams
are transmitted for every transmit event, while three beams are sent in the first transmit event.
Fig. 9.5b shows that linear array imaging with 2 parallel FM-coded beams yields good resolution
images with a 45 dB dynamic range. The firing sequence is that shown in Fig. 9.4. Fig. 9.5a shows
the conventional linear array image for comparison. Binary phase codes or the linear FM signals
with frequency division discussed in the previous chapter can also be used. In the latter case, all
sidelobes shown in Fig. 9.3 will be eliminated down to -90 dB, with a 80% widening of the axial
mainlobe.
9.2 Other firing and coding strategies
Further increase in frame rate is possible by reducing the distance between the transmitting sub-
apertures. Fig. 9.6 shows an alternative firing sequence, where three or four beams are sent in
parallel.
Fig. 9.7 shows the resulting simulated image when two FM signals with opposite slopes are used
in the firing order shown in Fig. 9.6.
The sidelobe performance of this imaging scheme can be assessed from Fig. 9.2. In the first
transmit event, the cross-talk between the parallel beamformed line pairs (1,23), (23,45), (45,67)
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Figure 9.5: Conventional linear array imaging (left) and linear array imaging with double frame
rate using two parallel FM-coded beams. The dynamic range of both simulated images is 45 dB.
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Figure 9.6: Alternative firing sequence in coded linear array imaging where three or four beams
are sent in parallel. The number of transmit events reduces from 107 (conventional imaging) to 22.
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Figure 9.7: Simulated image of fast FM-coded linear array imaging using the firing scheme of
Fig. 9.6. The number of transmit events is almost 5 times less than in conventional imaging. The
dynamic range of the image is 45 dB.
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and (67,89) is 37.5 dB (upper graph of Fig. 9.2 for D =22). This can be reduced by using a set of
coded signals with lower cross-correlation, such as binary codes or the FM signals with frequency
division. The cross-talk between the line pairs (1,45), (45,89) and (23,67) is 36.2 dB (lower graph
of Fig. 9.2 for D =44). This is the acoustic cross-talk between lines that use the same transmitted
code. The ghost echoes that are visible at a depth of 35 mm in Fig. 9.7 manifest the presence of
these sidelobes.
It is therefore clear that fast imaging with the firing scheme of Fig. 9.6 using only two coded signals
can not eliminate the deleterious effects of acoustic interference. If more than two coded sequences
are to be employed, the FM coding has to be abandoned, since this family of signals can not offer
such diversity.
One possibility is the transmission of four Golay pairs one for each of the parallel beams
of Fig. 9.6. The cross-correlation between the four Golay-coded signals as well as the cross-
correlation between their complementary codes is around 9 to 12 dB, depending on the chosen
Golay signals. This ensures low lateral sidelobes. The drawback of this method is that two emis-
sions are required for every line, one using the Golay codes and one using their complementary
Golay codes. Therefore, the number of emissions in this case is 44.
9.3 Synthetic transmit aperture (STA) imaging
Phased array imaging, currently used in ultrasound scanners, involves transmission of pulses from
the entire transmit aperture, which are relatively delayed to form a focused beam along a given
direction. The echoes received by all elements are beamformed to yield the image points along
this direction. In linear array imaging focused beams along a line are transmitted and received by
the same sub-aperture. There are two main limitations in both methods: i) the acquisition time is
proportional to the number of lines in the image, ii) the image has a fixed transmit focus.
Synthetic transmit aperture (STA) imaging can overcome both these problems. In STA imaging,
one element transmits a pulse and all elements receive the echoes. Since each transmission is a
spherical wave insonifying the entire imaging region, receive beamforming for all lines can yield
a whole low-energy image for every transmission. Then the next element is excited and this is
repeated until the whole transmit aperture is synthesized. The transmit sequence for sparse STA
imaging with four emissions is shown in 9.9.
The final synthetic image is the coherent sum of all beamformed images [61]. In this way, the final
image is optimally focused both in transmit and receive.
The frame rate in synthetic aperture imaging does not depend on the number of scan lines to
be formed as in conventional imaging, but on the number of transmit elements. If only two to
five elements are used for transmitting, a frame rate on the order of 1,000 frames/s is possible,
which will pave the way to 3-D imaging. The use of such small number of transmit elements is
necessitated by the problem of artifacts caused by tissue or transducer motion. In contrast to linear
and phased array imaging, where each line is formed from a single transmission, in synthetic
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Figure 9.8: Simulated images of fast coded linear array imaging employing four Golay pairs. The
image on the left is one of the two images using Golay codes. The image on the right is the
summation of the two complementary Golay-coded images. The dynamic range of both images is
45 dB.
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Figure 9.9: Transmitting succession scheme for sparse synthetic transmit aperture imaging using
four emissions. One element sends out a spherical wave for every transmit event and all elements
receive the echoes. All beams are formed simultaneously for every transmit event.
aperture imaging each line of the final image uses data from all transmit events, which sets phase
coherence requirements. Using 5 transmissions with an 8 MHz transducer and a corresponding
wavelength of about 190µm, tissue speed greater than 14 mm/s may cause motion phase artifacts.
Such sparse transmit aperture in STA imaging can yield a high frame rate, no motion artifacts, and
potentially optimally-focused images, but rises two new issues. The first is the resulting grating
lobes in the radiation pattern of the array, since the necessitated sparse transmit aperture violates
the half-wavelength element spacing. This problem has been discussed in the literature [61, 62]
and will not be addressed here. It can be solved using the effective aperture concept. Briefly, the
convolution of the transmit with the receive aperture for each transmission is the effective sub-
aperture. The two-way radiation pattern of the synthetic image is the Fourier transform (at least
in the far field) of the sum of the effective sub-apertures of all transmit events. Therefore, by
proper apodization of the receive aperture for each transmit event, a uniform λ/2 spacing effective
aperture can be created, even in the case of only 2 transmit events [62].
The second problem of sparse STA imaging compared to conventional array imaging is the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Utilization of coded excitation can make it possible to increase the
frame rate without sacrificing the SNR. The coding methods for fast STA imaging with high SNR
will be described in the following sections.1
1Part of this work has been submitted for publication in Ultrasonics, 2002.
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9.4 Literature review on SNR improvement methods in STA
imaging
It has been reported [63] that the SNR for a non-sparse STA imaging system, which uses all
transmit elements N, is 20 log(
√
N) less than the SNR of an equivalent phased-array imaging
system. This is because the power transmitted by all elements in phased-array imaging is at the
focal point N times higher than the power transmitted by 1 element as in STA imaging. Then, for a
64-element system, there should be a degradation in SNR of 10log64 = 18 dB. For a STA system
with 4 transmissions, the expected SNR degradation will then be at the order of 30 dB.
There have been three methods reported in the literature for increasing the SNR in STA imaging.
In the first [63], transmit defocusing delays are applied to a group of elements, in order to obtain
a similar one-way radiation pattern as a single transmitting element at the center of the group.
In this case, the mean intensity of the emulated spherical waves increases by n (and not n2 due
to defocusing), as demonstrated experimentally by Karaman et. al. [63], where n is the num-
ber of simultaneously transmitted elements. For 11 elements an improvement in SNR of about
10log11 =10.5 dB should be expected.
In the second method [64], all N elements simultaneously transmit spherical waves with excita-
tion pulses spatially encoded by the rows of a N×N matrix, such as the Hadamard matrix. The
spatially-coded transmit sequence is shown in 9.10.
Xmit #1
P(t) P(t)P(t) P(t)
Xmit #2
P(t) P(t)-P(t) -P(t)
Xmit #3
P(t) -P(t)P(t) -P(t)
Xmit #4
P(t) -P(t)-P(t) P(t)
Figure 9.10: Transmitting succession scheme for sparse STA imaging using Hadamard spatial
encoding. All active transmit elements send out spherical waves for every transmit event and all
elements receive the echoes, which are decoded by the inverse matrix before beam formation.
After N spatially-encoded transmit events, the received data sets can be decoded, by the inverse
matrix, yielding the equivalent N data sets as if each of the N elements was transmitting alone
in every transmit event. The advantages of the Hadamard matrix over other orthogonal matrices
are: i) it only consists of 1 and -1 (making coding implementation easy as a phase reversal of the
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transmitting pulse), and ii) the inverse Hadamard matrix is a scaled version of itself. Hadamard
spatial encoding increases SNR by 10logM [64], where M is the number of simultaneous trans-
mitting elements (or group of elements). For a 4×4 Hadamard matrix considered here, there is an
improvement of 6 dB.
The third reported method combines coded excitation with spatial Hadamard coding [65, 12] . For
four transmit events, it uses two pairs of complementary codes, while the four codes are also mutu-
ally orthogonal. The decoding process is based on the Hadamard matrix of half length, assisted by
the cancellations of the sidelobes in the sum of complementary auto-correlations and cancellations
of the sum of cross-correlations among mutual orthogonal codes. The improvement in the SNR is
10log(M ·T B), where T B is the time-bandwidth product of the codes, which is equal to the length
of the code L for binary codes. Using four transmit events and codes of length 32, as reported in
[65], there is a 10log4 ·32 = 21 dB improvement.
9.5 Proposed STA coded imaging using Hadamard and FM
space-time encoding
The encoding scheme proposed here is a modification of the aforementioned method. It is apparent
that the SNR can be significantly increased if long coded sequences are used instead of short pulses.
It has been previously shown [66], that for the highly attenuating medium of medical ultrasound
the linear FM waveform is the most appropriate coded waveform, as long as the pulse compression
mechanism ensures low range sidelobes and good axial resolution.
A 64-element linear array with λ/2 element spacing at 4 MHz has been used in the simulations.
The entire array was used in receive for all transmit events with the same Hanning window for
apodization of the received aperture. Such apodization does not give the optimal effective aperture,
and therefore higher lateral sidelobes compared to phased-array imaging are expected. For each of
the 4 transmit events, the elements 1, 22, 43, 64 transmit the same tapered linear FM waveform.
The design of the tapered FM signal and the weighted compression filter, which are used, have been
described in [20]. The received signal, which has been convolved with the two-way transducer
impulse response has an effective time-bandwidth product of 130. The compressed output from
this compression scheme has a theoretical -20 dB mainlobe width of 1.48 λ and very low axial
sidelobes (mainlobe-to-peak sidelobe ratio of -88 dB).
Upon reception, each of the 4 rf-data sets is decoded by the Hadamard matrix. The decoded rf-data
are subsequently compressed using the same compression filter in all channels. The order of de-
coding and compression was immaterial in the simulations, however in real images decoding might
be a lot more sensitive than compression and should precede. Finally, the decoded compressed rf-
data are beamformed for all directions, yielding a low-energy image. Fig. 9.11 shows simulated
encoded STA images before and after compression obtained with the simulation program Field II
[56]. Fig. 9.12 shows that the resolution both laterally and axially remains practically the same,
when Hadamard spatial encoding combined with FM time encoding is used. Also notice that the
matched filter aligns the rf-data axially at the center of each scatterer, in contrast to pulsed exci-
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Figure 9.11: Simulated images of point targets. The first row of images is a conventional phased-
array image and a typical uncoded STA image with 4 emissions. The second row shows coded
STA images using Hadamard encoding and tapered linear FM signals, before (left) and after com-
pression (right). The dynamic range of all images is 60 dB.
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tation where each scatterer appears a little further than it actually is, due to convolution with the
transducer impulse response.
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Figure 9.12: Lateral and axial resolution calculated from the simulated images at the point at depth
50 mm. The gray lines correspond to the typical STA image with 4 emissions, and the black lines
to the STA image with the proposed Hadamard+FM encoding. The dotted line in the first plot
shows the lateral resolution of the phased-array image.
This coding strategy yields the same frame rate and approximately the same SNR improvement
as with the one reported in [65]. The advantage of the proposed method lies in the robustness of
compression of linear FM signals, and the immunity this signal has in frequency shifts. On the
other hand, the complementarity of Golay codes breaks down at large depths due to attenuation
in tissues, resulting in image degradation. It has been shown [66] that with an attenuation of 0.7
dB/[MHz×cm], the range sidelobes for a Golay pair increase up to -25 dB at a depth of 16 cm, in
contrast to the proposed tapered FM signal, whose compression is very robust to attenuation. The
temporal FM coding can also work independently in the absence of the spatial Hadamard coding,
if the receiver has to be kept simpler. This is not the case for the complementary coding suggested
in [65], where it is the Hadamard coding which cancels the sum of the cross-correlations between
the mutual orthogonal codes. The approach of the Golay codes is also more sensitive to motion
artifacts, since the cancellation of the sidelobes is based on two successive firings. Finally, in the
proposed method, image quality can be traded off with doubling of the frame rate.
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Xmit #1
C1 C2C1 C2
Xmit #2
C1 C2-C1 -C2
Figure 9.13: Transmitting succession scheme for fast sparse STA imaging using two orthogonal
FM signals C1 and C2.
9.6 STA imaging with double frame rate using orthogonal FM
signals
This can be done [67] by transmitting two linear FM signals from two pairs of transmitted elements,
as shown in 9.13. If the two signals have low cross-correlation properties, a 2×2 Hadamard matrix
can decode the four signals. In this way, two images can be beamformed for every transmit event
and the frame rate is doubled at a cost of SNR and resolution. The two excitation signals are an up-
and a down-chirp with frequency division. They have opposite FM slopes, equal sweeping band-
width and different central frequencies. This design results in good auto- and cross-correlation
properties discussed in Chapter 8. The axial sidelobes are less than -70 dB, and the cross-talk be-
tween the signals is around -60 dB. The axial resolution is inversely proportional to the bandwidth
of the coded signals, and therefore with this method the axial resolution degrades by about 80%.
A loss in SNR is expected since the transmitted energy is not centered at the transducer central fre-
quency. The resulting STA image using only 2 emissions is shown in Fig. 9.14b. For comparison,
the STA images with Hadamard and FM encoding using 4 emissions is shown at the left.
9.7 Evaluation of SNR in coded STA imaging
Fig. 9.15 shows simulated images of 5 point targets using the various coding schemes. White
Gaussian noise was added to all the received channels before beamforming, to simulate electronic
receiver noise. Equal driving voltages are used for all images. Note, however, that phased array
imaging systems focus the pulses of all elements at the transmit focusing point. In STA imaging,
only a single element transmits an unfocused wave. Therefore, for equal driving voltages, the
transmitted power in STA imaging is much lower, and thus, the transmitted pulse amplitude can be
increased more than an order of amplitude compared to conventional imaging without exceeding
the intensity limitations [61]. It is, thus, possible to achieve up to 10 dB higher SNR than what
is shown here, as long as the transducer elements can deliver such high power. The gain in SNR
that can be achieved by using spatially encoded FM excitation is apparent from the images of
Fig. 9.15. For quantitative evaluation, the SNR has been estimated from the central line of the
images. The results are listed in Table 9.2. The entry for the phased array image is the maximum
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Figure 9.14: STA simulated image with double frame-rate (2 emissions) using Hadamard encoding
and two orthogonal preweighted linear FM signals with frequency division (right). On the left, the
coded STA image using 4 emissions for the same 8 MHz array transducer is shown for comparison.
The dynamic range of the images is 60 dB.
SNR, calculated at the transmit focal point.
In the case of STA with 2 coded transmissions using orthogonal chirps, there is a trade off between
low cross-correlation among the signals and loss in SNR. For a different design of the two codes
than the one presented here, cross-correlation around -65 dB is possible with an additional loss
of 5 dB in the SNR. In conclusion, the suggested coding scheme can yield synthetic aperture
images with four transmissions, which can have the same SNR as that for phased-array imaging
at the transmitted focal point, while retaining image resolution. In combination with the method
of defocused transmit subapertures, this SNR can be achieved with only two transmissions of
orthogonal preweighted linear FM signals.
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Figure 9.15: Simulated images of point targets with added noise, showing the improvement in
SNR for the various coding schemes. The dynamic range of all images is 60 dB.
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Table 9.2: Calculated SNR from the central line of the simulated images
IMAGING MODE EMISSIONS SNR (dB) DEPENDENCE
Phased Array Imaging 51 53.09 10log(64 ·64)
STA w. 1 xmit event 1 18.64 0
STA w. 64 xmit events 64 36.43 10log(64)
STA w. 4 xmit events 4 24.34 10log(4)
STA w. 4×4 Hadamard coding 4 30.33 10log(4 ·4)
STA w. 4×4 Hadamard + linear FM 4 52.74 10log(4 ·4 ·T B)
STA w. 2×2 Hadamard + 2 linear FMs 2 47.56 10log(2 ·2 · (T B1+T B2))
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Fast ultrasound imaging using pulse trains
The volume constrains of the ambiguity function which were discussed in Chapter 2, lead to the
conclusion that thumbtack-type ambiguity surfaces will integrate their pedestal to a relatively high
level. This will result in a poor signal-to-speckle ratio for a dense scattering medium. If this level
is unacceptable for high quality imaging, alternative approaches have to be attempted. Instead of
applying any coding that spreads the sidelobes, one could allow the spike ambiguities and try to
resolve them. As it was shown in Chapter 2, the only high time-bandwidth product waveforms that
can have clear areas in their ambiguity function are the pulse trains. The purpose of this chapter is
to investigate if pulse trains can be used for fast ultrasound imaging.
Trains with linear frequency modulation from pulse to pulse are good candidates, since they have
deep valleys parallel to the time axis. One approach is, thus, the transmission of two pulse trains
with different positions of spike ambiguities. These trains can have different pulse duration or in-
terpulse periods (a technique called staggering) or different coding. If the nulls of one waveform’s
matched-filter response are placed such as they fall at the ambiguity peaks of the matched-filter
response of the other waveform, the ambiguities can be resolved. For effective cancellation, this
has to be done on the envelope detected image data as a non-linear ”min” operator.
This chapter is organized as following: first coding possibilities of pulse trains are discussed.
Then the ambiguity function of pulse trains is derived and the effect of coding and staggering are
illustrated. Subsequently a new imaging method is presented, which utilizes pulse train excitation.
With this method, a single pulse is applied to a transducer element and a pulse train is created
acoustically at every imaging point. Simulated images of the method are shown and finally other
embodiments of the proposed method are discussed.
10.1 Pulse trains
Repetition of pulses is an alternative method for constructing waveforms with large time-
bandwidth products. If the same basic pulse is repeated, the resulting waveform is the uniform
pulse train. The characteristic of this waveform is the distinct ambiguities and clear areas in the
ambiguity function. A plot of the ambiguity function (AF) of a uniform pulse train was illustrated
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in Fig.2.6. It consists of a regular array of spikes in the delay-frequency shift domain. Pulse trains
eliminate the uniform sidelobe pedestal, by concentrating the ambiguity volume in isolated spikes.
The clear area around the central spike implies excellent resolution performance in a dense scat-
tering medium at the expense of severe ambiguities at delays with spacing equal to the repetition
period and at Doppler shifts with spacing equal to the repetition frequency.
The big asset of pulse trains is the great design flexibility they offer. By appropriate coding of a
pulse train, practically any ambiguity function can be attained. For example, as it will be shown in
this chapter, by optimal frequency coding, a complete smearing of all spikes is possible that yields
the thumbtack ambiguity function. There are primarily three coding techniques for manipulating
the spike sidelobes of the uniform pulse train:
i) Frequency coding from pulse to pulse, referred to as FSK modulation (frequency-shift key-
ing) or frequency hopping. This is a powerful modulation technique with a great flexibility,
which allows spreading of the ambiguity surface away from the delay axis. Frequency cod-
ing will be discussed in detail subsequently.
ii) Phase coding from pulse to pulse. This modulation is referred to as PSK (phase-shift keying).
Both FSK and PSK pulse trains are widely used in mobile communications. If each pulse of
the train consists of more than one cycles, internal phase coding on each pulse is possible.
However, this requires rather long trains and their potential in ultrasound imaging is limited.
iii) Varying the pulse repetition period, a technique known as staggering . Generally staggering
prevents the translated ambiguity functions of each pulse from coinciding, causing effec-
tively a smearing of the spikes.
10.2 Ambiguity function of pulse trains
Let a pulse train consist of N pulses that are separated in time by a constant pulse repetition period
Tr. The complex envelope of the pulse train will then be:
µ(t) =
N−1
∑
n=0
µn(t−nTr), (10.1)
where µn is the complex envelope of the n-th pulse normalized with respect to its energy. Let the
duration of each pulse be T , with T = Tr for contiguous pulses and T < Tr when there are gaps
between pulses. In the general case in which the train is both frequency- and phase-modulated, µn
will be given by:
µn(t) =
{ √
2
T e
j2pi fn+ jϕn , 0≤ t ≤ T ≤ Tr
0 , elsewhere
}
(10.2)
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Using the definition of the ambiguity function from (2.28), the ambiguity function of the pulse
train in (10.1) is:
χ(τ, fd) = 1N
∞Z
−∞
N−1
∑
n=0
µn(t−nTr)×
N−1
∑
m=0
µ∗m(t− τ−mTr)e j2pi fdtdt. (10.3)
In accordance with the definition of the ambiguity function, let the cross-ambiguity function be-
tween the n-th and the m-th pulse be defined as:
χnm(τ, fd) =
∞R
−∞
µn(t) ·µ∗m(t− τ) · e j2pi fdtdt . (10.4)
Changing the order of integration and summation and grouping summations into two categories,
one obtains [68]:
χ(τ, fd) = 1N
N−1
∑
n=0
e j2pin fdTr ×
χnn(τ, fd)+ N−1∑
m=0
m 6=n
χnm(τ− (n−m)Tr, fd)
 (10.5)
The latter equation shows that the ambiguity function of a pulse train is a superposition of the
cross-ambiguity functions between the individual pulses, translated to the positions τ = (n−m)Tr
on the delay axis and weighted by a phase factor. The desired central spike is only a superposition
of the auto-ambiguity functions of all pulses. When one moves along the delay axis, the number
of cross-ambiguity functions that superimpose decreases linearly with Tr, i.e. at τ = pTr there are
N− p combined functions.
All the cross- and auto-ambiguity terms in (10.5) are zero for |τ| ≥ T . However the tails of these
surfaces along the delay axis will interfere when the pulses are contiguous. The necessary con-
dition for no interference is obviously that the duty cycle of the pulse train should be larger than
50%. If each pulse itself is a high time-bandwidth product waveform, the time extent of the cross-
ambiguity term will be less than the pulse duration and lower duty cycles can be used with no
interference.
10.3 FSK modulation and Costas arrays
Let each pulse in the train be a single-carrier pulse at a different frequency,i.e.
µn(t) = e j2pi fn. (10.6)
The cross-ambiguity function of two contiguous pulses can be derived analytically using
(10.4)[68]:
χnm(τ, fd) = (Tr−|τ|)Tr
sin[pia(Tr−|τ|)]
pia(Tr−|τ|) exp [− jpia(Tr + τ)− j2pi fmτ] , |τ| ≤ Tr , (10.7)
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Figure 10.1: Time-frequency matrices showing the frequency firing order of linear and Costas FSK
signals.
where a = fn− fm− fd . This equation along with (10.5) show that the cross-ambiguity terms of
a frequency-hopped train are translated both in delay and frequency shift away from the origin,
centered at τ= (n−m)Tr, fd = fm− fn. Therefore, frequency coding of trains allows displacement
of the cross-terms away from the delay axis, a property that FSK signals have but not PSK signals.
The exact placement of the cross-terms depends on the order of the frequencies of each pulse.
The frequencies of each pulse can be chosen so that
fn = θnT (10.8)
where θn = 1,2, ...N. If all pulses have the same duration T , the integer numbers θn represent
the number of cycles in each pulse. The pulse train will consist of pulses having N adjacent
frequencies spaced 1/T apart, where no frequency is transmitted twice. Fig.10.1 shows the time-
frequency matrix of two frequency-hopped pulse trains consisting of six pulses [69]. In the first
train the frequency is stepped linearly from pulse to pulse, whereas the frequency hopping of the
second train is based on the sequence {2,5,1,6,4,3}. In fact this frequency firing order is not
random, but is based on a sequence known as Costas matrix. As (10.5) and (10.7) indicate, the
order of frequency hopping affects the ambiguity function. A qualitative picture of the shape of
the ambiguity function can be obtained by overlaying the matrices shown in Fig.10.1 with their
shifted versions and counting the number of coincidences [69]. The overlay of each matrix with
itself (without any shifting) has 6 hits for both cases and shows the mainlobe peak of the ambiguity
function.
Linear frequency stepping from pulse-to-pulse shears the ambiguity surfaces, in a similar manner
as with the linear FM signal, affecting all ambiguity spikes. For example, if the first matrix of
Fig.10.1 is shifted one position right and one up, the overlay with the original matrix will give 5
hits. Two shifts right and two up will result in 4 coincidences and so on.
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Similar shift of the Costas matrix will not yield more than one hit for all shifts. In fact this is the
design criterion for a Costas sequence. The problem of firing order can be stated as the placement
of N ones in a N×N matrix, such that each row as well as each column contains a single one. The
placement should be such that for all possible x-y shift combinations of the resulting permutation
matrix relative to itself, at most one pair of ones coincides. This is equivalent with the problem
of ordering a set of integer numbers (corresponding to frequency indices), so that the differences
between adjacent integers have no repeated values for all frequency steps. The mathematical so-
lution of this problem is not trivial. This class of frequency hop signals were first introduced by
Costas [68], who also proposed algebraic solutions to the problem. For systematic construction
algorithms of Costas arrays, the reader is referred to [68] and [70].
Recall from Chapter 2 that the ambiguity surface of a single-carrier pulse is a sinc function along
the frequency shift axis. Therefore, each cross-ambiguity surface will have a sinx/x shape whose
argument is a function of the frequency differences. Along any delay line τ = pTr, the delay
argument in (10.7) will be zero, and (10.7) gives the cross-term centered at (pTr, fn− fm):
χnm(0, fd) = sin[pi( fn− fm− fd)Tr]pi( fn− fm− fd)Tr . (10.9)
The sidelobes of all sinc functions for a given value of p will interfere in a complex manner because
of their different phases. This is especially true for small values of p (close to the origin), where
the number of cross-terms is large. Because of the overlapping sidelobes, there will always be a
pedestal along the delay axis, that when the sidelobes interfere constructively will exceed 1/N.
In practical terms, the maximum sidelobe peak (worst-case) on the entire τ− fd plane is usually
around 2.1/N, where the highest sidelobe of the auto-correlation function (delay axis) is around
1.3/N. Weighting of the transmitted pulses can partially reduce the overlapping sidelobes [29].
Costas arrays give the best known approximation of the thumbtack AF among all frequency-coded
pulse trains (FSK), since they smear the cross-ambiguity terms optimally. The sidelobe pedestal is
roughly constant and the maximum sidelobe will be approximately 20log10(2.1/N). The approx-
imate time-bandwidth product of Costas trains is N2 [68].
Fig.10.2 shows the ambiguity function of a Costas train that can be used in ultrasound imaging.
Each pulse has a duration of 3.875 µs and the train has a 50% duty cycle with a total duration of
0.228625 ms. It covers a frequency bandwidth of about 7.5 MHz and is centered around 4 MHz.
It is based on a ”Costas-Welch-30” array with a firing order [68]:
3,9,27,19,26,16,17,20,29,25,13,8,24,10,30,
28,22,4,12,5,15,14,11,2,6,18,23,7,21,1
The central part of the auto-correlation function of this train is shown in Fig.10.3. The mainlobe
is the superposition of all the ambiguity functions of the individual pulses. The fine structure is
determined by the sum of the terms exp[ j2pin( frτ+Tr fd)]. Only along the delay axis, the order of
the frequencies does not play any role. Costas [68] derived the equation for the central spike along
the delay axis for the case of pulses with rectangular envelope and frequency spacing equal to the
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Figure 10.2: The ambiguity function of a Costas train of length 30. The mainlobe has been
truncated to 70% of its maximum to reveal details of the pedestal. The peak sidelobe value of each
cross-term is 20 log(1/30)=-29.5 dB below the mainlobe peak.
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reciprocal of pulse duration:
χ(τ,0) = (Tr−|τ|)Tr e
− jpi(N−1)(τ/Tr) sin(piNτ/Tr)
sin(piτ/Tr) (10.10)
It can be seen that this choice of pulse duration and frequency spacing is an important design
parameter for obtaining a single central spike with sinc sidelobes. Weighting of the individual
pulses can further shape the sidelobes of the central spike. For τ > Tr the sidelobes are associated
only with the cross-ambiguity functions. In this region, the highest sidelobe is around -27.5 dB.
If there is sufficient bandwidth, higher length Costas trains can yield even lower sidelobes. For
example, a Costas-128 train would give a sidelobe level of about -40 dB below the mainlobe.
Additional phase coding on the Costas trains (FSK/PSK modulation) can only slightly improve the
sidelobe level [71], since that is already optimally spread. A phase code can be repeated for each
frequency pulse or a length N phase code can be applied on the entire train. However, internal
phase coding (several phase slots per frequency subpulse) requires longer trains.
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Figure 10.3: The central part of the auto-correlation function of a Costas FSK signal.
A possibility of reducing the sidelobe pedestal further is by using different Costas arrays for suc-
cessive images and apply matched filtering based on a series of firings. In order for the different
trains from a family of Costas trains to have good cross-ambiguity properties, the number of cross-
hits for every possible delay-Doppler shift should be as low as possible. Although the number of
Costas trains of a given length is high compared with other sequences, the maximum number of
hits in the cross-hit arrays of pairs of Costas array depends on the number of arrays. Unfortunately,
it has been shown that for the limiting case of only two arrays, the best possible case is two hits in
their cross-hit array [69].
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10.4 The linear FM pulse train (QLFM-FSK)
Frequency hopping can be linear from pulse to pulse. This train will be referred to as signal with
QLFM-FSK (Quantized Linear FM - Frequency Shift Keying) modulation. All the cross-terms on
a cut parallel to the frequency shift axis at t = pTr will now superimpose at (pTr, p fr), where fr is
the frequency step from pulse to pulse as well as the central frequency of the first pulse in the train.
The QLFM-FSK signal translates all the sidelobes away from the delay axis by p fr. In ultrasound,
the available bandwidth does not allow a frequency step large enough to shift all p surfaces off the
τ-axis and the first p surfaces will introduce some sidelobes in the measurement. The advantage
is that the delay axis will be free from any pedestal and the only sidelobes will be a small number
of spikes from the first p surfaces. Fig.10.4 shows a contour plot of the ambiguity function of the
QLFM-FSK signal. The train consists of 32 pulses with a duty cycle of 50% and a total duration
of 204 µs. Each pulse is weighted in time with a Chebyshev window. The frequency spacing from
pulse to pulse is 258 KHz, covering a bandwidth of about 7.5 MHz centered around 4 MHz.
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Figure 10.4: Contour plot and detail of the central part of the ambiguity function of the QLFM-FSK
signal with a 50% duty cycle.
Not only the gross structure of the ambiguity function is sheared to a ridge, but also the fine
structure of each p surface. The shape of the central spike is given by (10.10) but it is sheared from
the delay axis.
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Figure 10.5: 3-D plot of the ambiguity function of the QLFM-FSK signal with a 50% duty cycle.
10.5 Fast imaging with pulse trains
One possibility for fast ultrasound imaging would be to transmit a number of Costas trains with
good cross-ambiguity properties simultaneously in different directions [72]. A linear-array scan
can be performed, where each group of elements is excited with a Costas signal and focused along
a given line. The range sidelobes for a Costas train of length 30 would be around -30 dB, while the
maximum cross-ambiguity between any two members in the train family will be -23 dB. However,
similar performance can be achieved by m-sequences, which are also shorter than the pulse trains.
An alternative approach is to transmit spherical waves of a basic short pulse from every element
with a constant transmit delay from channel to channel. If the inter-channel delays are long enough,
the waves will not interact. At a given imaging point, all pulses will add up to a pulse train. The
delays between the pulses of the received echoes will have slightly changed because of acoustic
propagation. Thus, each transducer element receives a staggered pulse train. This method will be
discussed in details in the following section.
10.6 A New Coding Concept
The new imaging method is based on a combined time-space coding scheme, where all elements
are excited with short pulses and the high time-bandwidth product waveforms are generated acous-
tically.
Fig. 10.6 shows the transmitting sequence scheme. Each transducer element is excited with a
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Figure 10.6: The proposed transmitting scheme results in travelling staggered pulse trains.
waveform with a constant relative delay from element to element, long enough to assure no pulse
overlapping for all depths in the image. The propagating pulses will arrive at an imaging point P
at different times, according to the travelling distances ri of each pulse. Referring to Fig. 10.6, the
condition that assures no pulse overlapping will be:√
(|~r|cosθ)2+(|~r|sinθ− xi)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|~ri|
−
√
(|~r|cosθ)2+(|~r|sinθ− xk)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|~rk|
< [(k− i−1)Tr +Tip]c
(10.11)
for k > i, where T is the duration of each pulse, Tip = Tr−T is the interpulse delay, and c is the
speed of sound. Expressing (10.11) as a function of the duty cycle, one obtains:
duty cycle < k−i
1+ |~ri|−|~rk|cT
(10.12)
(10.12) does not impose strict constrains on the duty cycle. For pulses 2-2.5 µs long and a trans-
ducer with λ/2 element spacing, a duty cycle of less than 97% assures no pulse overlapping of
the transmitted wavefronts for all depths in the image. The duration of each transmit event in the
new method is roughly N/DC higher than in conventional imaging. For N=32 transmitting pulses
with a duty cycle DC=90%, the emission time is 35 times longer. The new method requires that all
elements are in receive mode during the entire emission period apart from the short time in which
they transmit. Neither focusing (which is an add-only operation) nor compression are affected by
the short ”dead” transmitting time.
The simulation parameters for the results presented in this section are the ones listed in Table
10.1. All pulses have the same duration and thus roughly the same energy, but they have different
carrier frequencies which are multiples of a basic frequency spacing parameter fr. In this way, the
first pulse consists of 1 cycle, the second has 2 cycles and so on. All pulses are weighted with a
Chebyshev window. Fig.10.7 shows the frequency spectra of all transmitted pulses.
Fig.10.8 shows the echoes received from individual elements from a point scatterer located off axis
at position (35.2 0 35.5) mm. The upper graph shows the excitation pulses of all elements with
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Table 10.1: Simulation parameters for fast imaging using pulse trains
SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUE
Central frequency 4 MHz
Element pitch λ/2
Element height 10 mm
Number of elements 64
Transmit apodization None (rectangular)
Transmit focus None (spherical waves)
Receive aperture size 64 elements
Receive apodization None (rectangular)
Receive focus Two-way dynamic
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Figure 10.7: Frequency spectra of the 32 pulses transmitted from every second element of a linear
array with 64 elements.
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Figure 10.8: The central part of the transmitted train (when the pulses transmitted from all elements
are put together) and the echoes received from individual elements from a point scatterer located
at depth 5 cm 45 degrees off axis.
the applied constant delay from element to element. The interpulse delays of the received pulse
train change according to the propagation delays. The interpulse periods depend on the position
of the scatterer. Notice also the weighting of the received train due to the convolution of each
transmitted pulse with the two-way impulse response of the transducer. The Fourier transform of
a pulse train is the summation of the frequency responses of each pulse, with a frequency spacing
1/ fr. The responses are shifted by the factor exp(− j2pi(n−1) f Tr), and when the center frequency
is a multiple of 1/Tr, all individual responses have the same shape. For rectangular envelope
pulses, the individual frequency bands are sinc functions. Amplitude weighting of the individual
pulses allows control of the interference pattern between frequency sidelobes. Although in this
case Chebyshev tapering is used for simplicity, in a practical implementation amplitude tapering
should not be used because of loss in transmitting power. The shape of the frequency sidelobes
can be controlled by calculating a set of phase coefficients for each pulse. This is similar to the
problems of designing moving target indication (MTI) filters or array pattern nulling techniques.
For design strategies, the reader is referred to the relevant literature [73, 36, 74].
Fig.10.9 shows the frequency response of the transmitted train and that of the received echoes at
the first element. The particular choice of frequency spacing, pulse duration and pulse weighting
results in the comb-like function of the pulse train frequency response of Fig.10.9. Staggering
merely changes the position of the nulls in the spectrum. Convolution of the received pulse train
with the transducer impulse response only affects the gross structure of the spectrum, applying a
weight on the entire spectrum.
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Figure 10.9: Frequency response of the transmitted train and of the received echoes at the first
element.
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Figure 10.10: Transmitted pulse train (up) and constructed matched filter (bottom) for the beam at
a 45◦ angle.
10.7 Coherent processing of pulse trains
The received echoes for a single point scatterer will consist of a pulse train with the number of
pulses equal to the number of transducer elements. The interpulse delays are spatial-variant, con-
sisting of the sum of the propagation delays with the applied transmit inter-element delays. How-
ever, all elements will receive a pulse train with the same set of delays from pulse to pulse. In this
way, the same compression filter can be used for all channels. However a different compression
filter has to be applied for every line in the image. The delays can be calculated geometrically.
Ideally, a different filter should be constructed for every depth. However, compression of the
QLFM-FSK is rather insensitive to staggering, and one filter for every beam direction centered at
half the depth of the image is sufficient. For constructing each filter, the geometric delays are cal-
culated, they are then translated into number of samples which are added to the constant transmit
inter-pulse delays. The entire filter is a staggered pulse train, which is subsequently time reversed.
For a high coarse delay precision, the pulses are resampled at 10 times the sampling frequency, the
delays are calculated at the high sampling frequency and the resulting filter is downsampled in the
end. Fig.10.10 shows the original transmitted train and the constructed filter for the beam at a 45◦
angle.
Decoding of the train is, therefore, applied on a line instead of a channel basis and prior to beam-
forming. The received echoes are cross-correlated with a bank of matched filters (one for each
beam direction) and subsequently are beamformed for all beam directions. A new compressed rf
data set is generated for every line, which is beamformed in order to generate the specific line.
Matched filtering on every channel compresses the pulse train to a single pulse at the scatterer
position with a number of spike axial sidelobes.
The received signal of one channel after compression is shown in logarithmic scale in Fig.10.11.
This is the response from a single scatterer and the matched filter for this direction has been used
for compression. By applying FSK modulation with ”per element” coding, it has been therefore
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Figure 10.11: Compressed received echoes from the first element after matched filtering. This
corresponds to the auto-correlation function of the staggered QLFM-FSK train received by this
element.
possible to obtain rf data, which are the auto-correlation function of staggered QLFM-FSK trains.
The QLFM-FSK train described in a previous section concentrates the undesired ambiguity volume
away from the delay axis apart from 4 spikes. Since the number of those spikes depends only on
the frequency spacing, elimination of these spikes using a single train is not possible for realistic
ultrasound bandwidth requirements. There are three basic advantages of this signal:
i) The pedestal has been entirely eliminated. From the discussion in Chapter 2, this is an
important property of the ambiguity function in a dense medium.
ii) The presence of the ridge makes compression insensitive to frequency shifts. This is a gen-
eral property of linear FM signals. When the received signal is frequency shifted due to
attenuation, the matched filter output will still yield satisfactory compression.
iii) Staggering only shifts the sidelobe spikes.
iv) The ambiguity function between the ambiguous spikes consists of deep valleys. This can be
used advantageously by combining two auto-correlation functions where the valleys of one
fall in the spikes of the other, if possible.
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10.8 Simulated images using pulse train excitation
Non-coherent processing
Cancellation of the spike sidelobes shown in Fig.10.11 can be done by nulling techniques, where
a second set of waveforms is transmitted, that yields pulse trains with zeros at the location of the
spike sidelobes. This can be obtained either by changing the frequency spacing or by changing
the duty cycle of the second train. The second method has the advantage that the same pulses are
transmitted from every element from one emission to the next, and therefore the effect of attenua-
tion is the same in both images. Fig.10.12 shows the beamformed central line for two images of 3
point scatterers. For a pulse train of a given duty cycle, the duty cycle of the second train is found
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Figure 10.12: Beamformed central line for 2 different pulse train emissions with duty cycles 50%
(dash black line) and 60% (solid gray line). The second graph shows the minimum of the envelope
detected data from the two images.
by simply minimizing the distances for the first 5 sidelobe spikes in the auto-correlation functions
of both trains. This simple technique gives a pulse train with a duty cycle of 60% when the first
pulse train has a duty cycle of 50%. Cancellation of the spikes is then achieved by taking the
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minimum of the envelope-detected data for every pixel in the image. In this way, high resolution
images are possible with coherent combination of two images obtained by only two transmissions.
In Fig.10.13 simulated single-emission images are shown with pulse train excitation. The same
QLFM-FSK pulse trains are used for the first two images, with the only difference the interpulse
period. The third image is the non-coherent combination of the two first images, using the min
operator described above.
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Figure 10.13: Simulated images of a phantom consisting of 3 point scatterers. The two first images
are the single-emission images from pulse train excitation. In the first image the transmitted pulse
train has a duty cycle of 50% and in the second image the transmitted train has a duty cycle of
60%. Because of the different duty cycles, the ambiguous spikes are in different positions and can
be eliminated by taking the min of the envelope-detected data from the two images (shown in the
third image). The dynamic range of all 3 images is 40 dB.
Coherent processing
Alternatively, cancellation of the ambiguity spikes would be possible for two responses which
have the same mainlobe, and sidelobes equal in amplitude but with opposite phase. This requires
that the second transmitting train is a QLFM-FSK signal with the same frequency coding as the
first one, with additional phase coding from pulse to pulse (such trains are referred to as FSK/PSK
signals). According to (10.5), the build up of the first spike, for instance, is due to the superposition
of the cross-terms given by (10.7) of all pulses with n−m=1, i.e. for adjacent pulses. Setting every
second pulse in the train to be 90◦ out of phase will add a minus sign to all cross-terms of (10.7).
With this simple phase coding all pulses with n−m=3 will also be out of phase, which will yield
cross-terms with minus sign that contribute to the third ambiguity spike. Thus, all odd-numbered
spikes will have the same response, but inverted sign compared to the response of the first train.
This is shown in Fig. 10.14. The plots show the beamformed and compressed rf-line at an angle of
45◦ for two pulse train emissions with a duty cycle of 94%. The medium consists of one scatterer
at a depth of 8 cm along that beam direction.
Since phase coding eliminates only the odd-numbered spikes, the trains have to be designed in
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Figure 10.14: Beamformed and compressed rf-line for a QLFM pulse train emission shown in
logarithmic scale at the upper left graph. A second train with additional PSK modulation will
give rf-data with the same main response but ambiguity spikes with opposite phase (right graphs).
Coherent sum of the rf-data from the two emissions will cancel all the odd-numbered ambiguity
spikes (bottom left graph).
such a way that no even-numbered spike enters the delay axis for a desired dynamic range. The
upper left graph of Fig. 10.14 and Fig. 10.11 show two different designs. In the one in Fig. 10.11,
there are 4 spikes over 45 dB on each side of the auto-correlation function, while the rest of the
spikes are entirely eliminated. On the other hand, the auto-correlation function of Fig. 10.14 has
only 1 spike (that can be eliminated by the phase coding described before) with the price to pay
that all other spikes are around 45 dB. The design parameters are the pulse weighting functions, the
frequency spacing and the duty cycle of the train. Equation (10.7) shows that all cross-terms for
rectangular pulses are sinc functions weighted by a phase factor. Their superposition can reinforce
or cancel the sidelobes of the individual sinc functions. Weighting of the pulses can position the
nulls at a given p position. Full cancellation of the sidelobes at all p positions is not possible,
giving the trade off of the design.
Simulated images using the proposed method are shown in Fig. 10.15. The first image uses pulses
with FSK modulation. In the second emission, all transmitted pulses are identical to the ones
used in the first emission, except that every second pulse is phase-inverted. This approach has the
advantage that the same pulses are transmitted from every element from one emission to the next,
and therefore the effect of attenuation is the same in both images.
Cancellation of the ambiguity spikes down to -45 dB is then achieved by coherently summing the
processed rf-data for every pixel in the image. This is shown in the third image of Fig. 10.15.
In this way, a ghost-free image is derived by coherent summation of two images obtained by
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Figure 10.15: Simulated images of a phantom consisting of 3 groups of 3 point scatterers each, 3
mm apart. The two first images are the single-emission images from pulse train excitation. Both
transmitted pulse trains are QLFM-FSK signals with a duty cycle of 94%. In the second image the
transmitted pulse train has additional PSK modulation. Because of this difference, the ambiguous
spikes are opposite in phase and can be eliminated by summing the rf-data from the two images
(shown in the third image). The dynamic range of all 3 images is 45 dB.
two successive transmit events. In an actual implementation, the rf-data (after beamforming and
compression) from emission n−1 are stored in memory, and are added to the rf-data of the current
emission n. The new ghost-free image is displayed, and the rf-data of emission n are pushed to the
RAM. Using this recursive scheme as first suggested by Nikolov et.al.[75], a new image can be
formed after every emission.
10.9 Possible alternative imaging strategies
The interpulse periods of the train will be space-variant, which is equivalent to staggering. There-
fore, the coding of the transmitted pulse train has to be as insensitive to staggering as possible.
Costas arrays have already the optimal spreading of cross-ambiguity functions for all pulses and
staggering can only cause some overlaps. Additionally, the constant pedestal of the Costas train is
still high for the axial resolution requirements of ultrasound imaging. Then the QLFM-FSK signal
is possibly the best we can do: eliminate the whole pedestal except 4 spikes on the delay axis and
then resolve these 4 ambiguities.
Possible phase coding from pulse to pulse can be an additional design parameter (QLFM-FSK/PSK
signals). Such coding can give the possibility of controlling the position of the ambiguous spikes
without smearing them. Another idea would be to use Golay-coded pulse trains. However, the
complementarity property of these trains is based on the exact position of the sidelobes and stag-
gering of Golay-PSK trains can severely distort it.
In conclusion, the simulation results presented in this chapter serve as a proof of concept of pulse
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train excitation with per element coding. However several problems associated with the new tech-
nique have to be examined. For instance, alternating between linear increasing and decreasing fre-
quencies from emission to emission should be investigated, as well as the effect of attenuation on
train decoding. Pulse trains can offer SNR improvement of 10 to 20 dB, since the time-bandwidth
product of the frequency-coded pulse train is approximately equal to N2, where N is the number of
frequency bins. Pulse trains can also potentially increase the frame rate in ultrasound imaging. The
poor lateral resolution of the images shown in Fig. 10.13 indicate that more advanced pulsing and
beamforming techniques are required. Imaging schemes using the potential benefits of pulse trains
are still to be investigated. In synthetic pulse train imaging, focusing delays should associate a
pulse train to a virtual excited element and the whole transmit aperture should be synthesized with
only one emission. Variable interpulse periods from element to element should be investigated.
Alternatively, pulse trains could be used in coded linear array imaging as discussed in Chapter 9,
where each sub-aperture transmits a different focused train.
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Conclusions
A number of techniques for using coded signals in medical ultrasound have been described, which
can increase the frame rate and signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting images. Inspired by techniques
from radar, it has been described how FM-modulated signals can be emitted by conventional ul-
trasound transducers and subsequently compressed to yield the same axial resolution and contrast
and at the same time increase the signal-to-noise ratio by 10 to 20 dB. The properties of the signals
are theoretically derived, and it is shown how the coded signals can be evaluated using ambigu-
ity functions. It is described how the higher demands on the codes in medical ultrasound can be
met by amplitude tapering of the emitted signal and by using a mismatched filter during receive
processing to keep temporal sidelobes below 60 to 100 dB. Other coded signals like Golay and
binary codes have also been considered and characterized in terms of axial resolution, signal-to-
noise ratio and temporal sidelobes. One of the main results is the conclusion that linear FM signals
have the best and most robust features for ultrasound imaging. These results are demonstrated
both through computer simulations and phantom and in-vivo measurements. The dissertation has
also investigated the use of codes for increasing the frame rate in ultrasound imaging. It is shown
that FM codes can be used to increase the frame rate by a factor of two without a degradation
in image quality and by a factor of 5, if a slight decrease in image quality can be accepted. The
use of synthetic aperture imaging is also considered, and it is here shown that Hadamard spatial
encoding in transmit with FM emission signals can be used to increase the frame rate by 12 to 25
times with either a slight or no reduction in signal-to-noise ratio and image quality. By using these
techniques a complete ultrasound phased array image can be created using only two emissions. A
preliminary investigation of pulse trains is also carried out and has shown the potential for even
more improvements.
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Abstract
Improvement in signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and/or pene-
tration depth can be achieved in medical ultrasound by us-
ing long coded waveforms, in a similar manner as in radars
or sonars. However, the time-bandwidth product (TB) im-
provement, and thereby SNR improvement is considerably
lower in medical ultrasound, due to the lower available
bandwidth. There is still space for about 20 dB improve-
ment in the SNR that will yield a penetration depth up to 20
cm at 5 MHz [1]. The limited TB additionally yields un-
acceptably high range sidelobes. However, the frequency
weighting from the ultrasonic transducer’s bandwidth, al-
though suboptimal can be beneficial in sidelobe reduction.
The purpose of this study is an experimental evaluation
of the above considerations in a coded excitation ultrasound
system. A coded excitation system based on a modified
commercial scanner is presented. A predistorted FM sig-
nal is proposed in order to keep the resulting range side-
lobes at acceptably low levels. The effect of the transducer
is taken into account in the design of the compression fil-
ter. Intensity levels have been considered and simulations
on the expected improvement in SNR are also presented.
Images of a wire phantom and clinical images have been
taken with the coded system. The images show a signifi-
cant improvement in penetration depth while they preserve
both axial resolution and contrast.
1 Introduction
Pulse compression theory and techniques were developed
mainly for radar systems and adjustments to the ultra-
sound specific problem have to be considered carefully.
M-sequences and polyphase codes that have been used in
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Figure 1: The effect of the transducer and predistortion
on sidelobe level and energy. The figure shows the com-
pressed output of two chirps 20 µs long. The impulse re-
sponse of the transducer has been simulated as two cycles
of the 4 MHz sinusoid signal weighted by a Hanning win-
dow.
radars are based on abrupt changes in phase that contain
high harmonics, that the ultrasonic transducer smoothes
out. Therefore, pulse compression with binary codes ap-
plied in ultrasound systems has worse performance than the
theoretical expected and have not been considered further.
Instead, linear chirps of 20 µs in length have been used.
Range sidelobes represent an inherent part of the pulse
compression mechanism, primarily due to the abrupt rise
in the signal spectrum. In radar systems, the most used ap-
proach for sidelobe reduction is frequency weighting of the
output spectrum. Among a plethora of window functions,
2
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the Dolph-Chebyshev window exhibits the lowest side-
lobes and has been used extensively in radars [2]. The effi-
ciency of frequency windowing is based on the concept of
shaping a nearly rectangular spectrum to reduce the ripples
of the sinc function in the time domain. While the approx-
imation of a rectangular spectrum holds in radar systems,
it is not valid in the low time-bandwidth chirps that can be
used in medical ultrasound. In ultrasound, however, sub-
optimal windowing occurs naturally from the transducer.
Thus, if we design the matched filter to take into account
the transducer frequency weighting, the sidelobe levels of
the compressed signal are significantly reduced. Fig. 1
shows that pulse compression of a linear chirp with a mod-
ified mismatched filter, gives an output signal with 37 dB
range sidelobe level to start with. The -20 dB axial resolu-
tion achieved after compression is 0.641 mm. For compari-
son, the axial resolution for the conventional pulse is 0.620
mm. It can be observed that the effect of the transducer on a
linear chirp does not remove the distant sidelobes. The rea-
son for that is their different origin. The distant range side-
lobes are paired-echo distortions due to deviation from the
ideal rectangular spectrum amplitude and are not affected
by frequency weighting. When range sidelobes below -40
dB are required (which is the case for the typical dynamic
range of 50 dB or greater of an ultrasound image), methods
that compensate for that have to be employed. Addition-
ally, the presence of these distant sidelobes, increases the
mainlobe-to-sidelobe energy ratio (MSR), an important im-
age quality measure which describes the leakage of energy
from bright into dark areas of the image [3]. Data corre-
lating pulse rise-time and spectrum ripple have been previ-
ously reported [4]. Based on this analysis, a modified chirp
with shaping of the transmitted signal has been generated,
that effectively reduces the spectrum ripples. Details on the
coded waveform design is planned to be published in a sep-
arate correspondence. Fig. 1 shows that application of the
filter on the predistorted chirp achieves a big improvement
in MSR and highest range sidelobes down to -65 dB. Fur-
ther reduction of the sidelobe levels with an 0 loss in axial
resolution can be attained if Chebyshev frequency weight-
ing is applied subsequently. Thus, an implementation of
the new scheme can easily give the flexibility to switch be-
tween finer resolution and minimum range sidelobes, de-
pending on the application and the user’s needs. The new
excitation/compression scheme has been tested with Field
II, a program for simulating ultrasound fields [5]. A wire
phantom has been simulated and the expected performance
in terms of resolution and range sidelobe levels has been
verified. The new scheme is also not sensitive to the effect
of frequency shift due to attenuation.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the experimental setup.
2 Materials and Methods
A block diagram of the coded excitation system is shown
in Fig. 2. A commercial scanner (B-K Medical 3535) was
used along with a single-element mechanically rotating 4
MHz transducer. The transmitter of the scanner was inac-
tivated and the machine was modified to operate with ex-
ternal excitation. A LeCroy 9112 arbitrary function gener-
ator (AFG) was used for the generation of the coded wave-
forms on the computer. A power RF amplifier (Ritec 5000),
specifically designed to drive ultrasound transducers, was
used subsequently for amplification. The modified system
was used for both conventional imaging using pulse exci-
tation and for chirp excitation. The acquisition of the RF
data was done using the sequential acquisition capabilities
of an 8-bit digital oscilloscope (LeCroy LC334AM) at a
minimum sampling frequency of 20 MHz depending on the
requested depth of penetration and number of scan lines.
The transfer time of raw binary data for an image with 105
scan lines and a depth of 18 cm was 0.22 s, allowing ac-
quisition rate of 4.5 frames/sec. The total processing and
display time was 2.714 s/image. Both the generation of the
signals through the AFG and the image acquisition from
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the Oscilloscope were controlled remotely from the com-
puter through a GPIB interface. Software libraries were
written for both devices, allowing high level programming
through MATLABT M . After acquisition of the RF data, all
post processing and display is done on the computer. That
includes high-pass filtering, pulse compression, interpola-
tion and scan conversion, logarithmic compression, enve-
lope detection and display. The whole system was running
under Linux and could be operated from any computer con-
nected to the network.
Both clinical images and images of a wire phantom were
taken for the evaluation of the proposed coded scheme. The
phantom consisted of wires placed every 1 cm and attenu-
ated medium with attenuation of 1 dB/[MHz×cm].
3 Intensity and SNR considerations
Simulations using Field II, as well as hydrophone measure-
ments in a water tank were performed for intensity calcu-
lations. Applying pulse and coded excitation of equal peak
voltage amplitude resulted in a measured Ispt p (spatial-
peak-temporal-peak) about 1.6 times greater for the coded
signal at the acoustical focus. This is due to different focus-
ing properties of the transducer for a much longer signal.
The relationship is non-linear and is between 1.1 and 1.8
depending on the applied voltage amplitude. For instance,
a conventional pulse of 80 V and a chirp signal of 50 V
give the same Ispt p at the focal point. The excitation volt-
ages were normalized to yield the same Ispt p for both sorts
of excitation signals.
The FDA limits for adult cardiac imaging [6] are
Ispta=730 mW/cm2 (spatial-peak-temporal-average) and
Isppa=240 W/cm2 (spatial-peak-pulse-average) in water.
For the transducer used, the intensities measured in wa-
ter by the company with a conventional pulse of 70V
were Ispta=3.19 mW/cm2 and Isppa=66.4 W/cm2 at the focal
point. Both intensities are well below the limits. Isppa is the
mean intensity over the pulse duration at the focal point and
therefore does not change significantly, when the duration
of the signal changes. However, the Ispta is an integration
over time and is increased when the duration of the pulse is
increased. For a chirp of duration 20 µs, the Ispta is about
60 times higher depending on the applied code, i.e. 196
mW/cm2, which is still 3.7 times lower than the specified
safety limits.
Simulations were performed with Field II to investi-
gate the improvement in SNR. The transducer used for
the experiments was simulated (nominal frequency 3.82
MHz, 67% -6 dB bandwidth). An attenuating medium with
frequency-dependent attenuation of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm]
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Figure 3: Simulation results on the expected SNR improve-
ment from coded excitation using Field II. There is a 12 to
17 dB improvement depending on the depth.
was used. The SNR calculation has been based on the fol-
lowing equation:
SNRi =
TPRF
0 p
2
i (t,~ri)dt
Pnoise
, (1)
where p is the pressure field at the axial position ~ri, TPRF
is the period from pulse to pulse and Pnoise is the power of
the band-pass thermal noise of the system. The excitation
signals have been normalized to yield the same Ispt p at the
focal point and the energy of the received echoes has been
calculated as an integration over time of the square pressure
field. Fig. 3 shows the result of the simulations normalized
to a maximum of 60 dB SNR for the conventional pulse.
We see that there is a SNR improvement between 12 and
17 dB for all depths. For instance, at a depth of 18 cm, an
improvement of 16 dB is expected. The penetration depth
can, therefore, be increased by 7 to 10 cm at 4 MHz.
4 Experimental Results
Clinical images as well as images of a wire phantom have
been taken using the coded excitation system. All images
shown have a dynamic range of 50 dB. Fig. 4 shows clinical
images of the gallbladder from a healthy volunteer. The ap-
plied voltages have been normalized to yield the same Ispt p
at the focal point. The decrease in noise for higher depths
is apparent. Some RF lines were corrupted with spike noise
resulting in brighter stripes along the image. It was found
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that there was a sampling error in the oscilloscope at a cer-
tain sampling frequency and this frequency was not used
subsequently. The spike noise was removed by a median
filter whenever it occurred.
Fig. 5 shows images of a wire phantom with attenuation
of 1 dB/[MHz×cm]. The central RF line of each image is
shown on the left. The peak excitation voltages are 32 V
p-p for the conventional pulse and 20 V for the chirp, that
yield the same Ispt p. The applied excitations are very low
compared to what is commonly used in ultrasound scan-
ners. Therefore, the noise level in the conventional image
on the top of Fig. 5 is high. However, when a chirp excita-
tion is applied, there is a significant reduction in noise level
for depths over 10 cm. The time-gain compensation was
kept low and at the same level for both images. The 20 dB
axial resolution, measured at the scatterer located at about
6 cm, was 0.71 mm for the conventional pulse excitation
and 1.04 mm for the chirp. In the latter, the axial resolu-
tion depends on the applied compression filter and can be
improved at the expense of higher axial sidelobes.
5 Conclusion
A new coded excitation/compression scheme based on a
predistorted FM signal has been presented in this paper.
The scheme has been implemented and both clinical and
phantom images have shown the advantages of coded ex-
citation in terms of improvement on the SNR and the pen-
etration depth. The penetration depth can potentially be
increased by 7-10 cm using a 4 MHz transducer. The range
resolution achieved is comparable to that of a conventional
system. The range sidelobes, at the same time, are well
below the limits of the typical dynamic range of an ultra-
sound image. The energy of the sidelobe region is also
reduced and therefore the image contrast is improved, by
lowering the distant sidelobes caused by the ripples of the
spectrum’s amplitude. The new scheme has shown good
stability to the effect of frequency shift due to attenuation.
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Figure 4: Clinical images of the gallbladder from a healthy
volunteer that demonstrate the gain in penetration depth us-
ing codes. The applied voltages have been normalized to
yield the same Ispt p at the focal point
Figure 5: Images of a wire phantom with attenuation of 1
dB/[MHz×cm]. The peak excitation voltages are 32 V for
the conventional pulse and 20 V for the chirp. The plots on
the left side are the central RF lines of the images.
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Abstract
This paper presents a coded excitation imaging system based
on a predistorted FM excitation and a digital compression fil-
ter designed for medical ultrasonic applications, in order to
preserve both axial resolution and contrast. In radars, optimal
Chebyshev windows efficiently weight a nearly rectangular
spectrum. For the small time-bandwidth (TB) products avail-
able in ultrasound, the rectangular spectrum approximation is
not valid, which reduces the effectiveness of weighting. Ad-
ditionally, the distant range sidelobes are associated with the
ripples of the spectrum amplitude and, thus, cannot be re-
moved by weighting. We show that by using a predistorted
chirp with amplitude or phase shaping for amplitude ripple
reduction and a correlation filter that accounts for the trans-
ducer’s natural frequency weighting, output sidelobe levels
of -35 to -40 dB are directly obtained. When an optimized fil-
ter is applied on receive, contrast or resolution can be traded
in for range sidelobe levels down to -86 dB. The digital filter
is designed to efficiently use the available bandwidth and at
the same time to be insensitive to the transducer’s impulse
response. For evaluation of the method, simulations were
performed with the program Field II.
A commercial scanner (B-K Medical 3535) was modified
and interfaced to an arbitrary function generator along with
an RF power amplifier (Ritec). Hydrophone measurements
in water were done to establish excitation voltage and cor-
responding intensity levels (Ispt p and Ispta) well below the
safety limits. In vivo images of the liver from two healthy
volunteers show apparent increased depth of penetration of
about 4 cm at 4 MHz, for codes of length 25 µs. Images
taken from a non-attenuating wire phantom show that the -20
dB axial resolution for the coded scheme is as good as with
pulse excitation (about 1.5λ), depending on the filter design
criteria. The axial sidelobes are below -40 dB, which is the
noise level of the measuring imaging system. The proposed
excitation/compression scheme shows good overall perfor-
mance and stability to the frequency shift due to attenuation.
It increases the penetration depth, and still yields a high res-
olution and low adjustable sidelobes.
1 Introduction
Coded excitation in medical ultrasound can be used for im-
proving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and/or the penetra-
tion depth, as long as both sidelobe level and energy are kept
acceptably low for ultrasound imaging. An improvement in
SNR of 10 dB or more is expected [1], [2], depending on
the code parameters, and the available bandwidth. As we re-
ported previously [2], clinical images of the liver from two
healthy volunteers demonstrated an improvement in pene-
tration depth of at least 4 to 5 cm at 4 MHz with temporal
sidelobe levels lower than -35 dB. In a high contrast imaging
system this is not sufficient and this paper primarily focuses
on an optimized design of pulse compression schemes appli-
cable to ultrasound.
Linear FM waveforms have been used as coded excitation
because of their important symmetry properties and their lin-
ear group delay. Non-linear chirps do not possess this lin-
earity and therefore tend to be more sensitive to frequency
shifts from the medium to be imaged. As it will be shown,
linear chirps with amplitude tapering can give excellent per-
formance, if they are designed properly. M-sequences and
polyphase codes that have been used in radars are based on
abrupt changes in phase that contain high harmonics, that the
ultrasonic transducer smoothes out. Therefore, pulse com-
pression with binary codes applied in ultrasound systems has
worse performance than in radars due to the transducer, and
have not been considered further.
Mismatched filtering
Range sidelobes represent an inherent part of the pulse com-
pression mechanism, primarily due to the abrupt rise in the
2
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signal spectrum. In radar systems, the most used approach
for sidelobe reduction is weighting either in the time or in the
frequency domain. These approaches are not equivalent for
low TB products. Time weighting is preferable and has been
used exclusively in this paper, because it yields lower side-
lobe compression outputs [3]. Mismatched filtering has been
treated extensively in the radar literature [4], [5]. Briefly, the
transfer function of time weighting-based mismatched filters
is the complex conjugate of an amplitude-weighted version
of the excitation signal. Among a plethora of window func-
tions, the Dolph-Chebyshev window exhibits the minimum
main-lobe width for a specified sidelobe level and has been
used extensively in radars [5]. We have used other windows
such as the Blackman-Harris [6] windows, which yield nar-
row mainlobe width with adequately low sidelobe levels. The
drawbacks for the low sidelobe level are a) a broadening of
the mainlobe and associated loss in axial resolution and b) a
loss in SNR.
The effect of the transducer
In ultrasound, bandpass filtering of the excitation signal oc-
curs inherently from the transducer. The transducer effect
on pulse compression is illustrated in Fig. 1, based on mea-
surements of the pulse-echo impulse response. The trans-
ducer used is a 4 MHz single-element transducer (B-K Med-
ical) and the calculated -6 dB fractional bandwidth was 65%.
When the bandwidth of the chirp matches the transducer’s
bandwidth, the presence of the transducer reduces the near
range sidelobes from -13.2 to -32 dB below the mainlobe.
The linear FM signal used for Fig. 1 had 1.2 higher band-
width, and that reduces the sidelobes further down to -42 dB.
When mismatched filtering is applied (bold lines of Fig. 1),
near range sidelobes can be further reduced at the expense
of an additional broadening in the main lobe. The effect of
the transducer is equivalent to an additional weighting that,
although suboptimal, is beneficial to sidelobe reduction. In
radars, weighting of the transmitted pulse has been avoided
in order to send out more energy and all processing is done
on the receiver.
2 Reduction of the Fresnel ripples
As Fig. 1 shows, weighting severely fails to achieve the spec-
ified sidelobe levels in the ±T/2 region. This is an impor-
tant consideration in the design of efficient coded excita-
tion systems. The distant sidelobes increase the mainlobe-
to-sidelobe energy ratio (MSR), an important image quality
measure, which describes the leakage of energy from bright
into dark areas of the image [7]. As it will be shown, the dis-
tant sidelobes are not related to the properties of the weight-
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Figure 1: The effect of the transducer on pulse compression.
The faint lines are the matched-filter outputs and the bold
lines are the outputs when a Dolph-Chebyshev window has
been applied to the compression filter. The specified sidelobe
level for the window was -90 dB.
ing function, but to the Fresnel ripples present in the spec-
trum of the FM signals. The efficiency of frequency window-
ing is based on the concept of shaping a rectangular spectrum
to reduce the ripples of the sinc function in the time domain.
For TB products larger than 50, the linear FM signal has ap-
proximately a rectangular envelope and a quadratic phase in
both time and frequency domain, since the instantaneous fre-
quency and group delay are linear functions of time and fre-
quency respectively. This approximation is not valid for the
low TB chirps that can be used in medical ultrasound. The
exact solution for the spectrum is given by [8]:
S( f ) = 1√
2B
e− jpi f
2T/B
{C(x1)+C(x2)± j [S(x1)+S(x2)]} (1)
where T is the duration of the FM signal, B its bandwidth,
D = T B, x1 =
√
2D
(
1
2 −
f
B
)
and x2 =
√
2D
(
1
2 +
f
B
)
. C and
S are the quasi-oscillating Fresnel integrals that are respon-
sible for the ripples in both spectrum amplitude and phase.
The distant range sidelobes are paired-echo distortions due
to deviation from the ideal rectangular spectrum amplitude
and, thus, are not affected by any frequency weighting. This
can be understood if the following Fourier pair is considered
[5]:
an
2
g
(
t +
n
B
)
+g(t)+
an
2
g
(
t−
n
B
)
F
←→G( f )
[
1+an cos
(
2pin
f
B
)]
(2)
The presence of n spectrum amplitude ripples of amplitude
an over the passband B of a signal spectrum G( f ) create sym-
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metrical paired echoes in the time domain delayed and ad-
vanced from the main signal by n/B and scaled in amplitude
by an/2. In a linear FM signal, the number of ripples and
their amplitude depend on the TB product. In our case, the
approximate paired-echo sidelobes are at about ±T/2 rela-
tive to the center of the compressed pulse with an amplitude
of about -30 to -40 dB [9]. The displayed dynamic range of
a typical ultrasound image is 50 dB or greater, and therefore
methods that compensate for the distant axial sidelobes have
to be employed.
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Figure 2: Reduction of spectrum ripples using envelope &
phase modulation and amplitude tapering.
We have tested three different approaches for ripple reduc-
tion: envelope & phase modulation, phase predistortion, and
time weighting of the edges.
Envelope modulation. This approach is based on the sym-
metry property of the linear FM signal in time and frequency.
A linear FM signal with a constant amplitude envelope in the
time domain yields a rectangular amplitude spectrum with
ripple distortion. The reciprocal signal with a constant am-
plitude spectrum and strictly quadratic phase will have an
amplitude and phase in the time domain given by Eq.(1), if
T is replaced with B and t with f [8].
Phase predistortion. An alternative approach with similar
performance is to use a phase predistortion of the transmitted
signal, since amplitude and phase distortions have functional
similarity and produce similar effects [9]. Both quadratic and
cubic predistortion functions have been previously reported
[9],[3]. Phase predistorted chirps have the advantage of send-
ing out more energy, but are more vulnerable to phase distor-
tions added from acoustic propagation.
Amplitude tapering. The amplitude ripples of the spec-
trum can be attributed to the sharp rise-time of the time en-
velope, since a linear FM signal with infinite duration has no
ripples. Data correlating pulse rise-time and spectrum ripple
have been previously reported [9]. Based on this analysis,
a modified chirp with amplitude tapering of the transmitted
signal has been generated. The attainable ripple reduction
is a function of the signal’s bandwidth, the choice of the ta-
pering function and its duration. Fig. 2 shows the results of
the different approaches on spectrum ripple reduction. The
tapered function used in Fig. 2 is a Tukey window with a
duration of 0.15T.
3 Waveform and filter design
As it was shown in the previous section, amplitude tapering
is the most efficient way to reduce the Fresnel ripples of the
spectrum, if the power amplifier allows control of the trans-
mitted pulse rise time. For a given duration T , the design
parameters are
i) the frequency band that is swept relative to the trans-
ducer’s bandwidth
ii) the choice of the tapering function and its duration
iii) the choice of the weighting function.
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Figure 3: Optimized compression output. The right graph
shows the tradeoffs between sidelobe level and axial resolu-
tion for a Dolph-Chebyshev mismatched compression filter.
For most applications, the appropriate choice is at points in
the knees of the curve as the one indicated by the arrow.
The transducer’s bandwidth can be modeled, but the phase
of its transfer function is unknown and, thus, can not be com-
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Figure 4: The effect of the transducer on the new scheme.
The gray lines are the envelope of the measured impulse re-
sponse and the dotted lines is the compressed output when
the actual transducer is used. The black solid line in the bot-
tom right figure is the logarithmic envelope of the simulated
transducer.
pensated for. The effort here is to minimize the effect of
the convolution between the transducer impulse response and
the excitation signal on the design of the waveforms and the
compression filter. This is done in the excitation signal by
sweeping a bandwidth slightly larger than the transducer’s
frequency passband. This has an additional advantage: the
effect of the two main rise and fall overshoots of the spectrum
(see Fig. 2) is minimized. With this design, the range side-
lobes can be as low as -88.2 dB. Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 show opti-
mized compression outputs for different frequencies and sig-
nal durations. The compression scheme is rather insensitive
to the actual impulse response of the transducer (Fig. 4). The
increased bandwidth of the excitation waveform also yields
a better axial resolution and higher gain. The appropriate
choice of the weighting function is a tradeoff between ax-
ial resolution and sidelobe levels (Fig. 3). If the length of
the excitation signal is doubled, the sidelobes drop down to
-105.5 dB with a superb resolution of 1.45λ (Fig. 5). For
comparisons, the -20 dB axial resolution with a typical pulse
excitation is 1.46λ. The design gives even better results for
higher frequencies.
4 Simulated and experimental results
The new excitation/compression scheme has been tested with
the simulation program Field II [10]. The simulated image of
Fig. 6 shows good performance when attenuation is present.
An experimental coded excitation system has been used
for the evaluation of the new method. A commercial scanner
(B-K Medical 3535) was used along with a single-element
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Figure 5: Optimized compression outputs for FM signals
with amplitude tapering.
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Figure 6: Simulated image of a phantom consisting of point
scatterers in an attenuating medium with attenuation of 0.7
dB/[MHz×cm]. On the left of the graph, the central rf-line
is plotted.
mechanically rotating 4 MHz transducer. A detailed descrip-
tion and a block diagram of the system are given in [2].
The transmitter of the scanner was inactivated and the ma-
chine was modified to operate with external excitation. A
LeCroy 9112 arbitrary function generator (AFG) was used
for the generation of the coded waveforms on the computer.
A power RF amplifier (Ritec 5000), specifically designed to
drive ultrasound transducers, was used subsequently for am-
plification. The acquisition of the RF data was done using the
sequential acquisition capabilities of an 8-bit digital oscillo-
scope (LeCroy LC334AM) at a minimum sampling sampling
of 20 MHz depending on the requested depth of penetration
and number of scan lines.
A linear FM signal 20 µs long was used, with a theoretical
compression output as the one shown in Fig. 3. The power
amplifier distorted the phase of the excitation signal, intro-
ducing spectral ripples. In order to evaluate the effect of this
distortion, additional simulations were performed, in which
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the actual output of the power amplifier has been used. To
simulate the imaging system further, the measured impulse
response of the transducer has been used. A phantom was
scanned using the experimental coded system. The phantom
consisted of wires placed every 1 cm in water. Additional
wires were placed off-axis for evaluation of the system’s res-
olution. The resulting image is shown in Fig. 7. For quanti-
tative comparisons, the rf-lines are also shown. There is an
apparent agreement between simulated and experimental re-
sults. Fig. 7 also shows how the SNR improves from pulse
to coded excitation (top graphs).
Acquired clinical images are shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Acquired image of a wire phantom before and af-
ter compression. On the top of the graph, the central rf-lines
are plotted from a) acquired image of the phantom with pulse
excitation (not shown here), b) simulated image with coded
excitation when the signal from the output of the power am-
plifier and the measured impulse response of the transducer
have been used, and c) acquired image with coded excitation
shown here.
5 Conclusions
We have presented a new coded excitation scheme with dis-
tinct features, that make it attractive to the implementation
of high-performance coded ultrasound systems. The range
resolution that can be achieved is comparable to that of a
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Figure 8: Acquired clinical images with pulse and coded ex-
citation.
conventional system, depending on the available bandwidth.
The range sidelobes, at the same time, are well-below the
limits of the typical dynamic range of an ultrasound image.
The energy of the sidelobe region is also reduced by lowering
the distant sidelobes caused by the ripples of the spectrum’s
amplitude. Testing of the new coding excitation/compression
scheme with Field II has shown good stability to the effect of
frequency shift due to attenuation. Phantom images verified
the good performance of the system. Compared to previously
reported excitation systems, the proposed approach exhibits
lower sidelobe energy (and therefore higher image contrast
capabilities) and high compression gain, while maintaining
axial resolution.
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Abstract
Use of long encoded waveforms can be advantageous in ul-
trasound imaging, as long as the pulse compression mech-
anism ensures low range sidelobes and preserves both ax-
ial resolution and contrast. A coded excitation/compression
scheme was previously presented by our group, which is
based on a predistorted FM excitation and a mismatched
compression filter designed for medical ultrasonic applica-
tions. The attenuation effect, analyzed in this paper using
the ambiguity function and simulations, dictated the choice
of the coded waveform. In this study clinical images, images
of wire phantoms, and digital video demonstrate the applica-
bility, clinical relevance, and improvement attained with the
proposed scheme.
A commercial scanner (B-K Medical 3535) was modified
and interfaced to a software configurable transmitter board
and to a sampling system with a 2 GB memory storage. The
experimental system was programmed to allow alternating
excitation on every second frame. That offers the possibility
of direct comparison of the same set of image pairs; one with
pulsed and one with encoded excitation. Abdominal clinical
images from healthy volunteers were acquired and statisti-
cally analyzed by means of the auto-covariance matrix of the
image data. The resolution laterally is retained, axially is
improved, while there is a clear increase in penetration.
Phantom images using the proposed FM-based scheme
as well as complementary Golay codes were also acquired,
in order to quantitatively evaluate the characteristics of the
compressed output and its stability to attenuation. Images of
a wire phantom in water show that the range sidelobes re-
sulting from pulse compression are below the acoustic noise,
which was at 50 dB for the pulsed images. For images ac-
quired from an attenuation phantom, the proposed compres-
sion scheme was robust to frequency shifts resulting from
attenuation. The range resolution is improved 12% by the
coded scheme compared to a 2-cycle pulse excitation. For
the maximum acquisition depth of 15 cm, where the coded
excitations are primarily intended, the improvement in SNR
was more than 10 dB, while the resolution was retained.
1 Introduction
Application of coded excitation in medical ultrasound has
been scarce in the literature [1],[2]. Most of these attempts
have not paid much attention to the choice of coded wave-
form apart from its autocorrelation properties. However, in
the highly attenuating scattering medium of the human body,
it will be shown that the matched filter output is not the au-
tocorrelation function, and attenuation should be taken into
account in the coded signal design.
Modulated signals in attenuating media
Let s(t) = α(t) · cos[2pi f0t + φ(t)] be a real modulated sig-
nal transmitted by the ultrasound transducer, where f0 is the
center frequency of the transducer and α(t), φ(t) are the am-
plitude and phase modulation functions, respectively. If s(t)
is a narrowband signal, the complex representation ψ(t) of
s(t) is analytical and can be written as
ψ(t) = µ(t) · e j2pi f0t , (1)
where µ(t), often called the complex envelope of the signal,
combines amplitude and phase modulation:
µ(t) = |µ(t)| · e jφ(t). (2)
The real signal becomes:
s(t) = Re{ψ(t)} = |µ(t)|cos [2pi f0t +φ(t)] , (3)
When an ultrasound transducer is excited with such a modu-
lated signal, the spectrum is weighted by the transducer bell-
shaped spectrum. For a linear FM signal with a rectangular
2
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spectrum amplitude, the shape of the transmitted pulse spec-
trum amplitude is effectively that of the transducer. When the
medium has no attenuation, the returned signal from a single
scatterer is simply a time-shifted version of the transmitted
signal:
r(t) = ψ(t − τ0) = µ(t − τ0) · e j2pi f0(t−τ0) (4)
where τ0 is the time instant after the start of transmission
(t = 0), at which the signal is being received.
The frequency dependence of the attenuation results in a
larger attenuation of high frequencies than lower, when this
signal propagates through the tissue. That will decrease the
upper part of the bandwidth, causing effectively a decrease
in the mean frequency that is a linear function of depth for
a Gaussian-shaped pulse [3]. A significant downshift can be
seen even for moderate tissue depths. For a transducer with a
center frequency of 4 MHz and a 65% fractional bandwidth,
there is a downshift of 800 KHz at a depth of 16 cm. For
moving targets, there is an additional Doppler shift, which
is, however, two orders of magnitude less than the frequency
downshift due to attenuation.
Assuming that attenuation does not distort the complex
envelope of the modulated signal, and it only causes a fre-
quency downshift fd , the returned signal in an attenuating
medium will be
r(t) ' µ(t − τ0) · e j2pi[( f0− fd)(t−τ0)]
' µ(t − τ0) · e j2pi[ f0(t−τ0)− fd(t−τ0)]. (5)
Matched Filter Processing and the Ambiguity Function
The filter that maximizes the peak signal-to-noise ratio in the
presence of white noise is the matched filter. The transfer
function of the matched filter is the complex conjugate of
the signal spectrum. Matched filtering of the received signal
given in (5) requires a priori knowledge of the unknown pa-
rameters τ0 and fd . Practically there is no need to match to
the target delay τ0, since a change in delay merely changes
the time at which the output occurs.
In the general case, the returned signal is matched to the
signal ψ(t − τ) · e j2pi fm(t−τ) with parameters fm and τ. This
corresponds to a filter with an impulse response of
hτ, fm(t) = ψ∗(T − t + τ) · e− j2pi fm(T−t+τ). (6)
The receiver’s output at time T (translated so that the maxi-
mum occurs at τ = 0) will then be
ψout(τ) = e j2pi f0τ0 ·χ(τ− τ0, fm − fd), (7)
where χ(τ, fd) is defined as the ambiguity function, and is
given by
χ(τ, fd) =
∞
−∞
ψ(t) ·ψ∗(t − τ) · e j2pi fd tdt
=
∞
−∞
µ(t) ·µ∗(t − τ) · e j2pi fd tdt. (8)
The ambiguity function (AF) is the complete 2-D matched-
filter response in scatterer range and frequency downshift. In
the absence of attenuation (or generally when fm − fd = 0),
the matched filter output is the autocorrelation function of the
waveform.
The squared modulus of the ambiguity function is referred
to as the ambiguity surface (AS) [4]. The volume under the
AS indicates the total interference contributed by each tar-
get, and the distribution of the volume is the distribution of
this interference in range and frequency shift [4]. The vol-
ume under the AS is only a function of the signal’s energy
and cannot be reduced by any modulation. Coding simply
redistributes this volume on the τ− fd plane.
Implications of attenuation on signal design
Tissue attenuation in ultrasound causes a significant fre-
quency shift of the received signal. For coded excitation
and some kind of matched filtering on the receiver, the com-
pressed output is not the autocorrelation function of the
code, but a cut of the ambiguity function for a certain fre-
quency downshift. Therefore the AF of the transmitted wave-
form ought to have desired properties in the entire delay-
frequency shift plane. One solution is to use a filter bank
Figure 1: Ambiguity function of the linear FM waveform.
of i depth-dependent filters with impulse responses hτ, fmi , so
that fmi = fdi , where fdi is the estimated frequency shift at
a certain depth. However, depending on the interrogating
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medium, there will always be deviations from the estimated
values, and the requirement for robustness of compression in
frequency shifts remains.
If attenuation is not compensated for, the ambiguity func-
tion should not have increased sidelobes off the delay axis.
Figure 1 shows the ambiguity function of the proposed lin-
ear FM waveform. The advantage of this signal is that com-
pression still occurs for a frequency mismatch. This occurs
because its group delay is a linear function of frequency, and
thus, the effect of frequency shift is a simple time transla-
tion of the compressed pulse. Note that a coded waveform
with a nonlinear phase function (for example a non-linear
FM waveform) will not be compressed, when there is a fre-
quency shift.
Most binary phase codes share the undesirable property of
being quite sensitive to frequency shifts. The AF of such sig-
nals will generally have a central spike on a wide pedestal of
range-frequency sidelobes. A search for binary codes with
good autocorrelation functions is quite useless in ultrasound,
if the ambiguity function away from the delay axis is unsuit-
able [4]. The Barker codes, for instance, do not retain their
”perfect” compression output even with moderate frequency
shifts. Binary phase codes insensitive to frequency shifts do
exist, as for instance the Frank polyphase code, which is a
discrete approximation of contiguous linear FM segments.
Thus, the shape of the ambiguity function should be an addi-
tional design tool for search of such codes.
Complementary codes consist of two or more sequences of
equal length, whose autocorrelation functions have sidelobes
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Figure 2: The effect of attenuation in the complementarity
properties of Golay codes. Simulation results show a com-
parison of the echoes from 10 point scatterers between the
proposed FM-based compression scheme and a Golay pair.
The upper part is when there is no attenuation in the medium.
equal in magnitude but with inverse sign. Adding the auto-
correlations of such pairs cancels the sidelobes entirely and
doubles the mainlobe. The most well know complementary
codes are the Golay codes. Simulation results in Fig. 2 show
a comparison of the echoes from 10 point scatterers for the
proposed FM-based compression scheme and a Golay pair.
These plots show how these coded waveforms are affected by
attenuation. While perfect sidelobe cancellation occurs for
the complementary Golay codes, when the medium has no
attenuation (upper plots), the complementarity property de-
grades with attenuation. This can be assessed by inspecting
the ambiguity function of Golay codes. With an attenuation
of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm], the range sidelobes increase up to -25
dB at a depth of 16 cm, in contrast to the proposed tapered
FM signal, whose compression is very robust to attenuation.
Based on these observations, the linear FM waveform
seems the appropriate coded waveform for the highly atten-
uating medium of medical ultrasound, as long as the pulse
compression mechanism ensures low range sidelobes and
good axial resolution. Techniques for linear FM signal pre-
distortion and mismatched filtering have been presented pre-
viously by our group [5]. In this paper, we evaluate the per-
formance of these techniques experimentally. Images with
complementary phase codes are also evaluated in an attenu-
ating phantom.
2 Materials and Methods
Measurement System
An experimental digital coded excitation system was con-
structed (Fig. 3). A commercial scanner (B-K Medical 3535)
was interfaced to one transmitter and one receiver board from
the Center’s newly constructed RASMUS experimental sys-
tem [6]. A single-element mechanically rotating 4 MHz
Figure 3: The experimental system.
probe (B-K Medical 8536) was used. The software control
of both boards is implemented as a MATLABT M toolbox of
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high-level commands. The transmitter board is capable of
transmitting different complex arbitrary waveforms for each
line of an image with a few lines of MATLABT M code. The
board was programmed to allow alternating excitation on ev-
ery second frame. That allowed direct comparison of the
same set of image pairs; one with conventional and one with
encoded excitation, or image pairs with complementary se-
quences. The analog RF data of the scanner were sampled at
40 MHz. The receiver sampling unit has 12-bit ADCs and 2
GBytes storage SDRAM. That allowed storage of 140 con-
secutive ultrasound images, corresponding to about 25 s of
scan data. Subsequently the stored RF data were read from
the memory, and all post processing (pulse compression, in-
terpolation, scan conversion and display) was done off-line
on the computer.
Performance evaluation
The performance of a pulse compression system can be mea-
sured using the four following indices:
i) The range mainlobe width, a measure of the range reso-
lution.
ii) Range sidelobe measures, a measure of the induced
”self-noise”. Frequently used indices are the peak side-
lobe level (PSL) and the integrated sidelobe level (ISL).
PSL is simply the ratio between the highest sidelobe and
the mainlobe. ISL is the the ratio of the total sidelobe
energy to main peak energy expressed in decibels.
iii) The gain in signal-to-noise ratio (GSNR).
iv) Robustness to attenuation. There is no quantitative in-
dex reported. The shape of the ambiguity function can
be used as a qualitative tool.
We have reported a compression scheme using a predistorted
linear FM waveform and weighted mismatched filtering that
has excellent measures of these indices [5]. The compressed
output from this scheme has a theoretical -20 dB mainlobe
width of 1.48 λ, very low axial sidelobes (PSL=88 dB) and
GSNR=10.5 dB. Figure 1 shows the robustness of this wave-
form to ultrasound attenuation.
3 Experimental results
Initially, pulse-echo measurements from a wire phantom in
water were performed. It has not been possible to evaluate
the sidelobe level of the compressed output for the proposed
code, but we can conclude that the sidelobes are below -50
dB, which was the acoustic noise for the pulsed excitation
output. The acoustic noise was due to reverberation at the
water surface and the bottom of the tank. The -6 dB axial
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Figure 4: Detail of images of a wire phantom (right) and cen-
tral RF lines (left) for coded and pulsed excitation. Matched
filtering has been applied to both images. The dynamic range
of the images is 45 dB. There is an improvement in SNR of
more than 10 dB. Axial resolution is also higher for the coded
image.
resolutions were measured and were found to be 0.94λ for
the coded and 1.18λ for a two-cycle pulsed excitation.
Images of an attenuating wire phantom are shown in Fig. 4
and 5. The power levels of the excitation signals on the trans-
ducer were lower than the original excitation power of the
scanner. The phantom has attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz×cm]
and consists of wires of 0.2 mm in in diameter, positioned ev-
ery 1 cm axially. Additional wires are placed at a 15 degree
angle with decreasing distance down to 1 mm. In the pulsed
image of Fig. 4 a two-cycle pulse of the carrier frequency was
used. In the coded image the excitation was a 20 µs tapered
FM signal with the compression filter being the one from [5].
The -6 dB axial resolution of the coded image measured at
the wires in depth 12 and 14 cm was 1.31λ. The resolution of
the pulsed image was 1.49λ. In conventional imaging, short
broadband pulses have to be used in order to achieve good
axial resolution and to use all available system bandwidth,
with the drawback of degrading the SNR. When FM signals
are transmitted, the axial resolution depend on the bandwidth
that is swept and not on the duration of the signal. Therefore,
coded images using FM modulated signals result not only in
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Figure 5: Images with Golay pair excitation of a wire phan-
tom with attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz×cm]. On the left is
the image with one of the Golay codes and on the right is the
sum of the two complementary images. Dynamic range=45
dB.
a better SNR, but also in better axial resolution by utilizing
the available bandwidth more efficiently. Fig. 4 shows that
there is an effective gain in SNR of 10 dB or more, that cor-
responds to an additional penetration of 3-4 cm with the 4
MHz probe.
Images of the same phantom using a complementary pair
of Golay codes with length 40 are shown in Fig. 5. A single
Golay code has high axial sidelobes that are visible on the
left image. When the echoes from 2 Golay codes are added
coherently, there is a degree of cancellation on the axial side-
lobes. However, confirming our hypothesis, the cancellation
of the sidelobes is not perfect due to attenuation, and shad-
ows are still visible along the wires.
Clinical images of the abdomen using the proposed
scheme are shown in Fig. 6. The images show an excellent
performance of the encoded excitation in terms of noise re-
duction at large depths and resolution. The auto-covariance
matrix on the image gives an indication of the speckle size.
The lateral resolution of speckle data from the images of
Fig. 6 is very similar for both images, while axially the coded
image has slightly better performance (Fig. 7).
These results clearly demonstrate that abdominal ultra-
sound imaging can benefit from coded excitation yielding
a higher SNR and therefore penetration, while maintaining
both axial and lateral resolution. The higher SNR can be ex-
changed with resolution by increasing the center frequency,
i.e. for GSNR=10 dB, going from 4 to 5 MHz without com-
promising SNR. Longer codes can make this frequency step
even bigger.
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Figure 6: Clinical images of the right kidney for coded and
pulsed excitation. The portal vein and the inferior vena cava
are at the right side of the images and liver tissue is left from
the kidney. The dynamic range of the images is 45 dB. Im-
provement in resolution and noise reduction at large depths
are visible.
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Abstract
Frame rate in ultrasound imaging can be dramatically increased by using sparse synthetic transmit aperture (STA) beam-
forming techniques. The two main drawbacks of the method are the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the motion artifacts,
that degrade the image quality.
In this paper we propose a spatio-temporal encoding for STA imaging based on simultaneous transmission of two quasi-
orthogonal tapered linear FM signals. The excitation signals are an up- and a down-chirp with frequency division and
a cross-talk of -55 dB. The received signals are first cross-correlated with the appropriate code, then spatially decoded
and finally beamformed for each code, yielding two images per emission. The spatial encoding is a Hadamard encoding
previously suggested by Chiao et al. [1]. The Hadamard matrix has half the size of the transmit element groups, due to the
orthogonality of the temporal encoded wavefronts. Thus, with this method, the frame rate is doubled compared to previous
systems. Another advantage is the utilization of temporal codes more robust to attenuation.
With the proposed technique it is possible to obtain images dynamically focused in both transmit and receive with only 2
firings. This reduces the problem of motion artifacts. The method has been tested with extensive simulations using Field II.
Resolution and SNR are compared with uncoded STA imaging and conventional phased array imaging. The range resolution
remains the same for coded STA imaging with 4 emissions and is slightly degraded for STA imaging with 2 emissions due
to the -55 dB cross-talk between the signals. The additional proposed temporal encoding adds more than 15 dB on the SNR
gain, yielding a SNR at the same order as in phased array imaging.
1 Introduction
Phased array imaging, currently used in ultrasound scanners, involves transmission of pulses from the entire transmit aper-
ture, which are relatively delayed to form a focused beam along a given direction. The echoes received by all elements are
beamformed to yield the image points along this direction, and the procedure is repeated for all image directions. There are
two main limitations of the method: i) the acquisition time is proportional to the number of lines in the image, ii) the image
has a fixed transmit focus.
Synthetic transmit aperture (STA) imaging can overcome both these problems. In STA imaging, one element transmits a
pulse and all elements receive the echoes. Since each transmission is a spherical wave insonifying the entire imaging region,
receive beamforming for all lines can yield a whole low-energy image for every transmission. Then the next element is
excited and this is repeated until the whole transmit aperture is synthesized. The final synthetic image is the coherent sum
of all beamformed images [2]. In this way, the final image is fully focused both in transmit and receive.
The frame rate in STA imaging does not depend on the number of scan lines, but on the number of transmit elements. If
only two to five elements are used for transmitting, a frame rate on the order of 1,000 frames/s is possible, which will pave
the way to 3-D imaging. The use of such small number of transmit elements is dictated by the problem of artifacts caused
by tissue or transducer motion. In contrast to phased array imaging, where each line is formed from a single transmission,
in STA imaging each line of the final image uses data from all transmit events, which sets phase coherence requirements.
Using 5 transmissions with an 8 MHz transducer and a corresponding wavelength of about 190 µm, tissue speed greater than
14 mm/s may cause motion phase artifacts.
2
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Such sparse transmit aperture in STA imaging can yield a high frame rate, no motion artifacts, and potentially optimally-
focused images, but rises two new issues. The first is the resulting grating lobes in the radiation pattern of the array, since the
necessitated sparse transmit aperture violates the half-wavelength element spacing. This problem has been discussed in the
literature [2, 3] and will not be addressed here. It can be solved using the effective aperture concept. Briefly, the convolution
of the transmit with the receive aperture for each transmission is the effective sub-aperture. The two-way radiation pattern of
the synthetic image is the Fourier transform (at least in the far field) of the sum of the effective sub-apertures of all transmit
events. Therefore, by proper apodization of the receive aperture for each transmit event, a uniform λ/2 spacing effective
aperture can be created, even in the case of only 2 transmit events [3].
The second problem of sparse STA imaging compared to phased-array imaging is the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
This paper suggests a combined spatio-temporal coding based on linear FM signals that yields images with comparable SNR
to conventional imaging.
2 Methods for increasing the SNR in STA imaging
It has been reported [4] that the SNR for a non-sparse STA imaging system, which uses all transmit elements N, is
20 log(
√
N) less than the SNR of an equivalent phased-array imaging system. This is because the power transmitted by
all elements in phased-array imaging is at the focal point N times higher than the power transmitted by 1 element as in STA
imaging. Then, for a 64-element system, there should be a degradation in SNR of 10log64 = 18 dB. For a STA system with
4 transmissions, the expected SNR degradation will then be at the order of 30 dB.
There have been three methods reported in the literature for increasing the SNR in STA imaging. In the first [4], transmit
defocusing delays are applied to a group of elements, in order to obtain a similar one-way radiation pattern as a single
transmitting element at the center of the group. In this case, the mean intensity of the emulated spherical waves increases
by n (and not n2 due to defocusing), as demonstrated experimentally by Karaman et. al. [4], where n is the number of
simultaneously transmitted elements. For 11 elements an improvement in SNR of about 10log11 =10.5 dB should be
expected.
In the second method [1], all N elements simultaneously transmit spherical waves with excitation pulses spatially en-
coded by the rows of a N×N matrix, such as the Hadamard matrix. After N spatially-encoded transmit events, the received
data sets can be decoded, by the inverse matrix, yielding the equivalent N data sets as if each of the N elements was trans-
mitting alone in every transmit event. The advantages of the Hadamard matrix over other orthogonal matrices are: i) it only
consists of 1 and -1 (making coding implementation easy as a phase reversal of the transmitting pulse), and ii) the inverse
Hadamard matrix is a scaled version of itself. Hadamard spatial encoding increases SNR by 10logM [1], where M is the
number of simultaneous transmitting elements (or group of elements). For a 4×4 Hadamard matrix considered here, there
is an improvement of 6 dB.
The third reported method combines coded excitation with spatial Hadamard coding [5]. For four transmit events, it
uses two pairs of complementary codes, while the four codes are also mutually orthogonal. The decoding process is based
on the Hadamard matrix of half length, assisted by the cancellations of the sidelobes in the sum of complementary auto-
correlations and cancellations of the sum of cross-correlations among mutual orthogonal codes. The improvement in the
SNR is 10log(M ·T B), where T B is the time-bandwidth product of the codes, which is equal to the length of the code L
for binary codes. Using four transmit events and codes of length 32, as reported in [5], there is a 10log4 ·32 = 21 dB
improvement.
3 Spatio-temporal encoding using linear FM excitation
The encoding scheme proposed here is a modification of the aforementioned method. It is apparent that the SNR can be
significantly increased if long coded sequences are used instead of short pulses. It has been previously shown [6], that for
the highly attenuating medium of medical ultrasound the linear FM waveform is the most appropriate coded waveform, as
long as the pulse compression mechanism ensures low range sidelobes and good axial resolution.
A 64-element linear array with λ/2 element spacing has been used in the simulations. The entire array was used in
receive for all transmit events with the same Hanning window for apodization of the received aperture. Such apodization
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does not give the optimal effective aperture, and therefore higher lateral sidelobes compared to phased-array imaging are
expected. For each of the 4 transmit events, the elements 1, 22, 43, 64 transmit the same tapered linear FM waveform.
The design of the tapered FM signal and the weighted compression filter, which are used, have been described in [7]. The
received signal, which has been convolved with the two-way transducer impulse response has an effective time-bandwidth
product of 130. The compressed output from this compression scheme has a theoretical -20 dB mainlobe width of 1.48 λ
and very low axial sidelobes (mainlobe-to-peak sidelobe ratio of -88 dB).
Upon reception, each of the 4 rf-data sets is decoded by the Hadamard matrix. The decoded rf-data are subsequently
compressed using the same compression filter in all channels. Finally, the decoded compressed rf-data are beamformed
for all directions, yielding a low-energy image. Fig. 1 shows simulated encoded STA images before and after compression
obtained with the simulation program Field II [8]. Fig. 2 shows that the resolution both laterally and axially remains
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Figure 1: Simulated image of point targets for STA imaging using Hadamard encoding and tapered linear FM signals, before
(left) and after compression (right). The dynamic range of both images is 60 dB.
practically the same, when Hadamard spatial encoding combined with FM time encoding is used. Also notice that the
matched filter aligns the rf-data axially at the center of each scatterer, in contrast to pulsed excitation where each scatterer
appears a little further than it actually is, due to convolution with the transducer impulse response.
This coding strategy yields the same frame rate and approximately the same SNR improvement as with the one reported
in [5]. The advantage of the proposed method lies in the robustness of compression of linear FM signals, and the immunity
this signal has in frequency shifts. On the other hand, the complementarity of Golay codes breaks down at large depths due
to attenuation in tissues, resulting in image degradation. It has been shown [6] that with an attenuation of 0.7 dB/[MHz×cm],
the range sidelobes for a Golay pair increase up to -25 dB at a depth of 16 cm, in contrast to the proposed tapered FM signal,
whose compression is very robust to attenuation. The temporal FM coding can also work independently in the absence of the
spatial Hadamard coding, if the receiver has to be kept simpler. This is not the case for the complementary coding suggested
in [5], where it is the Hadamard coding which cancels the sum of the cross-correlations between the mutual orthogonal
codes. Finally, in the proposed method, image quality can be traded off with doubling of the frame rate.
This can be done by transmitting two linear FM signals from two pairs of transmitted elements, as shown in Table 1.
If the two signals have low cross-correlation properties, a 2×2 Hadamard matrix can decode the four signals. In this way,
two images can be beamformed for every transmit event and the frame rate is doubled at a small cost of resolution and
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Figure 2: Lateral and axial resolution calculated from the simulated images at the point at depth 50 mm. The gray lines cor-
respond to the typical STA image with 4 emissions, and the black lines to the STA image with the proposed Hadamard+FM
encoding.
Table 1: Excitation scheme for fast coded STA imaging using two orthogonal FM signals C1 and C2.
TRANSMIT ELEMENT
EVENT 1 22 43 64
1 C1 C1 C2 C2
2 C1 -C1 C2 -C2
SNR. The two excitation signals are an up- and a down-chirp with frequency division. The auto- and cross-correlation of
the two signals are shown in Fig. 3a. The results shown in Fig. 3 are based on simulation of a transducer at 8 MHz with
a 65% fractional bandwidth and two broadband preweighted FM signals centered at 6 and 10 MHz. A small loss in SNR
is expected since the transmitted energy is not centered at the transducer central frequency. The different FM slopes allow
separation of about 12 dB between the two signals. Frequency division is responsible for further cross-talk reduction. The
resulting STA image using only 2 emissions is shown in Fig. 3b.
4 SNR improvement
Fig. 4 shows simulated images of 5 point targets using the various coding schemes. White Gaussian noise was added to
all the received channels before beamforming, to simulate electronic receiver noise. Equal driving voltages are used for all
images. Note, however, that phased array imaging systems focus the pulses of all elements at the transmit focusing point.
In STA imaging, only a single element transmits an unfocused wave. Therefore, for equal driving voltages, the transmitted
power in STA imaging is much lower, and thus, the transmitted pulse amplitude can be increased more than an order of
amplitude compared to conventional imaging without exceeding the intensity limitations [2]. It is, thus, possible to achieve
up to 10 dB higher SNR than what is shown here, as long as the transducer elements can deliver such high power.
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Figure 3: STA simulated image (right) with double frame-rate using Hadamard encoding and two orthogonal preweighted
linear FM signals. The dynamic range of the image is 60 dB. On the left, the auto- and cross-correlation of the two signals
are shown.
The gain in SNR that can be achieved by using spatially encoded FM excitation is apparent from the images of Fig. 4.
For quantitative evaluation, the SNR has been estimated from the central line of the images. The results are listed in Table
2. The entry for the phased array image is the maximum SNR, calculated at the transmit focal point. In the case of STA
Table 2: Calculated SNR from the central line of the simulated images
IMAGING MODE EMISSIONS SNR (dB) DEPENDENCE
Phased Array Imaging 51 53.09 10log(64 ·64)
STA w. 1 xmit event 1 18.64 0
STA w. 64 xmit events 64 36.43 10log(64)
STA w. 4 xmit events 4 24.34 10log(4)
STA w. 4×4 Hadamard coding 4 30.33 10log(4 ·4)
STA w. 4×4 Hadamard + linear FM 4 52.74 10log(4 ·4 ·T B)
STA w. 2×2 Hadamard + 2 linear FMs 2 47.56 10log(2 ·2 · (T B1 +T B2))
with 2 coded transmissions using orthogonal chirps, there is a trade off between low cross-correlation among the signals and
loss in SNR. For a different design of the two codes than the one presented here, cross-correlation around -65 dB is possible
with an additional loss of 5 dB in the SNR. In conclusion, the suggested coding scheme can yield synthetic aperture images
with four transmissions, which can have the same SNR as that for phased-array imaging at the transmitted focal point, while
retaining image resolution. In combination with the method of defocused transmit subapertures, this SNR can be achieved
with only two transmissions of orthogonal preweighted linear FM signals.
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Figure 4: Simulated images of point targets with added noise, showing the improvement in SNR for the various coding
schemes. The dynamic range of all images is 60 dB.
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Ambiguity function
Costas train, 138
cross-, 29, 135
definition, 20
FM train, 141
linear FM, 26, 41
phase-coded signals, 62
thumbtack, 24
Amplitude
modulation, in FM signal, 53
tapering, in FM signal, 54
Analytic signal, 7
auto-correlation, 8
matched filter response, 15
Attenuation, 18
frequency shift, 19
in pulse compression, effect of, 88
Auto-correlation function
envelope, 8
of complex signals, 8
of linear FM, 42
of real signals, 6
Auto-covariance, 100
Bandwidth
compression, 11
rms, 9
transducer, 50
Barker codes, 63
Chirp signal, see Linear FM signal
Complex envelope, 7
Cross-correlation
of Golay codes, 111
of linear FM signals, 108, 109
of m-sequences, 110
Energy, signal, 6, 7
Fast Imaging
linear array, with Golay codes, 122
linear array, with linear FM, 119
synthetic, with linear FM, 126, 129
with pulse trains, 133
with QLFM-FSK train, 148
Focusing, 115
Frank codes, see Polyphase codes
Frequency
instantaneous, 5, 36
shift due to attenuation, 19
Fresnel integrals, 37
Golay codes, 65
cross-correlation, 111
imaging with, 85, 100, 122
number of, 111
Group delay, 39
Hadamard matrices, 68
array coding, 126
Imaging
fast, see Fast imaging
with Golay codes, 85
with linear FM, 80, 100
with non-linear FM, 84
Instantaneous frequency, 5, 36
relation to group delay, 39
Intensity, 71
spatial peak, pulse average, 72
spatial peak, temporal average, 72
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Linear FM signal, 35
ambiguity function, 40
amplitude tapering, 54
axial resolution, 42
compression gain, 43
frequency division, 109
Fresnel ripples, 37, 51
imaging with, 80, 100
matched filter response, 42
ripple reduction, 53
spectrum, 37
symmetry in time and frequency, 38
weighting, 47
Matched filter, 14–19
Matched filter response, 15
in attenuation, 20
linear FM, 42
Non-linear FM signal
ambiguity function, 84
design, 43
imaging with, 84
sidelobes, 45
Phase-shift coding, 22
PN (pseudo-noise) sequences, 64
cross-correlation properties, 110
Polyphase codes, 66
Pulse trains
ambiguity function, 25, 134
Costas, 136
frequency shifting, 135
general, 22, 133
linear frequency shifting (QLFM-FSK),
140
staggering, 134, 146
Resolution, 26
clinical evaluation, 96
estimation using auto-covariance, 100
in STA imaging, 126
Sidelobes, 27
Non-linear FM signal, 45
SNR
compression gain, 43
expected gain in, 74
Speckle, 30
Synthetic aperture, 122
SNR improvement, 129
Time-bandwidth product, 11
lower limit, 11
SNR gain, 43
Ultrasound imaging, see Imaging
Waveform design, 32
linear FM, 53, 54
Weighting
linear FM, 28, 43, 48
Wiener filter, 31
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